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ABSTRACT
Plaque accumulation in the walls of coronary arteries reduces the delivery of
nutrients and oxygen to the myocardium. This luminal narrowing can cause clinical
indications such as angina or heart attacks, and without treatment, can be fatal. One
method of treatment is the percutaneous intervention of stents to re-canalize the vessel.
A potential complication of stent implantation is arterial wall remodeling and
renarrowing of the vessel; termed restenosis. This can be prevented in the majority of
patients with an antiproliferative drug coating on the surface of the stent: a drug-eluting
stent. I hypothesize that drug transport in the arterial wall from these devices varies
between arterial locations (left anterior descending (LADC) versus right (RC) coronary
artery; proximal, middle, versus distal regions). The purpose of this work was to identify
the properties of the vascular wall that govern transport, and computationally model
stent-based delivery to better understand any differences that could exist in transport
based on location.
The first aim of this work was to identify the porohyperelastic properties.
Permeability showed a decrease along the length of the LADC artery of 198%, and
98.6% along the length of the RC artery (p=NS between LADC and RC). Mechanical
properties indicated significant differences between the LADC and RC arteries, with the
LADC artery being stiffer than the RC. The second aim of this work was to identify the
mass transport and cellular binding properties. There was no difference between the
LADC and RC arteries; however, diffusivity peaked in the middle region of both arteries
by a factor of 2.07. Convection coupling coefficients indicated an upward trend down
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each artery with the RC artery having higher values. The third aim was to use the model
constants from the previous two aims to create six parametric computational models of
stent deployment and drug delivery into the respective arterial sections. Results indicated
that RC sections had lower stress along with 2.2 times the species concentration at time
points of peak smooth muscle cell migration and remodeling.
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1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Coronary Artery Physiology
The coronary circulation encompasses the circulation critical to delivery of

oxygenated blood and other nutrients to the myocardium [1]. This circulatory pathway
originates at the coronary ostias branching from the aortic sinus. Normally, blood flows
from the ostias to the left main and right coronary arteries (Figure 1-1). There are certain
rare instances of another major epicardial artery termed the posterior coronary artery. In
most cases, however, the left main branches to the left circumflex and left anterior
descending coronary (LADC). After blood flows through the epicardial arteries, the
arteries branch to subepicardial arteries into the heart. The right coronary (RC) artery
does not branch to other epicardial arteries, with a direct branching to subepicardial right
coronary arteries. In general, there is a lack of circulatory redundancy indicating, that
should flow be reduced, damage to the myocardium is likely.

Figure 1-1: Coronary artery circulation [2]
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Coronary arteries are critical to homeostatic regulation since proper perfusion of
the heart allows the heart to properly supply blood to other areas of the body. The
arteries have the ability of autoregulation to ensure proper perfusion based on the needs
of the body. In addition, the arteries have a unique response to certain adrenergic
stimulants that restore proper function of the cardiac muscles. For instance,
norepinephrine causes vasodilation in the coronary circulation, whereas norepinephrine
typically elicits a constriction response in the rest of the vasculature. Although this effect
has been suggested to be a result of increased systemic demand [3]. The control of the
vascular tone of coronary arteries can occur through many methods including adrenergic
stimulation (catecholamines), chemical paracrine stimulation (nitric oxide),
parasympathetic/sympathetic innervation (the above methods, in addition to adenosine),
and mechanical stimulation (stretch-mediated release of proteins kinases) [3-6]. While
these all act via different pathways to induce a tonal effect on coronary arteries, the tone
is ultimately altered via modification of the internal components of the vascular wall;
namely coronary vascular smooth muscle cells that act on the surrounding extracellular
matrix (ECM) components.

1.1

Coronary Artery Wall Components
The coronary artery wall consists of multiple distinct layers (Figure 1-2) [7]: the

tunica intima, tunica media, and tunica adventitia. Interdispersed in these three layers are
three primary components: type I collagen, elastin, and smooth muscle cells.
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Figure 1-2: Layers of a generic small artery (above) [8], with a Gomori trichrome
stained human coronary section (below) [9]

The tunica intima is the innermost layer consisting of a monolayer of endothelial cells
supported on an elastic lamina primarily made from elastin. This layer serves as a barrier
for transport and a critical component for homeostatic regulation, such as, endothelial
nitric oxide release in the event of excessive detected fluid shear force. This allows cells
in the tunica media to vasodilate. The tunica media is the layer connected the to tunica
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intima and is primarily responsible for mechanical strength and tonal regulation. Tonal
regulation occurs through the regulation of contraction of the smooth muscle cells in this
layer. Morphologically, this layer exists as primarily collagen and smooth muscle cells
distributed in layers with relatively small amounts of elastin. The smooth muscle cells
are critical for homeostatic regulation through contraction and relaxation derived from
biochemical, mechanical, or nervous stimulation. These cells also account for a great
deal of vascular remodeling (by migration, proliferation, and collagen and elastin
deposition) to ensure homeostasis in situations of excessive stress, such as in
hypertension or other disease states [10]. The outermost layer, the tunica adventitia,
anchors the vessel to the surrounding tissue. This layer primarily consists of collagen and
fibroblasts in a seemingly random arrangement. In a healthy situation these layers work
together to ensure unobstructed flow with proper endocrine, paracrine, and nervous
modulation. There are, however, problems that can occur resulting in reduced flow and
perfusion of the myocardium, therefore signaling fatal or near-fatal events.

1.2

Coronary Artery Disease
Luminal narrowing as a result of coronary artery disease reduces the supply of

needed oxygen and nutrients resulting pain in the chest (termed angina pectoris) or a
myocardial infarction (commonly referred to as a heart attack). Angina is present with
myocardial ischemia, with a myocardial infarction resulting in death of the heart muscle
cells. In 2011, 7.9 million Americans suffered from angina pectoris, and 935,000
Americans suffered from a myocardial infarction [11]. In this, approximately every 25
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seconds an American suffers a coronary event with a death occurring approximately
every minute [11]. This disease accumulates costs of $108 billion in the United States
alone including diagnosis, treatment (interventional and medications), and morbidity
[11].
Coronary artery disease occurs due to accumulation of atheromatous plaques in
the arterial wall. As the deposition of the plaques continues, the lumen narrows. This
results in myocardial ischemia. This luminal narrowing occurs because of excess
deposition of lipids, calcium, inflammatory cells (e.g., macrophages), and connective
tissue. While exact determination of the causes of excess lipid, calcium, and
inflammatory build-up are not definitive, there are certain identified reasons for the
development of coronary artery disease.
For instance, genetic markers have been identified from common genetic variants
between individuals suffering from coronary artery disease. The human stromelysin-1
promotor adenosine sequence has been suggested as a genetic marker responsible for
rapid progression of coronary artery disease [12]. In specific, a genetic allele
modification (6-adenosines versus 5) has been suggested to have a role in excess
expression of MMP-9 allowing for more rapid progression of lipid and calcium
deposition [12, 13]. It has also been suggested that there are genetic predispositions to
enhanced lipid retention given individual endothelial barrier transport. In addition to this,
induction of voluntary hypercholesterolemia (e.g., poor diet) has shown that high levels
of systemic low density lipoprotein allows for relatively high levels of vascular retention
because of lipoprotein influx with low levels of egress [14]. These high levels of
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accumulated lipids progress with more deposits of intra- and extra-cellular fatty deposits
coupled with an enhanced inflammatory response with subsequent calcification and
remodeling [14]. Retention is enhanced by the existence of certain extracellular matrix
constituents, such as proteoglycans, along with other native proteins like lipoprotein
lipase and sphingomyelinase [15, 16]. See Figure 1-3 for an example of coronary artery
disease progression and eventual intimal rupture causing a coronary event.

Figure 1-3: Atherosclerotic development [17]
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When atherosclerotic plaque reaches a critical point, and pharmaceutical relief in terms of
chemical methods (e.g., nitric oxide) to temporarily restore flow are not valid treatments,
surgical approaches are necessary to restore blood flow. These can occur through openheart or percutaneous methods.

1.3

History of the Treatment of Coronary Artery Disease
Catheterization is a topic dating back to 3000 BC when Egyptians were performing

bladder catheterizations using metallic pipes [18]. The expansion of catheterization to
the vasculature was done initially in cadavers to study the flow pathways (e.g., venous
versus arterial) by Dr. Willian Harvery in 1651, and functional components of the
vasculature (e.g., valves) by the Greeks in 400 BC [18]. Eventually, arterial intervention
moved to living subjects with the first intravenous injections occurring in 1665 by Dr.
Wren, and in 1667 the first vascular catheter (a series of vascular pipes with quill
connectivity) was used by Dr. R. Lower to transfuse blood from a sheep to a human
(carotid artery to jugular vein) [19, 20].

1.3.1

Animal Catheterization
These techniques were expanded to move towards cardiac catheterization first by

Dr. Stephen Hales in 1711. He performed catheterization into the ventricles of a horse by
using brass pipes connected with goose trachea and a glass tube to measure pressure.
This was the first recorded measurement of intracardiac pressure [19, 20]. These
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methods were expanded to answer critical physiological questions such as temperature
measurements to identify metabolic activity, and the identification of pressure
measurements and the geometrical configuration of the heart during pulsatile conditions
[19]. The cardiac catheterization method was expanded further in the use of coronary
angiograms in human cadavers in the early 1900s. In this, contrast agents such as red
lead was used along with the recently introduced technology of x-ray imaging to identify
the circulation noninvasively [21]. The angiogram was moved towards live-imaging by
Heuser in 1919. This was done by using a potassium iodide injection in hand veins and
visualizing with a fluoroscope [19]. Over the next two decades, different variations of
iodinated contrast agents were used with the first heart-contrast image taken by Sicard in
1923 [22].

1.3.2

Towards the Goal of Human Cardiac Catheterization
Arguably, the biggest breakthrough occurred when a surgical resident, Dr. Werner

Forssmann, was trying to deliver cardiac resuscitation medications directly to the cardiac
muscle. His supervisor dismissed the use of catheterization, however, Forssmann
proceeded with initial studies on cadavers to ensure proper tip position and placement
using urinary catheters. His first live-subject experiment came with a colleague inserting
a catheter 35 cm into Forssmann’s ballistic vein. The colleague would not insert the
catheter further. Forssmann then approached an OR nurse, Gerda Ditzen, to obtain
proper venesection equipment. Ms. Ditzen agreed to take part in the next phase of
experimentation: full catheterization into the right heart. She would only agree if the test
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was performed on her instead of Forssmann. He agreed, and after strapping her to the
operating table, he administered local anesthetic to himself, performed a venous cutdown
of his own elbow, then inserted the catheter to full length. He released Ms. Ditzen and
had her assist him in imaging the catheter tip in his right atrium via x-ray. After news
and subsequent panic spread through the hospital, Forssmann, was released from
employment by his supervisor, however, he was recommended for a job at a larger
hospital. His techniques and personality (both the catheterization, and other experimental
methods along with displayed disrespect towards hospital superiors) pushed him to move
away from cardiology and towards urology [19]. He was later awarded the Nobel prize
(shared with Cournand and Richard) for his catheterization work.

1.3.3

The Goal of Left Heart Circulation Catheterization
Primary innovation after Forssmann encompassed further right heart

measurements and more advanced contrast and imaging techniques, however, left heart
imaging was not yet optimized. The next big innovation occurred when Dr. Mason Sones
injected contrast during diastole to prevent quick wash-out of contrast and experimented
with dye placement in regard to observed radio-opacity. In this, he was performing a
valve-related study and accidentally realized the right coronary artery of the patient was
intubated instead of the left ventricle. He rushed to replace the catheter, however,
contrast had already been injected. He took a scalpel, fearing heart massage would need
to occur, however asystole developed instead, with quick resuscitation. This allowed for
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the imaging of potential stenoses in the left heart circulation. For an example angiogram

CT of Coronary Arteries

showing two stenoses see Figure 1-1 [23].

A 1-4: Example coronary angiogram showing proximal leftBanterior
Figure
descending stenoses [23]

65 beats/min.
ary artery (RCA) and left main artery and left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) with proximal

h-grade stenosis of the1.3.4
proximal
left anterior descending
Recanalization
of Arteriescoronary artery (arrows).
Since access to the left heart circulation was shown possible with relatively
minimal patient risk, treatment ideas for coronary artery disease underwent
experimentation. However, like many discoveries in coronary intervention, the discovery
that the walls could be recanalized was discovered by accident by Dotter in 1963 when
passing a catheter through a stenosed iliac artery for an aortogram [24]. Dotter
mistakenly recanalized after running the catheter through the occlusion. After this,
Dotter and another physician, Judkins, performed the first translumenal angioplasty with
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a crude rigid catheter method. They reported their successful results of recanalization,
and eventually were approached by another doctor, Gruentzig, to use a crude balloon
catheter to treat coronary artery disease in 1970. This procedure of angioplasty, where a
vessel is forcibly opened with a balloon then the balloon removed, sparked innovation in
regard to better designs of flexible small-profile catheters and various polymeric
combinations for the balloon material. In 1977, Greuntzig, Myler, and Hanna performed
the first human coronary balloon angioplasty.

1.3.5

Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting
Simultaneous to percutaneous methods, the procedure of coronary artery bypass

surgery was being developed. This procedure evolved from the idea that recanalization
does not need to occur, but a bypass tube around the coronary stenosis could be done
instead. This was first performed in 1960 by Goentz and Rohman. In this procedure the
internal mammary artery was used as a donor artery and anastomosed to the right
coronary artery [25]. Like percutaneous intervention, this technique evolved to better
technologies, with further studies performed based on the donor artery type and
anastomosis ligation method. Unlike percutaneous intervention, this procedure would
require open-heart surgery with a considerably higher amount of patient risk and
mortality.
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1.3.6

Atherectomy
Following success of the coronary angioplasty, other researchers, most notably

Simpson, turned to atherectomy, or physical removal of arterial plaques. This occurred in
the early 1980s [26]. While patient success was good, similar restenosis rates combined
with high costs made atherectomy devices unfeasible. Further efforts to make
atherectomy more effective correspondingly made this procedure more expensive,
including laser and ultrasonic application and ablation [19, 27]. The next big
interventional method involved a suggestion made in the 1970s by Dotter and Judkins
[24]. This involved implanting a plastic structure to maintain patency until
reendothelialization. These are known as stents.

1.3.7

Introduction of the Coronary Artery Stent
Stents were initially elastomeric, plastic, or stainless steel coils that self expanded,

however, problems were initially presented as migration and geometric instability [19,
28]. After lessons learned from the initial generation of stents, generation zero stents
were FDA approved and clinically implemented with relatively good patient success.
These were usually balloon mounted and expanded for deployment. These were slotted
metallic designs that underwent plastic deformation to hold the deployed shapes, such as
the Palmaz-Schantz bare metal stent (Figure 1-5). Simultaneous to the implementation of
stents, angioplasties still gained more worldwide use, with over two million angioplasties
performed by 2001 [29]. However, both of these procedures had serious postintervention complications.
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Figure 1-5: Example of a bare metal stent before and after expansion [30]

1.4

Complications of the Percutaneous Coronary Intervention
While the techniques of coronary angioplasty and stenting share their roots, there

are differences in post-interventional reaction of the artery wall. Aside from physician
error (malapposition, misguided stent wires, etc.) primary failure modes of these methods
are re-narrowing of the vessel, termed restenosis. In the near term, restenosis is
characteristic of a thrombotic response. Late-term restenosis has been characterized as a
vascular remodeling response. While the biological response of restenosis, characterized
by neointimal hyperplasia, is related between the post-angioplasty and post-stenting
procedures, the sequence of events varies between the two clinical scenarios in a few key
ways.
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1.4.1

Thrombotic Restenosis
Thrombosis is characterized by platelet, fibrin, and red blood cell accumulation at

the site of vascular injury [31]. In certain instances, laceration of the tunica intima can
exasperate this response. Ideally, endothelial cell recruitment and full
reendothelialization of the interventional area in the lumen will prevent this response. To
prevent thrombosis, patients are assigned a strict and long-lasting regimen of anti-platelet
therapy such as clopidogrel.

1.4.2

Proliferation and Remodeling Restenosis
Smooth muscle cells in the arterial wall respond to various chemical and

extracellular matrix signaling to initiate migration. For instance, kinases can signal
cellular activity, and in situations of vascular injuries (as can happen with intervention),
matrix attachment points via integrin activation can change [32, 33]. In the case of
homeostasis, coronary artery vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs) maintain good
adherence to the surrounding extracellular matrix. With changes in integrin attachment
points, SMCs will migrate and change the surrounding ECM to reach a more stable
configuration [34]. The surrounding matrix can also be affected by matrix
metalloproteinase activity, since the fibrillar attachment points are modified. In either
chemical or mechanical stimulation, microtubule and actin reorganization from the
extracellular and transmembrane signaling causes a migratory cascade towards the
intima. This causes the creation of a neointimal layer composed of deposited ECM from
SMCs. In certain situations, this remodeling response causes luminal narrowing to a
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critical degree where a second intervention is necessary. Specific to angioplasty, this
remodeling results in elastic recoil, negative arterial modeling, then finally full
neointimal hyperplasia after intimal thickening. When a stent is implanted, the elastic
recoil and negative arterial remodeling are unable to be done because the rigid stent
structure prevents the inner surface from changing outside of tissue ingrowth. The
sequence of the foreign body response of the stent is shown in Figure 1-6. Late-stage
restenosis has been addressed through pharmacologic, mechanical, and radioactive
methods.
Matrix deposition
SMC proliferation/migration
Leukocyte recruitment
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Figure 1-6: Foreign body response to a stent; adapted from [35, 36]

1.4.3

Prevention of Late-stage Stent Restenosis
Treatment of stent restenosis other than secondary intervention (e.g., placing a

stent over a stent, or radiation to diminish cell proliferation (brachytherapy) [37])
typically involves preventing restenosis rather than performing reintervention. The most
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successful method of preventing restenosis has come with the use of pharmaceutical
elution from the balloon or stent. Specifically, this comes in the form of a drug-eluting
stent (DES).
Introduced in 2003 by Cordis, Inc (a Johnson & Johnson, Inc subsidiary), the
Cypher® drug-eluting stent lowered restenosis significantly (in one study from 40% to
9%) [38]. Generation one drug-eluting stents (the most popular being Cordis’s Cypher®,
and Boston Scientific’s Taxus®) consisted of a stainless steel stent with a specialized
geometrical design to obtain deployability with a degree of compliance but also rigidity
to hold the vessel open. These structures were coated with a degradable polymeric
matrix integrated with anti-proliferative agents. The Cypher® stent was introduced with
a stainless steel metallic substrate coated with (poly)butylmethacrylate embedded with
the antiproliferative agent, sirolimus. In this stent, the polymeric matrix degrades via
hydrolysis, releasing the drug from the micropores generated during the degradation.
Sirolimus is a macrolide immunosuppressant/antiproliferative agent initially
discovered in a soil sample from Easter Island (Rapa Nui) as a product of the bacterium
strepomyces hygroscopicus	
  [39]. Sirolimus acts by binding to the FKBP12 (protein).
This bound complex leads to the formation of a trimeric complex with the protein kinase
mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) [40]. This kinase is critical to progression in
the cell cycle from the G1 to the S phase. See Figure 1-7 for the structure along with
functional labeling of the structure with the molecular action pathway [40]. Paclitaxel is
an alternative drug that was used on generation one stents, with some implementation in
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modern stents. Paclitaxel acts on cells by destabilizing microtubules, thereby preventing
cell division [41].

Figure 1-7: Cell cycle inhibition cycle (left); chemical structure of sirolimus and its
derivatives with labeled binding sites (right) [40]

Table 1-1: Drug-eluting stents
Generation

1

Stent

Company

Substrate

Polymer

Drug

FDA
approved

Cypher

Cordis, Inc

SS316

PEVA/PB
MA

Sirolimus

Yes

SS316

SIBS

Paclitaxel

Yes

CoCr

SIBS

Everolimus

Yes

Taxus
Xience

2

Boston
Scientific, Inc
Abbott Vascular,
Inc

Genous

OrbusNeich

SS316

SynBiosys

EPC
antibodies

No

Resolute
Integrity

Medtronic, Inc

CoCr
F562

BioLinxTM

Zotarolimus

Yes

JACTAX

Boston
Scientific, Inc

SS316

PLA-JAC

Paclitaxel

No
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Second generation stent design has incorporated more advanced structures for the
stent substrate, polymer, and pharmaceutical agent. See Table 1-1 for an overview of
some drug-eluting stents.
Today’s most commonly used pharmaceutical agents involve derivatives of
sirolimus since these compounds have shown better clinical results than other DES drugs,
such as paclitaxel (a microtubule destabilizer). For instance, the compound zotarolimus
varies from sirolimus in a single functional group (Figure 1-7), acts on cells in the same
manner, but maintains a more hydrophobic nature with the highest logP of any of the –
olimus pharmaceuticals. In addition, second generation DESs incorporate coatings that
can elute drugs in a better-tuned manner (long release with high reproducibility) with, in
certain instances, functionalization that allows for faster time for reendothelialization.
For example, Medtronic, Inc’s Resolute Integrity® DES utilizes a proprietary tricopolymer made from C10, C19 (methyl-type polymers), and (poly)vinyl pyrrolidone
(Figure 1-8) [42].
These are attached to a cobalt chromium type F562 via a Parylene C primer. This
structure provides an alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic substrate that mimics the
structure of a cell membrane. This makes endothelial cell attachment more likely, with
enhanced nonthrombogenic properties. The inner structure interacts stably with
zotarolimus, holding the drug until contact between the polymer and another surface
occurs, therefore allowing the drugs to release gradually from the hydrophobic matrix
into the arterial wall (Figure 1-9).
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Medtronic Polymer Technologies

1-8: Polymer
structures for the BioLinx® tri-copolymer [42]
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This stent has a cobalt chromium substrate. Cobalt chromium has clinical advantages
such as material strength advantages and the critical advantage of enhanced radio opacity.

1.4.4

Failure Statistics of Coronary Intervention
As interventional scenarios moved towards more advanced methods, success

increased, however, current interventional methods still have unacceptable rates for
patient failure. Modern angioplasty has shown clinical restenosis of 32 percent,
compared with bare metal stents at 18 percent [44, 45]. With bypass grafting, restenosis
of the graft has shown 19 percent restenosis [46]. Upon introduction of the DES,
restenosis dropped to 4.9 percent [47]. Note that these are values from select studies
indicating the average from several studies. There is some clinical evidence of variations
outside of these reported values based on procedural of demographical parameters.

1.5

Computational Modeling of Stent-based Drug Transport
Since the introduction of drug-eluting stents, the interaction of the stent and tissue

system in regard to the biological, chemical, and mechanical environment has been
studied in great detail. A great deal of study involves simulating this environment
computationally. Computational modeling has certain advantages over wet-laboratory
testing. For instance, multiple clinical scenarios can be evaluated with minimal cost
compared to the same in vivo or in vitro test, especially if that test involves in vivo
confirmation of device performance. Simultaneous to this, designs that are not easy to
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prototype can be tested in silico prior to large amounts of fiscal and temporal investment.
An additional advantage of in silico evaluation of biological systems includes an ethical
component. This being that animals are not needed for sacrifice in a purely
computational study. From the drug transport standpoint, computational models have
explained how transport can occur in a nonhomogenous manner, with orthotropy, arterial
retention, and with different parametric scenarios (e.g., strut design, drug-elution
properties, material choices, etc.) [48-50].
For instance, computational simulations into release kinetics have displayed how
elution should take the course of at least 30 days to ensure drugs are not washed away,
but retained, in the vascular wall [51, 52]. These studies have used Navier-Stokes flow
conditions (Equation 1-1) with standard Fick-type transport equations (Equation 1-2) to
dictate transport in three dimensions:
∂vz ∂rvr 1
+
=0
∂z
∂r r

Equation 1-1

∂c
= Dc ∇ 2 c
∂t

Equation 1-2
,

where vi is the velocity in the respective directions, r is the radial coordinate, z is the
longitudinal coordinate, Dc is the diffusivity, and c is the concentration [51]. Studies can
include the effect of individual binding sites such as receptor-mediated drug effects [49,
52]. This can be modeled via Michaelis-Menten kinetics:

bREC = bREC,max c / ( c + K dREC ) ,

Equation 1-3

where b is the bound concentration and K is the binding coefficient [52]. Simulations
have also been performed to better understand the local tissue environment. For instance,
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Hwang, et al. modeled convective-diffusive transport via Equation 1-1 along with a
resistive term coupled to a tissue partition term (Equation 1-4):
Jin =

1 "
c %
$ cev − im ' − vr cev
Rend #
κ im &

Equation 1-4

where cev is the endovascular drug concentration, R is the intimal resistance, cim is the
tissue concentration, and κim is the tissue partition. Hwang, et al. was able to utilize this
model coupled to experimental results of fluorescent drug surrogates on a stent surface to
examine: 1. Circumferential heterogeneity in transport, and 2. The influence of
convection to diffusion in the transport of species in coronary arteries [49, 52]. For
instance, they discovered that hydrophobic compounds display a higher degree of
variability with generally higher retention of the drugs in arterial wall towards the intima.
On the contrary, hydrophilic drugs displayed a preference to retain towards the adventitia,
however, with orders of magnitude smaller total tissue retention [52]. Separate from
changing the boundary condition as a lumenal concentration condition, Pontrelli, et al.
performed multilayer transport by utilizing the partition coefficient to normalize the jump
condition between transport layers. This methodology utilizes that traditional transport
equations outlined earlier to numerically evaluate the elution profile and transport
through two porous medias [53].
Away from the modeling of drug transport, Goriely, et al. reported how binding
influences the observed transport characteristics through a finite element modeling
approach coupled to observations from a TRITC-albumin solution. This showed the
importance of the recognition of alterations to observed concentrations and corresponding
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effective diffusivities for transport through a tortuous medium with binding sinks [54].
By combining several advanced modeling techniques Zunino, et al. was able to show
how the entire stent/balloon/vessel situation responds during intervention and over the
course of analysis. Their model showed how advanced vascular injury could occur via
the balloon in addition to the effect of the hemodynamic environment on total observed
transport [55]. In addition to these studies, Feenstra, et al. demonstrated a successful
model in the development of a deformationally dependent sequential porohyperelastic
mass transport approach. This method incorporated several components of transport
modeling including diffusion, convection, and reactivity, however with certain
weaknesses as it relates to implementation of proper convective definitions (i.e., the
absence of the inclusion of the bcf term) [56]. This model displayed characteristic wall
retentions of drugs in a commercially implementable method.

1.6

Experimental Evaluation of Mass Transport
Ultimately, these in silico models are only useful with the correct experimental

input. Hence without the proper experimental input, any in silico studies based from
these improper experiments are inaccurate. A built-in source of error in previous models
without coupled experimental confirmation is the ability to confirm the models. With
more complexity, the computational model becomes more difficult to confirm. For
instance, Feenstra, et al. published an advanced model on the implementation of a porous
media mass transport in a stent-based situation [56]. Properties for this computational
study were taken from previous wet-laboratory studies from different groups. For
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instance, they utilized the fluid transport properties from studies on rabbits, porcine mass
transport properties, and human mechanical properties [56]. While this study provided an
implementation of advanced drug delivery modeling, with advanced use of porous media
mass transport with advection, reactivity, and reversible binding, this model cannot be
confirmed in vivo given the chimeric nature of the cumulative properties. Implementing
a model driven from properties measured: 1. specific to the modeling approach being
used, and 2. confirmable via in vivo or in situ testing, adds clinical power to the
computational model driven from the properties.
Several researchers have utilized different technologies to identify drug transport in
coronary arteries. For instance, Karmakar, et al. identified the effects of molecular
weight on species transport. This study identified transport for relatively high molecular
weight compounds (compared to pharmaceuticals) [57]. These compounds were
generally hydrophilic, and because of their large molecular weights and interaction to the
endothelium, they mathematically predicted the concentration polarization as relatively
low partitions with high diffusions. In addition, they showed how the larger the
molecule, the higher the degree of concentration polarization, with higher effective
Stokes-Einstein radii inhibiting wall transport [57]. This was similar to observations by
Lovich, et al. when reporting on drugs bound to globular proteins (because of
polarization of viscous drag of the protein in the interstitium) [58]. Hwang, et al.
expanded on this by showing how medial diffusivity decreased and endoluminal
resistivity reduced as molecular weight increased [49]. In addition, they showed how
higher influences of convection in a system resulted in diminished retained concentration.
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Related to actual drug transport, Levin, et al. reported how diffusion varied based
on the specific hydrophobic drug, and the relation to dextran drug-surrogates. For
instance, paclitaxel displayed lower effective diffusivities than rapamycin [59]. In
addition, this study reported how transmural diffusion was, on average, three orders of
magnitude higher than in the planar direction. This trend was shown to be more relevant
as molecular weight dropped, as was shown by Hwang, et al. [60]. Corresponding to
these transport values, higher drug retention was observed in hydrophobic compounds
compared to the hydrophilic ones by five-fold, with rapamycin displaying more luminal
retention and paclitaxel displaying more adventitial retention [59]. Hwang, et al. also
showed how transport can vary in a circumferential heterogeneous manner in their
evaluation of large fluorescent proteins [60]. In the post-interventional scenario, a
lipophilic dye (PKH26) was utilized to evaluate the tissue system for increases in
hydraulic conductivity [61], this was shown with hydrophilic dyes, as well [50]. While
all of these studies used variations of diffusion or coupled diffusion-convection, the
evaluation of porous fluid velocity was performed by Simon, et al., demonstrating the
ability acquire the properties of how interstitial fluid velocity is coupled to mechanical
deformation [62]. While these properties have been identified for several different
animal models, and driven from different forms of the transport governing laws, a single
set of material constants that encompass the transport of properly chosen drug surrogates
for deformationally dependent convective-diffusion mass transport for a specific animal
has not yet been reported. In addition, these properties have not yet been identified based
on location in the coronary arterial tree.
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1.7

Coronary Intervention Clinical Restenosis Statistics
The procedure of coronary angioplasty showed significant levels of late-stage

restenosis [63, 64]. In this, restenosis was also determined to have differences based on
the treated artery [63, 64]. Typical procedural characteristics show higher interventional
percentages in the LADC arteries than RC arteries, with these two arteries accounting for
the majority of total coronary interventions [63-67]. In this, LADC arteries showed
higher rates of restenosis (45% versus 32%) than RC arteries [63]. In addition, proximal
regions in both arteries showed 11% higher restenosis than distal regions [64]. This
could potentially be due to differences in transport, allowing relatively different amounts
of pro-proliferative and atherogenic molecules into the arterial wall. This is a vessel
response (as opposed to the stent-vessel system) indicating that variations in this response
can be a function of vessel location. Comparing angioplasty to bare metal stent (BMS)
restenosis: in one particular study BMSs displayed 31.6% versus 42.1% restenosis for
angioplasty [68]. When moving from BMSs to DESs, in one particular study, late lumen
loss was 0.76 mm in the BMSs with only 0.11 mm in DESs [69].
In DES intervention there have been some studies indicating differences in
restenosis based on arterial location. For instance, Chen, et al. showed that while distal
RC arteries had tortuous lesions with higher proportions of prior myocardial infarction,
these regions had lower late lumen loss [70]. In this study, restenosis was 1.2% in the RC
distal region compared to the LADC first diagonal at 5.1%. Further studies into out-ofstent restenosis has shown that restenosis can be present up to 10 mm away, especially in
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BMSs compared to DESs [71]. Furthermore, looking in-stent, the stent edges have been
shown to restenose less so than the center of the stented region [72]. It has been quoted
that, “Lesion location is a major factor in determining the interventional approach to
revascularization…” [73], and subsequently non-clinical studies have addressed how
vessels change properties along their lengths and between vessels. For the remainder of
this dissertation, location refers to the proximal, middle, and distal segments of a given
coronary artery and region will refer to distance along the DES within a given treated
artery.

1.8

Nonclinical Evaluations of Changes in Properties Based on Location
Numerous studies have shown differences in the vascular response with respect to

arterial location. For instance, Guo and Kassab demonstrated that along the length of the
aorta in C57bl/6 mice, the aorta becomes more stiff circumferentially then drops at the
infrarenal region [74]. Guo and Kassab, in a separate study, also reported on changes in
properties based on location in porcine models. For coronary arteries in this model, the
opening angle increased along the LADC, however, without a statistical relevance [75].
These properties could have underlying microstructural components as has been reported
by Haskett, et al [76]. For decades, it has been shown that different vessels will exhibit
different degrees of collagen and elastin composing the arterial wall (Table 1-2) [75].
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Table 1-2: Collagen and elastin components of different arteries (mean (s.d.)) [77]
Artery
A. aorta
Carotid
Femoral
Renal

%Collagen
45.5 (1.7)
50.7 (2.1)
44.5 (1.4)
42.6 (1.6)

%Elastin
30.1 (1.7)
20.1 (1.0)
24.5 (1.6)
18.7 (1.8)

C:E
1.58 (0.15)
2.55 (0.13)
1.89 (0.14)
2.46 (0.27)

Regarding transport differences based on location, Hoeffner, et al. showed that
proximal regions in dog coronary arteries respond differently to basal EDRF, however
they did not respond any differently to NO [78]. This indicates that responses can vary
with location and the molecule-type. These observations, when coupled to clinical
statistics, has implications in that certain drugs could respond, or be delivered, differently
based on the individual transport characteristics of the drug and the arterial
location/region.
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2.
2.1

HYPOTHESIS AND SPECIFIC AIMS

Hypothesis
Since the pharmaceutical goal of a DES is to inhibit neointimal hyperplasia, and

restenosis remains a clinical issue for this treatment, I believe that non-optimal
distribution of DES drugs within the treated artery contributes to late-stage stent
restenosis. The long-term goal of this research is to inhibit the development of
neointimal hyperplasia following deployment of a DES. The objective of this
dissertation was to report the relative influences of the biomechanical factors that govern
the distribution of drugs delivered from a DES. Specifically, I investigate the influences
of vessel location and properties (stiffness, microstructure, deformationally dependent
mass transport properties) on drug delivery. I perform this via the use of an
experimentally driven parametric computational study.
My central hypothesis is that drug delivery will vary in a coronary artery based on
the location and stiffness of the vessel, and such differences will alter the drugs’ depth of
penetration. Based on this hypothesis, it would be beneficial to deploy different stents or
deployment behaviors depending on lesion-specific characteristics. In the long-term this
could enable the possibility of clinicians being able to make more informed treatment
decisions (e.g., various DES designs) based on the patient’s lesion-specific characteristics
(vascular stiffness, location of lesion, etc.).

I propose to test the central hypothesis, and thereby complete the objective of this
dissertation, by pursuing the following three specific aims.
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2.2

Specific Aims

Specific Aim 1: Determine the relationship between the microstructure, mechanical
properties, and the deformationally dependent fluid transport properties of the left
anterior descending and right porcine coronary arteries and how such properties
change along their arterial length
Hypothesis 1: The working hypothesis for this aim is that the porohyperelastic properties
of coronary arteries will vary based on artery location. From this data I will report on the
microstructural influences on fluid transport properties and how the properties change
along the arterial length. First, the biomechanical properties will be determined for each
arterial region (Specific Aim 1A). These mechanical results will be used with fluid
transport testing to determine the permeability of the arterial regions (Specific Aim 1B).

Specific Aim 2: Determine the diffusive, convective-diffusive, and cell binding
properties of an appropriate DES drug surrogate of the left anterior descending and
right porcine coronary arteries and how such properties change along their arterial
length
Hypothesis 2: The working hypothesis for this aim is that the molecular transport
properties of coronary arteries vary due to artery location. From this data I will be able
to define how mass transport varies based on artery and along the arterial length using a
drug-surrogate that exhibits cell binding and similar molecular properties to DES
pharmaceuticals. The mass transport tests will be performed on each arterial section to
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determine the diffusive and convective-diffusive properties (Specific Aim 2A). The cell
binding properties will be characterized for porcine coronary artery smooth muscle cells
taken from the tested arterial sections (Specific Aim 2B).

Specific Aim 3: Develop a 3D anisotropic porohyperelastic pulsatile mass transport
model based on the observed transport and mechanical responses, and provide
information on the relative contributions of different physiological parameters on
drug delivery using a parametric computational study
Hypothesis 3: The working hypothesis for this aim is that concentrations of drugs are
altered based on patient- and lesion-specific parameters. This can be confirmed with the
use of an experimentally driven parametric computational study. The study will provide
how the relative contributions of the porohyperelastic mass transport properties and
location (vessel location, in-stent versus edge-of-stent) alter species concentration in DES
drug delivery. This study will also show the relative importance of the inclusion of in
silico cellular binding and pulsatility in drug delivery computational models.
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3.
3.1

POROHYPERELASTIC MASS TRANSPORT MODELING

Continuum Mechanics
To first study the bio-chemo-mechanical behavior of tissues, critical governing

laws must be defined. Continuum mechanics is the branch of science dealing with the
mechanical behavior and kinematics of materials where the predicted behavior is
modeled as a continuous mass instead of individual particles. The continuum assumption
means that the modeling ignores atomistic effects and assumes that the infinitesimally
small behavior contributes a measurable and predictable behavior of the bulk material.
This allows for a separation of scale, which can be reversed with the proper statistical
heterogeneous microstructural modeling approaches [79-81].

3.2

Material Assumptions
In the modeling of soft tissues, the tissue is assumed to be in a two-phase

continuum state: a fluid portion and a porous solid skeleton. The fluid is incompressible
and fills the voids of the tissue skeleton. The fluid is treated as an incompressible
material, and free to move in or out of the solid skeleton, given that it is unbound (e.g.,
not bound to proteoglycans, cytosol, etc.). This behavior can be part of the reason tissue
can be viewed as compressible [82]. In order to computationally model tissue, one must
account for the solid skeleton, the porous fluid, and any species in the interstitium or
bound to the vascular wall components.
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3.3

Notation
Indicial (Einstein) notation will be used and represented as subscripts i, j, k, l, m, n

of tensors. These notations follow typical laws of indices and tensors such as the
summation law (Equation 2-1), general differentiation (Equation 2-2), and time
differentiation (Equation 2-3).
3

Aij = ∑ Akk = A11 + A 22+ A33

Equation 3-1

k=1

ui, j =

∂ui
∂x j

Equation 3-2

ui =

∂ui
∂t

Equation 3-3

where the 11, 22, and 33 components are the diagonals of a 3x3 tensor, A, u and x are 1xn
vectors, and t is a variable (discrete or continuous). Italicized letters with a subscript
indicate a vector, hats (^) indicate mass quantities on total volumes (compared to molar
quantities on interstitial volumes), and tildes (~) indicate quantities in the Lagrangian
domain (compared to the Eulerian domain).

3.4

Summary of Mechanics of Materials
A more detailed explanation of the underlying mechanical laws an proofs may be

found in various locations [62, 83, 84], however, a summation as related to the techniques
outlined in the dissertation are found below.
Given a generic body, any point of the material after deformation can be described
by a vector of the form
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3

Equation 3-4

xi = ∑ xei
i=1

where xi is a vector describing the deformed position coordinate, x is the magnitude, and
ei is the normal vector. The undeformed position of any point may be described by

3

Xi = ∑ Xei

Equation 3-5

i=1

where Xi is the a vector describing the undeformed position coordinate. The
displacement between points may then be described by
Equation 3-6

ui = xi − Xi

where ui describes the displacement. The deformation gradient tensor (Fij) describes the
multiplicative differential relation between the undeformed and deformed states by

Fij =

∂xi
.
∂X j

Equation 3-7

Furthermore, the mathematical determinant of Fij describes the volumetric relation
between the undeformed and deformed configurations

J = det(Fij ) =

dV
dVo

Equation 3-8

where V is the deformed volume and Vo is the undeformed volume. Deformation may
also be normalized in the form of strain. In specific, Green’s strain (Eij) is a method to
evaluate for materials undergoing large deformations, and may be described by
Eij =

1
( Fki Fkj − δij )
2

Equation 3-9

where δij is the Kronecker delta. The Finger’s strain tensor may be described by
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H ij = Fik−1Fjk−1

Equation 3-10

where Hij is the Finger’s strain tensor. The rate of strain (Dij) may be described by

1 " ∂v ∂v %
Dij = $$ i + j ''
2 # ∂x j ∂xi &

Equation 3-11

where vi is the time derivative of the displacement. These measures of the material state
can be broken into deviatoric and dilatational components. This allows for the
decoupling of point-by-point deformation from the volumetric behavior (as is common in
the analysis of incompressible materials). The deviatoric components are designated with
a bar (-) over the top of the tensor. This implementation of a decoupling of the deviatoric
and dilatational portions of the deformation is done in the commercial software Abaqus.
The split deformation gradient tensor may be described by
Fij = J -1/3 Fij .

Equation 3-12

The identification of deformation metrics provides nothing in regard to body
forces in a material. Forces can be divided by the deformed area on which the force acts
resulting in the Cauchy stress (or sometimes referred to as the true stress, σz):

σz =

Fz

A

Equation 3-13

where Fz represents the axial force normal from a surface represented by the area, A.
Shear stresses exist as a parallel force to the applied area. In stress tensors the diagonal
components account for the normal forces, and the other components account for the
shear components. The measure of the second Piola Kirchhoff stress (Sij) allows the
traction force to be area weighted normal in material coordinates with a force in the
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material coordinates (as opposed to the spatial coordinates). The Cauchy stress and
second Piola Kirchhoff stresses are related via

σ ij = J −1Fik Skm Fjm

Equation 3-14

This stress also allows for the use of a stored energy function, U, to describe the
mechanical state of the material under any type of loading scenario. The strain energy
density relates stress and strain in the following manner:

Sij =

∂U
.
∂Eij

Equation 3-15

Strain energy densities are primarily formulated as either strain- or invariant-based. Note
that these are deviatoric-based strains and invariants. In the modeling of porous
materials, the stresses are defined through the effective stress law. This principle defines
the stress as follows:

σ ijeff = σ ij + δij p f ,

Equation 3-16

where the eff superscript designates the effective stress in the material, and pf is the pore
fluid pressure. Therefore all stresses and strain energy densities are actually defined as
effective in modeling porohyperelasticity

3.5

Porohyperelastic Mass Transport Theory
Fluid transport through a porous media is dictated by Darcy’s Law:

# ∂p f
vifr = −kijff %%
$ ∂x j

&
(( ,
'

Equation 3-17
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where vifr is the relative interstitial fluid velocity [m/s], and kijff is the permeability
[m4/N_s]. Note that the above is the Eulerian form and does not include osmosis. This is
represented as the apparent relative fluid velocity as related to the solid continuum by:
vifr = n(vif − vi ) ,

Equation 3-18

where n is the porosity (volume of the fluid divided by the total material volume), vif is
the velocity of the fluid [m/s], and vi is the velocity of the solid [m/s]. Note the tensorial
nature of the permeability indicating that permeability may vary based on direction.
The fluid velocity can be directly coupled to the mechanical state of the porous
material through the governing conservation laws of porohyperelastic theory and the
effective stress law [62, 83, 84]:
1. The conservation of linear momentum:
∂σ ji
∂x j

= 0 , and

Equation 3-19

2. The conservation of mass:
Dkk + Dkkfr = 0 .

Equation 3-20

In the implementation of the porohyperelastic approach one can evaluate for the
mechanical state of the material with direct coupling to predict interstitial fluid velocity
through the porous medium.
The generalized potential in pressure may coupled to the chemical potential (in
this case, a concentration gradient) via Fick’s law:

jicr = −dijcc

∂c
∂p f
,
− cbijcf kijff
∂x j
∂x j

Equation 3-21
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where jicr is the species flux (mol/m2_s), dijcc is the diffusivity tensor (m2/s), c is the
interstitial molar concentration (mol/m3), and bijcf is the convection coupling coefficient.
Note here that in the case of pure diffusion (Brownian-driven motion of molecules) the
right hand portion of the right side of the equation goes to zero. In the case of material
isotropy, the material constants reduce to a singular value:
dijcc = d ccδij ,

Equation 3-22

bijcf = b cf δij , and

Equation 3-23

kijff = k ff δij .

Equation 3-24

These constants may be converted between their Eulerian and Lagrangian form by:
dijcc = Jd cc H ij ,

Equation 3-25

bijcf = Jb cf H ij , and

Equation 3-26

kijff = Jk ff H ij .

Equation 3-27

In the coupled transport scenario, the conservation of mass is modified as:

Dkk +

3.6

∂jkfr
=0.
∂xk

Equation 3-28

Cellular Binding
While Darcy’s law and Fick’s law describe molecular transport through the

arterial wall, in the case of drug transport, the drugs act on localized cells after arrival. In
the case of zotarolimus, the drug binds to the protein FKBP12. Molecular binding to
cells can be described by the chemical kinetics formula developed by Langmuir [85, 86]:
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∂b
= kon c z=0 ( bmax − b) − koff b ,
∂t

Equation 3-29

where b is the bound concentration [mol/m3], kon is the binding coefficient [s-1], c is the
surrounding concentration [mol/m3], bmax is the maximum bound concentration [mol/m3],
koff of the unbinding constant [s-1]. In the case of irreversible binding koff is neglected. In
this approach ∂b / ∂t indicates a time varying change in localized species concentration.

3.7

Modeling of Species Concentration with Commercial Software
The finite element analysis approach is a method by which numerical solutions to

potentially complex partial differential equations and integrals are solved on any type of
geometry by discretizing the model to be solved in relation to one another. This can be
done by typically simplifying the model to a series of algebraic or ordinary differential
equations. The software Abaqus FEATM (ABAQUS, Inc.; Dassault Systemes, Inc.;
Velizy-Villacoublay, France) is a suite of modules used to modify or import geometry,
discretize the geometric model into a mesh, apply boundary conditions (forces, pore
pressures, concentrations, etc.), and solve for specific field outputs (displacements,
interstitial fluid velocity, concentration, etc.).

3.7.1

Finite Element Porohyperelastic Modeling
The modeling of the mechanics of materials in Abaqus is implemented as

described in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Of note, is the separation of the deviatoric and
dilatational portions of the effective strain energy density. Abaqus is bundled with
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several forms of the strain energy density function, and additional implementations are
possible through the use of user subroutines. In Abaqus, modeling porous media fluid
transport is done where osmotic species flux is negated because the convective term is
considerably larger (confirmed in the Appendix). Abaqus may only be used when the
convection term negates osmosis. Abaqus solves for relative fluid velocity in the
Eulerian domain. In modeling porohyperelasticity Abaqus utilizes the void ratio (e)
instead of the porosity. These two quantities are related as [87]:
e=

n
.
1− n

Equation 3-30

Abaqus also uses a variant on permeability corrected by gravity and density:

k ff −γ = gρ k ff ,

Equation 3-31

where k ff −γ is the permeability used in Abaqus [m/s], g is gravity [m/s2], and ρ is the
density of the liquid [kg/m3]. Abaqus allows this quantity to be assigned as a lookup
table with permeability being a function of the void ratio.

3.7.2

Finite Element Porohyperelastic Mass Transport Modeling
To model mass transport in Abaqus, Abaqus uses a Lagrangian domain approach.

The concentration field output is solved for as the mass per total volume scale in the form
of the unitless activity. Fick’s law in Abaqus is modeled with

# ∂φ
∂p f &
Ji = −ŝDij %
+κp
(,
∂X j ('
%$ ∂X j

Equation 3-32
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where Ji is the Lagrangian mass concentration flux, ŝ is the mass solubility, Dij is the
Lagrangian diffusivity, ϕ is the activity (or normalized concentration, represented by

φ = ĉ / ŝ ), and κp is the Abaqus pressure stress factor. Note the similarity of this form to
the Eulerian form where the left hand portion of the right side of the equation indicates
the Brownian-motion driven movement of molecules, and the right portion where the
convection (pressure-driven) influence occurs. The activity is a direct field output, and
used instead of concentration to correct the jump condition of concentration between
materials due to differences in solubility. Previous work has shown a Lagrangian form of
Equation 3-21 as related to the Abaqus formulation [84]:
f
jicr = −dijcc ∂c − cbijcf kijff ∂p .
∂X j
∂X j

Equation 3-33

The Abaqus terms are related to the Eulerian formulation of porohyperelastic mass
transport in the following ways:
ĉ
φ = = γ cc = ac ,
ŝ

Equation 3-34

where γc is the inverse molar solubility [m3/mol], and ac is the Eulerian molar activity,

ŝ = M c Jn / γ c ,

Equation 3-35

where Mc is the molecular mass [kg/mol],

ĉ = M c Jnc ,

Equation 3-36

Dij = d cc H ij / n , and

Equation 3-37

! ĉ $! b cf k ff $
κ p = 3# &# cc & .
" ŝ %" d %

Equation 3-38
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3.7.3

Finite Element Cell Binding Modeling
When modeling cellular binding, the heat transfer analogue of the convection film

coefficient provides a form similar to the form of the Langmuir relation:
J bind = −h(ĉ)(b̂ − b̂max ) ,

Equation 3-39

where h(ĉ) is the film coefficient [m/s] (this incorporates cellular area and the
surrounding concentration). The film coefficient is a look-up table accounting for
different surrounding cell concentration, since higher surrounding concentrations elicit a
faster binding response. Note that this is a focal quantity with no direction, and
mathematically behaves like a sink until reaching maximum cellular saturation.

3.8

Implementation of Porohyperelastic Mass Transport in Abaqus
In order to implement deformationally dependent convective-diffusive mass

transport into Abaqus, a set of subroutines must be run to utilize the relations between the
Lagrangian mass transport analysis implemented in Abaqus to the pressure and
deformation fields from the porohyperelastic analysis. A previously demonstrated and
benchmarked sequential approach has been published [84]. This uses the built-in
flexibility of Abaqus that allows for application of field variables and boundary
conditions that are a function of the current analysis and previous analyses.
Specifically, to introduce convection to mass transport analysis a porohyperelastic
analysis is analyzed first, and then the mass transport model is built from this. To pass
the data from one analysis to the other, an ASCII results file is modified after the
porohyperelastic (PHE) analysis and read into the mass transport (XPT) analysis via the
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use of custom Fortran routines (see Appendix: Fortran Transfer Code) [84]. This
approach is termed Abaqus porohyperelastic mass transport (PHEXPT) analysis. First,
the pore pressure fields from the PHE analysis are written to the results file. In addition,
the 3rd stress invariant is exported. This is done only in order to replace the 3rd stress
invariant with the interstitial pore pressure field at each node because Abaqus will not
import the pore pressure field natively into the XPT analysis. The 3rd stress invariant in
the results file is replaced with the pore fluid pressures by the Fortran code. In addition,
ŝ is calculated for each node based on the specific J and n as determined from the PHE

analysis. These two variables are calculated from variables that Abaqus can export.
Namely, the position coordinates are exported from the PHE analysis and Fij and J
calculated from Equation 3-7 and det(Fij); e is exported and n calculated from Equation
3-30. These are calculated for each node in the model. The solubility is passed as a field
variable.
The diffusivity is calculated via Equation 3-37. Because of the dependence on n
and Hij, e and Fij are exported from Abaqus and calculated after PHE analysis, similar to
what was done in the calculation of the solubility term. The diffusivity is also imported
as a field variable, calculated originally at nodal points, and then averaged at the
integration point.
The pressure stress factor is calculated as a look-up table because of the
dependence on concentration, solubility, and diffusivity, which can vary based on the
state of the model and exist heterogeneously over the mesh. This factor is calculated via
Equation 3-38 and written to the input file used for analysis instead of imported as a field
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variable. This term can have temperature dependence, but it is assumed that temperature
is constant in our work.
The final output variable of interest is the concentration field over the mesh.
Abaqus writes the mass concentration over the total volume (as opposed to molar
concentration in the interstitial volume). To determine the interstitial concentrations in
the deformed configuration, J and n are used with Equation 3-36. The molar interstitial
concentrations at each node can be calculated then mapped to the deformed geometry
from the PHE analysis.

3.9

Limitations to PHEXPT in Abaqus
While this method does allow for coupled PHEXPT analysis, this theory is,

however, limited to low-osmosis, single molecule transport. In situations with excessive
swelling, the changed in void as a result from porohyperelastic analysis could change
species diffusion. The exclusion of charge-based effects in Abaqus could potentially
introduce error to the computational predictions. The use of alternative commercial finite
element modeling tools such as FlexPDE or PDETool (in Matlab) could mitigate these
inaccuracies due to these exclusions, however, with a trade-off in some functionalities,
such as advanced mechanical constitutive models, contact analysis, etc., since these other
software tools would need to be programmed from the “ground-up”. Incorporating more
advanced modeling introduces potential errors from non-benchmarked software in
addition to the time-cost of development. Our research team has already developed a one
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dimensional finite element code in Matlab that is capable of simulating osmotic swelling
in addition to all of the features utilized in this work [88].
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4. SPECIFIC AIM 1A: IDENTIFICATION OF THE BIOMECHANICAL
PROPERTIES OF PORCINE CORONARY ARTERIES AS A FUNCTION OF
ARTERY AND LOCATION
In this chapter, the description of the experimental methods to test and fit for the
mechanical properties of arteries will be described. First, different testing techniques will
be compared as outlined in the manuscript: Keyes, JT, et al. “Comparisons of planar and
tubular biaxial tensile testing protocols of the same porcine coronary arteries”. Annals
of Biomedical Engineering. 2012. Briefly, this will show the pros and cons of evaluating
arterial mechanical behavior in planar or tubular tissue form. Secondly, the results of the
tubular mechanical evaluation of coronary arteries based on location will be provided as
described in the manuscript: Keyes, JT, et al. “Deformationally dependent fluid transport
properties of porcine coronary arteries based on location in the coronary vasculature”.
Journal of the Mechanical Behavior of Biomedical Materials. 2012.

4.1

Introduction [89]
The mechanical response of arteries is determined by the underlying

microstructural components. In general, arteries exhibit a nonlinear response as
influenced by elastin (and crimped collagen) for the beginning of the loading cycle, and
strain stiffening as the collagen uncrimps and realigns to the direction of the applied load
[7].
The biomechanical characterization of tissue specimens offers insight into the
progression of disease, design parameters for implants, and variations between scientific
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comparison groups [90-94]. For blood vessels, in particular, this data can be useful in
preventing compliance mismatching in implant design and comparing human disease
properties to those of murine models [95-97].
To evaluate the biomechanical properties of blood vessels, biaxial testing is
frequently used since biological samples often exhibit anisotropy [7, 94, 98-100].
Testing can occur in different arterial configurations such as in tubular- or planar-form
[101-103]. In testing planar arterial samples, annuluses are splayed into planar sections
then flattened and pulled at different tension ratios while recording force and strain [104,
105]. An alternative to splaying a vessel open is to keep the artery in its native tube form.
Testing in this configuration is performed using different combinations of axial stretches
and pressures while recording axial force, axial strain, and current diameter [106, 107].
Researchers typically need to decide which tissue configuration to utilize based
on the available equipment, the feasibility of physically testing the sample (e.g., vessel
size), and how the resulting data will be used. For instance, mouse arteries are often
tested via pressure-diameter testing because the act of flattening the vessel after splaying
it open can produce undesired stresses in the sample. In addition, this particular tissue
type can present challenges in the mounting of a planar sample due to their delicacy and
size. This necessitates testing in tube-form [108]. On the other hand, testing large
arteries from large mammals in tube-form can present problems if, for instance, highresolution imaging for large fields of view is required or prestress values are needed. If
the end goal is constitutive modeling and simulation in tube-form, then tube testing may
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be ideal depending on individual interest. However, modeling using this approach could
be negating potentially important values of hoop prestress.
With porcine coronary arteries, the samples can be tested with relative ease in
either plane- or tube-form regarding the preparation of the vessels [105, 109]. Also,
porcine coronary arteries provide a good analogue for human coronary arteries, with
various applicable biomedical procedures and diseases [110-113]. The ability to model
the behavior of not just the native artery, but also how the artery might perform under
different scenarios, such as stenting, can provide a clearer picture of vessel behavior in
cardiac interventions.

4.2
4.2.1

Quantifying the Differences in Planar and Tubular Biaxial Testing [89]
Tissue Acquisition [114]
All tissue testing was done according to the approved protocols with the

University of Arizona Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Five porcine hearts
were acquired from the University of Arizona Meat Sciences Laboratory within 30
minutes of slaughter from barrow pigs weighing roughly 313±46 lbs each. Hearts were
measured across their major axes: apex to coronary ostia (ACO), transverse at the
auricles (TAA), and sagittal at the ostial level (SOL) [115, 116]. Hearts with dimensions
outside of the mean (ACO=111, TAA=82, SOL=69 mm) by more than 10% were not
used. The hearts were transported on ice, and the proximal third of the left anterior
descending coronary (LADC) artery was excised within the next hour. Prior to removal,
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the outside of the artery was marked along its length with a cyanoacrylate/ceramic
powder mixture (Figure 4-1).

Figure 4-1: Representative heart with LADC removed for testing

Suture was placed along the surface of the artery and cut at the marker points to measure
the in situ length. After removing the artery from the myocardium, another piece of
suture was placed along the excised artery between the same set of markers and cut
between suture points. Extraneous fat, myocardium, and most of the adventitia was
removed at this point. The markers came off during the removal of extraneous tissue
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because the markers resided on the top of the fat and adventitia surrounding the vessel.
The end of the vessel was monitored to ensure that it did not slide in the fat during the
course of removal from the myocardium as this would affect the prestrain marker
measurements. The ratio of the original to final length of the suture lines was used to
determine the axial prestretch (λZ-in situ).

4.2.2

Tubular Biaxial Testing [114, 117, 118]
Samples were tested in tubular form as previously done with a published-on tester

(Figure 4-2) [107].

Figure 4-2: Microbiaxial tester on the portable cart; Top right: testing bath with a
representative sample mounted (A) the inflow tube to pressurize the vessel; (B)
pumps; (C) pressure transducer; Left inset: flow direction for pressurization [117]
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The device is a portable device with allowable use of macroscopic and microstructural
testing with 1 kg limits on force and 100% strain on 5 mm square samples [117]. The
ends of the samples were glued to plastic cannulas with cyanoacrylate, and marked with
cyanoacrylate/ceramic powder to provide datums for axial stretch measurements (Figure
4-3) [107].
The mounts for the assembly used for planar biaxial testing are replaced with
custom pieces suitable for mounting and pressurizing tubular samples. The tubular
testing assembly is coupled to the pump typically used for cycling water in the bath, but
instead reconnected to allow it to pressurize the vessel. Internal vessel pressure can be
controlled by decreasing the outflow of the vessel or by increasing the inflow from the
pump system. Pressure is recorded with a pressure transducer (Omega Engineering, Inc,
Stamford, CT; range=0-259 mmHg, accuracy=±0.25%) mounted in line with the sample.
The modifications take roughly five minutes to switch from the planar to tubular
configuration.
The samples sit in a saline solution with the bath held at a user specified
temperature ranging from room temperature to 50°C (37±1°C for this study). The
thermal control system (Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT) is a first order system
with a thermocouple in the bath and two Kapton heaters underneath the bath. The user
sets a prompt and the temperature system operates independently from the remainder of
the system.
The specimen was attached to a closed-loop flow system with a syringe pump to
control fluid flow, and therefore pressure. Bellows with the pushrods couple the sample
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inside of the bath with the motion control system outside of the bath. The bellows allow
the rods to impose axial loads/displacements to the sample within a water-sealed bath.
To apply mechanical load from the motors outside the bath to the pushrods spanning the
watertight seal, the microbiax use 0.305 mm thick nylon coated braided steel line
(Beadalon, Coatesville, PA) crimped and soldered to the rods. One line in a single
loading direction is fed to a Microslide Linear Stage (Newmark, Inc., Chicago, IL) to
allow for manual loading of the sample (if desired) while the other side is fed to a load
cell. In the planar-testing configuration both motors and both load cells are used to apply
biaxial load. Tubular testing utilizes only a single axis for axial loading of the sample,
and pressure to load the same in the orthogonal direction.
The system has capabilities for measuring loads in two setups: high-load sensitive
and low-load sensitive. In the high load configuration (load cells from Honeywell) load
can be measured from 10 grams to 1000 grams with ±0.50% full-scale accuracy and
±0.20% full-scale repeatability. In the low load configuration (load cells from Omega
Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT) the microbiax can measure loads up to 50 grams with
±0.20% full-scale accuracy and ±0.1% full-scale repeatability.
The two motors (Newmark, Inc., Chicago, IL) have coupled linear stages which
pull the loading line and have the capabilities to microstep to 0.2 µm resolution with a
maximum velocity of 10 mm/s. Through an arrangement of pulleys each motor moves a
single axis [119].
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The entire system rests on a customized cart that has vibration dampeners to
decrease not only vibration during testing but also vibration during transport around the
university campus.
The same optical system used to track markers in the planar configuration is used
to record diameter and axial stretch to calculate stress and strain. The orientation of the
sample is also identified throughout the test to assure the diameter is measuring parallel
to the central axis of the sample. Light is directed from underneath the sample using a
λ/8 aluminized mirror (Edmund Optics, Inc., Barrington, NJ) to a telecentric lens system
(Infinity, Inc., Boulder, CO) (InfiniMax, 223 mm working distance, 5.0 mm field of
view, 5 µm resolution) to a camera (Prosilica, Inc., Newburyport, MA, GC2450,
2448x2050, 3.45x3.45 µm pixel size). The light is folded because the sample is viewed
through a water-sealed window in the bottom of the bath. The distance from the window
to the sample is 6 mm to assure the sample does not touch the window. Image
acquisition and processing is done with the LabVIEW Vision suite.
A new set of control software was created to allow for testing of the tubular
specimens since the protocol for testing needed to be altered. Data is acquired via a DAQ
(National Instruments, Inc., Austin, TX, Instrunet i100 8 channels 14 bit analog input).
All devices are connected to this board except for the strain measurement system, as it is
connected through a GigE vision connection in the computer.
The system was verified via the use of precision springs and a gravity-fed
pressure head. The large-load load cell reading accuracy was 0.18%, and the small-load
load cells were accurate in the readings to 0.07%. The camera system measured changes
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of 6 µm repeatably. The large-load load cells measured to ±1.3 grams resolution, and the
small-load load cells measured to ±0.5 grams resolution. The pressure transducer was
accurate to 0.04%.

Figure 4-3: Representative screenshot from the testing program showing diameter
and angle measurement and axial strain markers

After mounting the sample, the testing bath was warmed to 37.0±0.7°C and
preconditioned to ten pressure (120mmHg) and axial stretch (λz=1.4) cycles
simultaneously. The sample was stretched and held at three different axial stretches
based on the axial prestretch measurements (λZ=1.00, 1.14, or 1.34; 1.34 is the average
from all samples, see Results) and pressurized from 0-120±0.1 mmHg cyclically at each
stretch state. Subsequently, pressures were held at 0, 70, and 120 mmHg while the vessel
was stretched axially to λZ-in situ, cyclically at each pressure. Pressure was applied at
approximately 0.5mmHg/sec and axial strain was applied at approximately 0.001/sec. At
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rates of this and below, no time-dependent effects were observed. Diameter, pressure,
axial stretch, and axial force were acquired during the total test cycle. The 2nd Piola
Kirchhoff stress and Green’s strain were calculated at the circumferential mid-wall point
using the thin-walled assumption as previously shown [7, 120-122].

4.2.3

Planar Biaxial Testing
After tubular testing, the sample was cut away from the tube-testing fixture and

splayed open. The opening angle was recorded for each sample by placing the segment
in Ca2+-free phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.4) at 37°C until the segment would not open
further (Figure 4-9). This took, on average, approximately one hour. Subsequently, the
sample was sutured and attached to the planar biaxial testing pieces (Figure 4-4).

Figure 4-4: (A) sutured sample in free-shear pieces; (B) mounted in the tester
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Before testing, four markers were placed in an approximate square on the surface of the
vessel and directed towards the vision system to acquire strain (Figure 4-5) [105].

Figure 4-5: Image from underneath the tester showing the four markers for
tracking [117]

Testing was done with the same biaxial testing device that was used for tubular testing,
however, after making a previously published modular change (Figure 4-6) [105, 118].

Figure 4-6: Solid models demonstrating the modular change; Left: Tube-form with
inflation inlet (B), sample (A), and outlet (C); Right: Planar arrangement
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After mounting the sample, it was pulled to tension as determined from the Law of
Laplace (Equation 4-1),

T = P * ri

Equation 4-1

where T is the circumferential wall tension, P is the intraluminal pressure (systolic
pressure=120mmHg in our case), and ri is the internal radius of the cylinder. The sample
was preconditioned in each direction to a peak tension of 120mmHg in Equation 4-1 ten
times and preloaded to 0.098 N (~8% of the mean maximum tension between the two
directions) to relieve any slack on the tension lines in the device. The slack on the lines
is due to the biaxial device having to account for different sample sizes. The slack is
removed so the load cells are measuring force in the sample as opposed to the weights of
the tension lines. Load controlled tests were performed at peak tension ratios of 1:1,
0.75:1, 0.5:1, 1:0.5, and 1:0.75 at loading rates of approximately 0.01 N/second. An
additional loading curve in the circumferential direction was performed with the sample
held at the in situ axial stretch. Green’s strain and 2nd Piola Kirchhoff stress were
recorded as previously shown [105, 121, 123].

4.2.4

Biaxial Data Post-processing
Note that in this section, an incompressible (J=1) thin-walled formulation is used

to compare testing techniques. The vessels are, in fact, slightly compressible [82]. The
compressible form of fitting data is described in the next chapter after comparing the
tubular to planar biaxial testing protocols. Note that the compressible form was used for
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the actual scientific evaluation of the location dependence of the mechanical properties
(as shown in Specific Aim 1A).
Data for each testing protocol (tubular or planar) was consolidated and fit to a
Fung-type strain energy density equation (Equation 4-2) using SigmaStat 3.5 [7]:
W=

c Q
e −1) where Q = A1Eθθ2 + A2 Ezz2 + 2A3 Eθθ Ezz ,
(
2

Equation 4-2

where c, A1, A2, and A3 are material constants. Note that this form is in the
circumferential coordinate system where θθ and zz corresponds to the circumferential and
longitudinal directions, respectively. Average circumferential maximum tangential
moduli (MTM) were compared between the tube- and planar-tested samples. The MTM
for the tubular samples were determined as the maximum tangential modulus in the hoop
direction of the artery kept at λZ-in situ, similar to what was done by Di Martino, et al.
[124]. Briefly, the tangent modulus (TM) along the 2nd Piola Kirchhoff stress versus
Green strain curves was calculated in 10 mmHg increments, and the maximum tangential
modulus reported (Figure 4-7). This modulus also resides in the physiologic range both
for the axial and circumferential evaluations since the vessel was not stretched axially
beyond the in situ stretch.
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Figure 4-7: Representation of the maximum tangential modulus (MTM) metric in 2dimensions (left), and in 3-dimensions (right, solid line)

For the planar samples, the MTM was calculated as the circumferential tangential
modulus while the samples are held at in situ axial prestrain. To compare the
circumferential stiffness values to the in-myocardium state, the left anterior descending
arteries of three of the hearts were cannulated at the left coronary ostium and inflated
while monitoring the pressure and diameter via b-mode ultrasound (Figure 4-8).

Figure 4-8: (A) Cannulated coronary arteries in the heart; (B) Setup for
ultrasound testing: (C) is the pump and (D) is the pressure gage
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The ultrasound was done at 6.25MHz with a Zonare L10-5 probe with an effective
bandwidth of 5-10 MHz. Data was processed with three data point median filtering, and
two data point mean smoothing filtering in the lateral (b-mode) direction. Since the
vessel in this configuration is already in its in situ state, the MTM could be calculated for
the circumferential direction and compared between test methods.

4.2.5

Finite Element Modeling
Six models were created in Abaqus 6.9-1 with input from the two different

constitutive relationships (Table 4-1).

Table 4-1: Finite element model parameters (abbreviations in parentheses) [89]
Initial
Geometry
Cylindrical

Splayed Open

Splayed Open

Constitutive Model
Constants from tubular
testing
Constants from planar
testing
Constants from planar
testing
Constants from planar
testing for roll step,
constants from tubular
testing for
stretch/pressurize

Splayed Open

Constants from planar
testing

Planar (flat)

Constants from planar
testing

Model Acronym
Cylindrical-tube-stretch/pressurize (C-T-S/P)
Cylindrical-planar-stretch/pressurize (C-P-S/P)
Splayed-planar-roll/stretch/pressurize (S-P-R/S/P)

Splayed-planar/tube-roll(with planar model)/stretch and
pressurize(with tubular model) (S-P/T-R/S/P)
Splayed-planar-flatten-biaxial tension
(S-P-F/B)
Planar-planar-biaxial tension
(P-P-B)

This table denotes geometries, constitutive models, and loading procedures, and defines
the model acronyms used throughout this section. For example, the first letter in the
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acronym defines the geometry, the second letter defines the constitutive model, and the
third letter defines the loading procedure. Forward slashes denote combined constitutive
models or loading procedures. The C-T-S/P and C-P-S/P models were chosen as
biomechanical researchers frequently perform pressure-inflation simulations using these
two particular constitutive models. The S-P-R/S/P model was chosen as its splayed form
is circumferentially stress-free and closely related, geometrically, to a planar sample.
The modification to change constitutive models to the tubular derived relationship
midway through the analysis (after the roll step) in this model was chosen to better
simulate its response in tube form. The S-P-F/B and P-P-B models were chosen to
determine the degree to which flattening a sample can introduce unwanted stresses
through the thickness. Diameters and thicknesses for the models in their unpressurized
and free length states were based on histology sections (paraformaldehyde, 10-70%/5%
ethanol/acetic acid in 10% steps to minimize tissue shrinkage [125], paraffin, H&E stain)
(Figure 4-9), and the axial length was measured from the sample in the testing fixtures
with calipers.

Figure 4-9: Representative opening angle demonstration with H&E histological
cross section (right) [89]
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Finite element models were created with all elements in cylindrical coordinates to
allow for proper application of boundary conditions and material models. One end of the
vessel was fixed in Z and theta to allow for deformation in the radial direction. The other
end was fixed in theta, and an axial stretch of λz=1.34, and luminal pressures of 120
mmHg, applied. To roll the model to a tube, each node along the axial length at the cut
surfaces was manually moved with displacement boundary conditions to close the
splayed geometry to a tube. Material constants were applied by changing the constants in
the individual input files. To perform a switch of the material constants in the S-P/TR/S/P model, the splayed geometry was rolled with the planar constitutive model and the
geometry from the end of this analysis (a tube) was imported as an orphan mesh to a new
analysis with the tube constitutive model. In this analysis, stresses and strains at each
element from the rolling operation were imported as an initial condition for the stretching
and pressurization cycle.
Each geometry was modeled with C3D8RH elements, containing 157080 nodes,
and had four elements through the thickness of the vessel wall. All analyses were done
utilizing six cores (3.2 GHz each) and 10 GB RAM (machine from SWS Electronics,
Tucson, AZ). Stresses through the wall and the pressure-diameter behavior was exported
and compared between models.
To determine the stresses that occur due to flattening a sample in the openingangle configuration, the models in the bottom two rows in Table 4-1 were compared. All
biomechanical endpoints (e.g., stresses) were evaluated at element integration points.
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4.2.6

Microstructural Analysis
Multiphoton microscopy (MPM) is a novel tool that builds upon confocal

laser microscopy in order to perform optical sectioning. In MPM, pulsed longwavelength light is used to excite fluorophores. In the probabilistic scenario in which
two photons arrives at a site simultaneously, it will excite a localized electron to a higher
energy state with a lower wavelength. Imaging is done with a laser that can be directed
to perform raster scans in the field to view and penetrate biological specimens as a
function of the wavelength and energy to perform depth scans of tissue. MPM has
advantages over traditional confocal microscopy with superior depth, lesser
photobleaching, and fewer cytotoxic effects. In MPM, endogenous signals may be
observed via laser excitation such as second harmonic generated light from collagen and
two-photon excited autofluorescence light from elastin. The differences in second
harmonic generation and two-photon excited autofluorescence may be seen in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2: SHG and TPF comparisons [126]
Parameter
Wavelength
Lifetime
Propogation
Coherent
Energy dissipation

SHG
Half excitation
1 fs
Forward
Yes
No loss or damage

TPF
Spectrum lower than half excitation
>1 ns
All directions
No
Energy loss and damage

Typically, any noncentrosymmetric molecule will exhibit a second harmonic
generated (SHG) signal at half the wavelength of incident light with no energy loss or
damage. Molecules in a crystalline array provide a stronger response. Collagen types I,
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II, III, and V display these properties and allow for the imaging of the fibrils and bundles.
Elastin, like many fluorophores exhibit electron delocalization (e.g., a benzene ring with
pi bonds resulting in electron clouds). These electrons can jump electron bands thus
stabilizing the energy absorbed. This jump provides fluorescent emission.
To determine whether differences in the microstructural organization of coronary
vessels exist in different initial states, proximal LADC tissue segments were imaged via
multiphoton microscopy as previously described [105]. Briefly, tissue was imaged with a
custom upright multiphoton microscope (LaVision BioTec, Germany) at 20X, with
λex=780 nm. Second harmonic generated light from collagen was collected through a
bandpass filter (377/50 Semrock) and autofluorescent emission (primarily elastin) was
collected through another bandpass filter (460/80 Semrock).
The Advanced Intravital Microscope system was manufactured by with LaVision
BioTec (Bielefeld, Germany). The microscope is capable of simultaneous two-photon
excitation, second harmonic, and confocal imaging. Two-photon processes are recorded
through concurrent non-descanning reverse (to allow for detection of more scattered
photons than forward detection alone) and forward detection (typical detection pathway
following the excitation beam back through the objective and scan mirrors) [127].
The microscope consists of an upright Olympus BX51, a confocal coupling and detection
unit, and three non-descanning detection ports for reverse (epi) and two for forward
(transmission) detection. For the studies conducted in this chapter, transmission was not
used, although the usefulness of transmission detection becomes evident for the
quantification of specimens with less scattering, for example, tissue engineered constructs
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based on biological gels [128]. An Olympus XLUMPLFL 20x water immersion
objective with a numerical aperture of 0.9 was used in this particular study. The laser
scanner is composed of a triple lens telescope that allows adjusting the beam diameter to
the back aperture of the objective lens, a prism based chirp compensator keeping the
pulse width down to 120 femptoseconds in the sample, and an x/y scanner allowing 1500
lines to be scanned per second. The laser intensity is adjusted using an electro-optical
modulator.
The photo multiplier tubes (PMTs) available on the Advanced Intravital
Microscope system consist of Hamamatsu H7422-40 (Ga-As), H6780-01 (blue), and
H6780-20 (red) sensors. The 7422 sensors were primarily used in this study because in
the visible range they have an order of magnitude better detectability compared to the
multialkali cathode sensors.
This system was expanded to allow simultaneous confocal imaging with
traditional fiber coupled laser sources in combination with near-infrared two-photon
excitation. The optics were adapted so that light can be passed from a 568nm ArgonKrypton laser through the non-descanning dichroic mirror. The optics are also able to
collect confocal fluorescence emission and reflection at 568nm. The main coupling
dichroic on the reverse non-descanning port was designed to reflect 350-560nm and to
pass the Titanium-Sapphire (680-1060nm) and confocal laser. Laser power on the
sample for the purposes of this study was 17mW. Excitation occurred at λ=780nm and
ECM visualization was performed via nonlinear microscopy (no confocal microscopy).
For collagen visualization, second harmonic generation (SHG) from 780nm illumination
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is collected through a bandpass filter (377/50). Fluorescence emission from elastin is
collected through another bandpass filter (460/80). Filters are from Semrock, Inc. (Lake
Forest, IL) [118].
First, arteries were imaged in tube-form. The same segment was splayed open,
placed into a fixture that matched the splayed radius of the sample, and imaged in the
stress-free opening-angle configuration. Finally, the segment was taken out of the
fixture, flattened, and imaged in the flattened state. To ensure the same region was
imaged each time, the outer edges of the samples were located in the microscope and the
microscope stage moved to ensure the center of the samples were being imaged. This
was done for three samples, with ten slices through the thickness for each image stack.
Images were analyzed using a previously demonstrated fiber orientation algorithm to
look at collagen and elastin orientation [105, 107]. The fiber orientation analyses were
binned into histograms to examine any changes that exist in fiber orientation between
these tissue states. The mode of the histogram was used as the quantitative metric of
preferred fiber orientation. Each slice through the thickness was analyzed for fiber
orientation to determine how fiber orientation changes through the thickness of the
vessel. The cumulative fiber distribution was also compared.
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4.3
4.3.1

Results of the Comparison Between Incompressible Testing Techniques [114]
Constitutive Modeling
Axial prestretch measurements for the proximal third of the left anterior

descending coronary arteries was λZ-in situ=1.34±0.06. The average opening angle for the
tested arteries was θopening=132.76±28.11°. Vessels were measured as 3.41±0.27mm in
diameter and 0.22±0.07mm in thickness. Table 4-3 shows the Fung constants for the
respective tests.

Table 4-3: Fung constants for the different testing protocols (±SD)
Tubular
Planar

C (kPa)
431.1±17.6
85.0±9.9

A1
0.8±0.4
7.7±0.6

A2
1.5±0.5
15.7±1.8

A3
0.6±0.1
5.0±0.4
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Figure 4-10: Representative biaxial tensile data from the tubular (A and B) and
planar (C and D) tests; the lines represent the Fung-type strain energy density fits.
The results from the finite element simulations from the tube stretch and inflation is
shown with solid dots in panels A and B, while the results from the equibiaxial
planar finite element simulation is shown with solid dots in panels C/D.

Stress versus strain data was cumulatively fit, resulting in an R2 of 0.86 for the tubetesting data and 0.93 for the planar-testing data. Figure 4-10 shows a representative
dataset with the Fung fit and Abaqus confirmation.

4.3.2

Stiffness Comparison
Figure 4-11 shows a representative ultrasound image dataset. A noticeable

difference in the inflation as seen in ultrasound (vessel still in the heart) versus the ex situ
inflation was that the vessel inflated primarily outward from the myocardium, as if it
were fixed along the dotted line in Figure 4-11 and inflated outward from the line. Figure
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4-11D shows the maximum tangential moduli for the three different test scenarios (oneway ANOVA, p<0.05). For pair-wise comparisons the one-way ANOVA was done with
a Bonferroni adjustment. The bar signifies the pair-wise significance of p<0.05.

Figure 4-11: Representative ultrasound of an inflation sequence; (A) vessel cross
section at no pressure, (B) 70 mmHg (9332.5 Pa), (C) 120 mmHg (15998.7 Pa). The
dotted line indicates the area that appeared to be fixed, with the wall inflating
outward from this line. (D) MTM in the circumferential direction at axial in situ
stretch for the different test protocols.

4.3.3

Finite Element Modeling
Figure 4-12 shows the finite element shapes and the analysis procedures.
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Figure 4-12: Computational modeling procedure flow diagram with before and
after shapes from the analyses along with indicating the analysis procedure.
S=Stretch, P=Pressurize, R=Roll into tube, F=Flatten into sheet, SE=Stretch
equibiaxially

The C-T-S/P and C-P-S/P models showed completely different stress and dilation
behavior, as expected, given the differences in stiffness and constitutive constants. The
final diameter after pressure-inflation with the C-T-S/P model was 3.01 mm, a difference
of 0.9% compared to the experimental data from the pressure-inflation tubular biaxial
test.
The final diameters of the C-P-S/P and S-P-S/P models were 2.64 mm and 2.75
mm, representing a percent error of 12.3% and 8.6% with respect to the experimental
data, respectively. When implementing a combination of the two constitutive models (the
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S-P/T-R/S/P model), the final diameter was 2.89 mm, a difference of 3.9% when
compared to the experimental data. Figure 4-13 (left) shows all of the pressure-diameter
information including a representative pressure-inflation testing dataset. Figure 4-13
(right) shows the stresses through the thicknesses at the final step of the pressure-inflation
simulations.

Figure 4-13: Left: Pressure inflation behavior for the different finite element model
simulations with a representative dataset from tubular biaxial testing, which falls
closest to the average in regard to geometry. Right: Circumferential stress through
the vessel wall at the end of each computational loading sequence for the different
models.

The only simulation that resulted in maximum hoop stress occurring at the intima was the
C-T-S/P model. All other models had a stress gradient with the adventitia containing the
maximum hoop stress. The C-T-S/P model also exhibited the smallest circumferential
stress gradient: 3.1 kPa, compared to the next lowest: 44.4 kPa for the C-P-S/P model,
and 50.4 kPa for the S-P/T-R/S/P.
For the planar testing comparisons, the S-P-F/B model showed circumferential
stresses from the flattening process on the order of -10.2 to 8.8 kPa. The circumferential
stress in the geometric center through the thickness of sample after flattening was -0.075
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kPa. The stretch at equibiaxial tension differed by 1.9% in the longitudinal direction, and
5.5% in the circumferential direction. Even though a gradient in stress was observed
after flattening, the percent difference in adventitial to intimal circumferential stress, with
respect to the maximum circumferential stress in the wall, was reduced from 185.8% to
40.9% after peak tension was reached in the model.

4.3.4

Microstructural Analysis
Figure 4-14 shows a representative set of images at the different vessel-states.
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Figure 4-14: Left: Multiphoton representative images in different artery
configurations. The right column shows elastin, the middle and left columns show
collagen (both at 10% into the vessel from the lumen). Elastin images have a bright
band that is representative of the more densely packed elastin in the intima. This is
due to some sample tilt or curvature therefore exposing sections of the brighter
intimal elastin. Optical termination edges of the intimal elastin were not used in the
orientation analysis. The top row shows the vessel in the flattened form, the middle
row shows the vessel in the tube-form, and the bottom row shows the same vessel in
the splayed, opening angle, configuration. The left-most column shows a zoomed
field-of-view of the outlined areas in the middle column. The orange arrow refers to
the longitudinal direction, whereas the blue arrow refers to the circumferential
direction of the vessel. Scale bar is 100 microns. Right Panel: representative
cumulative fiber histograms for the collagen and elastin fibers. The blue lines
represent the circumferential direction, the orange lines the axial direction. The left
column is the collagen histograms and the right column is the elastin histograms.

Collagen fibers showed a high degree of crimping in the native tube state, with some
uncrimping in the opening-angle configuration. Qualitatively, collagen crimping was
observed as a sinusoidal pattern along the length of a fiber bundle. When uncrimping
was noticed, the amplitude of the sinusoidal pattern was reduced making the fibers appear
more straight. The flattened samples showed a high degree of collagen uncrimping,
especially at the intima. This figure also shows the cumulative fiber histograms (90° is
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the axial direction). The fiber histograms show the fractional occurrence of fiber
direction. Therefore, higher peaks in a histogram indicate preferred fiber orientation in
that direction, whereas a larger spread in the histogram peaks indicate a spread of fiber
orientation.
In this figure, the existence of two peaks in the cumulative fiber histogram in the
tube configuration suggests that the collagen is in a crimped configuration. This is
because, in the fiber orientation program, a given fiber bundle can have several vectors
placed along its length and across its thickness [105, 129]. This is implemented in the
program to allow for the measurement of both small and large fiber bundles. However,
this means that should a single fiber change direction (in the case of crimped fibersmultiple times) the fibers will be represented as oriented primarily in two directions for
the observed fibers. This will change based on the frequency and amplitude of the
crimps. This only occurred with the tube-form specimens, and each image was
individually inspected to ensure the multiple peaks occurred due to crimping and not due
to the samples having two preferred orientations. This means the generalized direction of
the fibers (minus crimping) is the average between the two peaks in the tube-form vessel
configuration (118.5±6.4° in the tube configuration). The other cases had cumulative
modes of 124.1±8.9° for the flattened artery and 132.1±15.6° for the opening-angle
configuration. This data suggests that the three configurations show slightly different
ECM configurations, with the tube-form having the highest amount of preferred axial
alignment, and the flattened and opening-angle configurations being more
circumferentially aligned in the passive state. In addition, the tube-form had a higher
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amount of fiber spread compared to the relatively higher preferred alignment of the
flattened and opening-angle configurations. The elastin showed a similar behavior,
however, without the split peaks in the tube configuration.
Upon looking at how fiber orientation changes through the thickness, the collagen
and elastin fibers in the flattened sample closer to the intima (30% through the thickness
from the intima) displayed some uncrimping with medial and adventitial collagen and
elastin fibers not showing much change between the opening angle and flattened
configurations. Figure 4-15 shows how the mean modes of the fiber histograms change
over the thickness for all imaged samples. The flattened sample showed the highest
degree of intimal circumferential alignment. Also note that the orientation of collagen in
the tube-form sample in Figure 4-15 through the depth shows the mean mode of the
single left peak since it is the histogram mode.
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Figure 4-15: Mean mode (preferential orientation) of collagen (A) and elastin (B)
through the depth of each vessel configuration. The blue and orange lines show the
circumferential direction, and longitudinal directions, respectively.

4.4

Discussion of the Comparison of Testing Techniques [114]
There were observed differences in the measured values of stiffness between the

vessels in the tubular, planar, and ultrasound testing, with the planar tested sample having
the highest MTM. The ultrasound-measured stiffness had the most similarity to the tube-
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tested stiffness, as expected due to the sample being in a similar form. The directions of
inflation (outward from the myocardium) may account for the differences between these
two datasets. The ultrasound result should be carefully compared though because the
vessels are in significantly different tissue states. Although I argue that considering the
stiffnesses were rather similar, the extraneous tissue does not contribute as much to the
observed maximum tangential modulus. Also, finite element simulations based on
different constitutive models resulted in a difference in the stresses and strains seen in the
arterial walls. This study can help guide others as I have shown that only the planardriven models maintained circumferential stress gradients with peak stress at the
adventitia, and the tubular-driven models all most closely matched pressure-inflation
data. Preload in the planar sample, stresses from flattening the sample, in addition to a
lack of residual stress in the samples, may account for the differences between the planar
and tubular tests [99, 103, 105, 109, 130-132].
The pressure-diameter data showed behavior that was expected: the C-T-S/P
model showed the closest similarity to the pressure-inflation tests, with C-P-S/P showing
the highest dissimilarity. However, rolling the sample first caused the pressure-diameter
data to display a closer similarity to the tested data even though planar properties were
used (the C-P-R/S/P model). Closer similarity to the pressure-inflation data was
observed when including prestress (rolling) and changing constitutive models midway
through the analysis (the S-P/T-R/S/P model).
Pertinent results from the microstructural analysis showed that fiber architecture
was different based on vessel configuration. Researchers performing tests are often
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aware of the differences in architecture that can exist when splaying a vessel open (in this
case, the slight uncrimping of fibers). However, the act of flattening a sample can
introduce bending stresses. This was indicated by the fact that fibers not only uncrimped,
but also moved towards a more circumferential alignment. The fact that some of the
collagen fibers were uncrimped from flattening the sample at the start of a planar biaxial
test is likely responsible for the higher values of stiffness observed in the planar-tested
samples.
Other groups have performed simulations where stress and strain distributions
through the arterial wall including residual stresses were calculated [99, 131]. This was
done through analytical methods (i.e., bending laws of mechanics), or rolling the arterial
sample in finite element models. Analyses done in these other studies were done with
one set of material constants reported from previous literature (tubular or planar testing)
[99, 131, 133, 134], whereas, this study utilized different mechanical tests in similar finite
element scenarios.
Other studies have shown that vessels dilate to a higher degree when residual
strains are incorporated [99, 135]. The finite element studies in this section show this, as
well, indicating the importance of including residual strains, especially when pressurediameter behavior is important to the researcher.
Testing sequentially (tubular- then planar-form) could introduce errors because of
undesired changes to the sample when performing pressure-inflation testing. Ideally, the
sample in a tubular test is not taken beyond physiological limits in pressure or stress, thus
limiting this effect. To ensure a lack of damage as a result of tubular biaxial testing, I fit
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data from planar biaxial samples that had not previously been tested in tubular form. The
r2 between this data and those reported in this chapter was greater than 0.9 for all
samples.
This study could be improved by performing bending tests and implementing the
resulting constitutive properties into the analyses. The pooling and simultaneous fitting of
multiple sample datasets produced differences in the coefficients of determination values
for each of the different mechanical tests. To determine how this can affect the end-result
of the finite element simulations the material constants were modified by their confidence
bounds and the dilation and stress behavior was examined with the same finite element
models. The tubular-driven tube had a 3.2% (10 micron) deviation to the pressureinflation behavior, and a 16.2% error in the stress profile. The planar-driven tube had a
1.5% (4 micron) deviation to the pressure-inflation behavior, and a 9.7% error in the
stress profile compared to our reported results. While these errors do exist, the overall
conclusions are not altered as it relates to observed trends in stress and dilation behavior.
For example, the C-T-S/P model still most closely reproduced the pressure-inflation data,
and the S-P-R/S/P model still had the largest circumferential stress gradient. Data could
have been taken from bred-for-science animals in order to further reduce inter-animal
variability and improve the R2 of the cumulative data fits.
A potential critical parameter of importance are the torsional residual strains
reported by Wang, et al [136]. While I incorporated circumferential residual strain and
axial pre-strain in the simulation of arteries in the current study, the inclusion and
comparison of other residual strains seen in coronary arteries, such as saddling
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(longitudinal residual strain) and torsion, could provide an even clearer picture of what is
occurring during the biomechanical characterization of arteries in either the tubular or
planar state [137, 138].
In the microstructural analysis, the fiber orientation program chosen for use in this
study is a well-documented program to examine fiber orientation [105, 107, 122, 129,
139], however, the use of a quiver grid has drawbacks compared to other methods. For
instance, the small quiver grid will result in a single thick fiber having multiple counts
through the thickness and along the length in a fiber orientation frequency histogram.
While this can be positive because thicker fibers will contribute more to the preferred
orientation, any change in orientation along the length of a fiber can skew results (as was
seen with heavily crimped fibers in our tubular specimen). An alternative would be code
similar to that implemented by D’Amore, et al [140]. This would provide fiber count and
orientation regardless of undulation, however, very thick fibers would be weighed
equally to thinner fibers, whereas an argument could be made that thicker fibers could
contribute to the mechanical response more than a thinner fiber.
Combining a number of techniques seems to provide a middle ground between
pressure-diameter and stress field optimization. For instance, should pressure-inflation
and prestress behavior be equally important, the use of rolling the vessel to tube-form
based on planar properties and then inflating and stretching using tubular properties
(similar to the S-P/T-R/S/P model) serves as a good middle ground, with relatively small
amounts of error in pressure-diameter reproduction and stress gradients with peak stress
at the adventitia.
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Researchers should be aware of the consequences of flattening a sample from its
opening-angle configuration, such as an increased effect on the observed stiffness
compared to tube-form testing. These observations were also shown in the
microstructure, in particular, in relation to the flattened configuration where some
collagen fibers were fully uncrimped prior to stretching the sample. This also has the
implication when trying to compare material behaviors between groups of samples that
were tested in different configurations, with planar tested samples having an inherent
increase in stiffness. Therefore any conclusions made between data sets where the
materials were tested via different methods are not comparable without additional
computational or analytical work. Should comparisons need to be made between samples
that were tested differently, the use of rolling the sample prior to performing any other
computational operations can better approach stress profiles and pressure-diameter
behavior predicted via analytical methods.

4.5

Identification of the Location Dependent Mechanical Properties of Coronary
Arteries [141]

4.5.1

Materials and Methods [141]
Based on observations from the comparison of testing techniques, I deemed that

modeling the proper deformation field was more critical to obtaining accurate mass
transport results. This necessitated tube-form testing (Figure 4-13). Testing occurred
according to approved protocols with the University of Arizona Institutional Animal Care
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and Use Committee. Porcine hearts (n=5) were acquired within 30 minutes of slaughter
from the University of Arizona Meat Sciences Laboratory. Samples were taken only
from barrow pigs weighing approximately 311±41 lbs (live weight) at ages of 5-7 months
old. Hearts were measured across their major axes: apex to coronary ostia (ACO),
transverse at the auricles (TAA), and sagittal at the ostial level (SOL) (Figure 4-16) [115,
116]. Hearts with dimensions outside of the mean (ACO=129, TAA=91, SOL=76 mm)
by more than 10% were not used. The weight of each heart was not used to determine
which samples to test due to potential error from the blood in the heart (e.g., ventricles,
vessels, etc.) [115, 116].
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Figure 4-16: Representative hearts with highlighted isolation of the LADC (A) and
(B), and RC (C) and (D) with prestrain markers

The LADC and RC arteries were located and marked at several locations along
the axial length with a cyanoacrylate/ceramic powder mix. Suture lines were placed
along the surface of the arteries on the outside of the heart and cut between marker sets.
The arteries were removed from the heart and suture lines replaced and cut again between
markers. The ratio of the length of the suture lines before and after removing the arteries
provided the in-myocardium prestretch measurements of the artery segments (λZ-in situ).
After removal of extraneous tissue (e.g., fat, adventitia) the vessel segments were cut into
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thirds (proximal, middle, and distal regions) then prepared for either tubular biaxial
tensile testing or permeability testing [118]. All testing occurred at 37±0.6°C either
through warming the testing bath directly or cycling warm water through the bath.

4.5.2

Tubular Biaxial Tensile Testing [141]
The samples were tested as previously shown [118]. Briefly, samples were

cannulated and attached to the testing fixture. The testing fixture, once mounted in the
testing bath, allows the tubular tissue specimen to be simultaneously pressurized and
stretched axially [117, 118]. The sample was marked with two small black
cyanoacrylate/ceramic powder dots to allow the axial displacement to be tracked over the
course of the test. The sample was cycled through five stretch (to λZ-in situ) and pressure
(to 130 mmHg) cycles as preconditioning prior to beginning data collection. Samples
were pressurized to 0, 70, or 130 mmHg then stretched from zero to λZ-in situ cyclically at
each pressure state to determine circumferential stress at different axial stretches.
Correspondingly, the sample was held constant at three different axial stretches based on
the prestretch measurements (λZ-in situ=1, 1.15, or 1.40) and inflated from 0-130 mmHg
cyclically at each stretch state to determine axial stress at each pressure state (Figure
4-17).
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Figure 4-17: Testing procedure for orthotropic characterization in tube-form

The diameter, axial stretch, pressure, and axial force were acquired over the course of the
tests. Inner diameter was determined at the different vessel mechanical configurations
with multiphoton microscopy. These values were used in Equation 4-3 and Equation 4-4
to determine the circumferential and longitudinal 2nd Piola Kirchhoff stresses, Sθθ and SZZ,
respectively; Green’s strains for the two directions were calculated with Equations 4-5
and 4-6 [142]:

Sθθ =

rP
,
t(1+ 2Eθθ )

Equation 4-3

Szz =

Fzz
,
A(1+ 2Ezz )

Equation 4-4
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Equation 4-5

Equation 4-6

where r is the current radius, P is the intraluminal pressure, Fzz is axial force, A is the
longitudinal cross section, λz is the longitudinal stretch, and ro is the undeformed outer
radius. These equations are assuming a thin-walled vessel (thickness/diameter<0.1),
neglect shear.

4.5.3

Microstructural Analysis
To determine whether differences in mechanical properties corresponded to any

microstructural observations, the tubular biaxial testing device was used in conjunction
with a multiphoton microscope, as previously described [117, 118]. See Figure 4-18 for
an image of the microbiaxial tester interfacing with the microscope.
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Figure 4-18: Microbiaxial tester with the microscope. (A) is the objective, (B) is the
testing bath with a sample under the lid, and (C) are the motors [117]

Three of the tested vessel segments and two fresh samples were held at λZ-pre and imaged
at pressures of 0, 70, and 130 mmHg. Excitation wavelength was 780 nm, and the laser
had 36 mW of power with linear scaling to 51 mW as the focus moved through the
thickness. This allowed for deeper imaging through the vessel wall. Second harmonic
generated light from collagen was collected along with autofluorescent light from elastin.
The collagen and elastin orientation was also analyzed in the images of the vessels at 130
mmHg as previously shown [129]. In addition, the vessel thicknesses at the different
pressure states were examined by looking at the orthogonal projections of the image
stacks. This provides an indication of the volumetric behavior, or compressibility, of the
tissue.
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4.5.4

Data Reduction
Data was fit to a Fung-type orthotropic effective strain energy density from

ABAQUS 6.9-1. The stress was evaluated with:
W eff =

%
c Q
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e
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+
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Sij =
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∂Eij

Equation 4-7

Equation 4-8

where c, A1, A2, A3, and D are the material constants, and Ēij are the components of the
deviatoric Green’s strain tensor. A single value of D is used because of the vessel wall
exhibits a nearly incompressible behavior. Each biaxial tensile testing dataset was
simultaneously fit in a multidimensional nonlinear regression fashion to the Fung-type
effective strain energy density with SigmaStat 3.5 in the circumferential and longitudinal
directions assuming an incompressible model (D=0). Following this initial fit, a MatlabABAQUS optimization routine was performed that used the optimization constants from
the incompressible solution from SigmaStat as the initial guesses [143]. Optimization
was performed using the fminsearch routine in Matlab. This is an unconstrained
nonlinear optimization approach (Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm) [144]. A series of
constants were guessed from the starting point determined earlier in SigmaStat, and the
optimization routine continued until the sum of the square of the residuals (differences
between the experimental and computational results), or difference between sequential
guesses, were minimized to <1e-12 for mechanical results and <1e-20 for fluid transport
(discussed later). The finite element model was a 1/20 circumferential symmetry model
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with six elements through the thickness. The same nodal separation was used in the axial
and circumferential direction as was through the thickness. The mesh was chosen
through a convergence study examining the components of the relative fluid velocity
after consolidation, stress, and strain. Through the thickness: relative fluid velocity,
stress, and strain components did not vary by more than 0.01% with four or more
elements. Circumferentially and longitudinally the element size could have been more
coarse, however, a finer mesh was determined to not be detrimental to the analysis time.
The unconstrained nonlinear optimization program modified all constants, in an
automated fashion, until the mechanical behaviors from the tubular biaxial testing and
multiphoton imaging (thickness measurements) matched the finite element result.
The automated optimization procedure was performed for the cumulative dataset
from each arterial section. Material constants were reported for the respective sections
along with the 95% confidence intervals. The maximum tangential modulus (MTM) of a
pressure-inflation upcycle at λZ-pre was used to determine relative differences in vessel
circumferential stiffness between groups. Correspondingly, the MTM of the axial stretch
upcycle at 70 mmHg internal pressure was used to determine differences in vessel axial
stiffness between groups.

4.5.5

Statistical Analysis
One way ANOVA in one, two, and three way interactions were used to determine

if differences exist in the maximum tangential modulus. Values of p<0.05 were
considered significant. The mechanical constitutive constants are reported as the 95%
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confidence bounds. Bar plots are represented as the mean with standard deviation error
bars.

4.5.6

Results
Axial prestretch was statistically larger in the proximal LADC artery compared to

middle and distal regions (Figure 4-19). The RC arteries showed a decreasing trend
along the length, as well. The opening angle measurements showed no statistical
difference (Figure 4-19). The mean opening angle for all groups was 141.3±9.9°.

Figure 4-19: (A) Histological cross section (scale bar=0.25 mm). (B) Dimensions of
the vessel segments. (C) Axial prestrain measured with sutures between marker
points. (D) Opening angle between locations (p=NS). Full table may be found in the
Appendix. Bars p<0.05
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The Fung constants for the cumulative fits are shown in Table 4-4 with
representative data seen in Figure 4-20.

Figure 4-20: Representative data and fits for the different arterial sections

The circumferential MTMs of the LADC artery showed a statistically significant
decrease in MTM moving from the proximal to middle region of 45.6%, and 62.7% from
the middle to distal region (Figure 4-21). The MTMs of the RC artery showed the same
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trend, however, with a change of 71.3% from the proximal to middle region, and 30.6%
from the middle to the distal region. In addition, the RC arteries demonstrated an overall
higher circumferential compliance than the LADC arteries (p<0.05).

Table 4-4: Fung Constants for each section (Values are mean ± 95% CI)
Vessel Segment
Proximal
LAD
Middle
Distal
Proximal
RCC
Middle
Distal

c (kPa)
445±48
160±14
162±14
439±41
61±4
61±5

A1
1.40±0.11
5.30±0.41
2.79±0.23
0.99±0.13
4.51±0.08
0.96±0.14

A2
0.99±0.05
1.60±0.21
5.19±0.40
1.33±0.09
5.50±0.09
13.10±0.10

A3
0.47±0.05
1.49±0.21
0.55±0.04
0.32±0.02
2.61±0.22
1.72±0.01

D (Pa-1)
2.2E-08±1.2E-09
6.9E-09±3.1E-10
7.0E-09±4.9E-10
7.8E-07±2.0E-08
8.1E-07±4.5E-08
9.0E-07±6.8E-08

Figure 4-21: Top: Axial maximum tangential modulus at 70 mmHg; Bottom:
Circumferential maximum tangential modulus at in vivo axial stretch; Bars indicate
pair-wise significance to p<0.05.
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The axial MTMs showed a different trend, with increasing stiffness along the
LADC and RC arteries. The LADC showed an increase of 605.9% from the proximal to
middle regions, and 2.8% from the middle to distal regions (not significant). The RC
showed an increase of 22.8% from the proximal to middle region, and 127.7% from the
middle to distal regions. Similar to the circumferential MTMs, the LADC did generally
have higher stiffness compared to the RC arteries (one-way ANOVA p<0.05). In
addition to the differences in the stiffness between regions, the different regions exhibited
different levels of anisotropy as determined by the ratio of the MTMs in the
circumferential to axial directions. The LADC proximal region had the highest level of
anisotropy with a value of 2.4 for the ratio of MTMcirc/MTMaxial with all other LADC
regions falling below 0.2. The RC proximal region had a value of 1.0 with all other
regions falling below 0.3.
The orientation analyses indicated that differences existed based on location for
each vessel in the in vivo axial length state and at 130 mmHg internal pressure (Figure
4-22).
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Figure 4-22: Orientation analysis for the different regions

The LADC proximal arteries showed a higher degree of collagen preferential alignment
in the circumferential direction than the middle and distal sections by 21° after
pressurizing the vessels. This correlates with the mechanical testing data showing that
the proximal sections were more stiff in the circumferential direction than the middle and
distal sections. The elastin had a similar trend, with the middle and distal regions having
similar orientations (18° and 36° more axial, respectively), and the proximal region being
more circumferentially aligned (45° offset from the circumferential direction). The
proximal and distal RC regions had similar collagen profiles (62° and 60° more axial,
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respectively), however, the elastin in the proximal region was more spread in its
orientation by 9°. The RC middle section showed a rather flat orientation profile (no
definitive preferred orientation) in both the elastin and collagen channels. This could
potentially be responsible for this section having the smallest average stiffness between
the axial and circumferential directions.

4.5.7

Discussion [141]
Mechanical testing of coronary arteries has been done through various testing

techniques, and on different species (human, pig, dog) [109, 145-150]. It has been shown
that not only do the properties change between species, but the mechanical properties and
extracellular matrix components change between vessels [151]. For instance, van Andel,
et al. reported similar mechanical properties of their porcine LADC arteries when
comparing to the proximal and middle regions of LADC arteries in this chapter [150]. In
addition, they showed there was not significant pairwise significance when comparing
between LADC and RC sections, which I saw in the circumferential MTMs of all
sections except the proximal LADC region. Differences in stiffness based on location
can have implications in percutaneous intervention. It has been shown that balloon overinflation and stent-tissue interactions during deployment can influence how much injury
occurs to the coronary artery [152]. Vessel compliances determine how much
mechanical feedback, or resistive force to deployment, exists in the targeted arteries. The
mechanical properties can also dictate how void ratios and length scales change in
different vessel mechanical conditions (discussed in the next chapter).
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While this chapter reports novel results on how the biomechanical properties vary
between arteries and locations, the study did have several limitations. For instance,
residual stresses in the circumferential and torsional directions were not incorporated
during the finite element simulations to optimize for the properties [135, 148]. In
addition, the use of tubular pressure-inflation testing as opposed to planar biaxial testing
has errors associated with the fact that researchers consider the tube as stress free in the
creation of the constitutive models for use in the finite element routines [114]. This could
result in inaccurate stress distributions through the wall. Although, it could be argued
that the pressure-inflation data is the more important because the pressure-inflation data
best relates to the length-scale and void ratio changes.
In this chapter I also used the thin-walled and plane strain assumptions in the
calculation of stresses and strains. I deemed this valid as the average radius-to-wall
thickness ratio is greater than ten [153]. In using the plane strain assumption I calculate
radial behavior based on what was measureable in the circumferential and longitudinal
directions, and how the thickness changed between stress states. The measurement of
strain behavior through the radial thickness could give potentially a more accurate model,
however, considering the thin-walled nature of the tested vessels and moderate strain
stiffening behavior, the radial distributions of the strain profile can be depicted via the
use of the assumptions that were made with a single value of the bulk compressibility
term, D. Should high levels of compressibility be observed then three values of D for the
different directions would need to be applied, or the more traditional form of the Fung
strain energy utilized: no split in the deviatoric and dilatational behavior. A source of
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error is also the geometry used. The average thickness and diameter of the vessel
segments were used, however, the arteries are all slightly nonhomogeneous in these
dimensions [131, 146]. Another drawback is the use of animals from a slaughterhouse.
While I was careful to accept only those animals of certain ages and weights with similar
environmental backgrounds and heart sizes, the study could have potentially been more
accurate using a more controlled, bred-for-science, animal source. In addition, testing
vessels in situ after removal from the heart negates any influence of fat, pericardium, and
adventitia. I deemed this necessary because I wanted to test for microstructure through
the entire thickness and any tissue outside of the intima and media would make that
impossible due to the depth limitations of multiphoton microscopy.
In this chapter I showed that the two most frequently stented coronary arteries
exhibit differences in mechanical properties between the arteries and along the arterial
length. These changes, when coupled to analyses where scientists are examining total
diffusive and convective mass transport, could potentially influence total molecule
transport and stress-related remodeling. In the next chapter, variations in fluid transport
are measured and discussed. While the location is not directly causative, this study can
guide future studies on what factors underlie the reported differences (e.g.,
microstructure, crosslinking, etc.). Knowing further information on how these properties
change based on location could potentially guide therapy to account for relative
differences in the porohyperelastic and mass transport characteristics.
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5.

SPECIFIC AIM 1B: IDENTIFICATION OF THE POROHYPERELASTIC
PROPERTIES OF PORCINE CORONARY ARTERIES AS A FUNCTION OF
ARTERY AND LOCATION [141]
In this chapter I describe the experimental methods to test and fit for the

porohyperelastic properties, more specific, the fluid transport properties. The techniques
and results will be reported as outlined in the manuscript: Keyes, JT, et al.
“Deformationally dependent fluid transport properties of porcine coronary arteries based
on location in the coronary vasculature”. Journal of the Mechanical Behavior of
Biomedical Materials. 2013. Briefly, this will show how permeability experiments are
performed and the data reduced. Second, results from the microstructural evaluation of
arteries, based on location, will be presented. Specifically, this will show how void ratio
changes between vessels and pressures.

5.1

Introduction [141]
While the expansion of coronary artery intervention into catheter-based methods

has improved revascularization treatment success, failure mechanisms still exist for this
therapy [154]. The primary post-procedural failure mechanisms associated with this
therapy include restenosis and thrombosis [155]. Coronary artery disease and
intervention is a critical focus area for many researchers given the severity,
complications, and frequency of the disease [48, 154, 156-159].
There have been numerous studies in which the delivery of coronary stents and
the post-implantation functionality of these devices has been investigated from a
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biomechanical point of view [56, 109, 152, 156, 160, 161]. For example, finite element
analysis has offered insight into the vascular injury induced from the stenting procedure
on the wall. Such studies have examined vascular wall stress and contact area as it relates
to coronary artery stents. This implies that biomechanical forces play a role in the
vascular injury that can potentiate restenosis [156, 161, 162]. Mass transport studies have
been another area of focus. Mass transport studies can provide insight into disease
etiology by studying transport of lipoproteins. In addition to understanding low density
lipoprotein transport in vascular tissue [163, 164], mass transport (diffusive and/or
convective) studies have been used to better understand pharmaceutical delivery in drugeluting stents (DESs) [48, 49, 56]. Such studies have shown that transport can change in
tissue with induced strain through porosity alterations during the application of
mechanical load [165]. This can happen through alterations in convective (fluid-velocity
driven) or diffusive (Brownian-motion driven) properties. Changes in transport can also
be affected by alterations to endothelial cell permeability under different mechanical or
chemical states [160, 166, 167]. These alterations in endothelial cell permeability are not
as relevant in situations where the endothelium has been disrupted, such as balloon
angioplasty or stenting. The denuded endothelium results in a removed barrier for
transport, and therefore increased fluid permeation and solute transport into the arterial
wall [168].
In has been previously shown that the Peclet number is an important determining
factor in the final distribution of species concentrations [48]. The Peclet number
describes the relative influences of convective to diffusive transport. The importance of
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permeability and convective transport is further accentuated in the absence of an
endothelium, where it has been previously shown that the endothelium governs the
deposition of molecules in the arterial wall by decreasing the hydraulic flow through the
wall [168].
Determining how a molecule moves through the arterial wall requires a thorough
understanding of the interactions in an individual stent and tissue system, in addition to
the coupled affects between the two. Several computational models have examined
convective and diffusive transport through coronary arteries by either measuring transport
properties on their own, or by taking previously published values and simulating the
interactions computationally [56, 59, 62, 83, 169].
One method of evaluating convective properties of tissues, specifically, is to
measure their porohyperelastic properties [84]. A porohyperelastic analysis predicts
interstitial fluid velocity as a function of the interstitial fluid pressure and mechanical
deformation of the permeating material, as governed by the laws of the conservations of
momentum and mass [56, 62, 83]. To utilize this type of analysis, experimental input is
needed as driven from the material laws [56]. In order to perform porohyperelastic
analyses, the permeability as described in Darcy’s Law needs to be determined along
with the mechanical properties (discussed in the next chapter) [83, 169]. Utilizing
mechanical properties in the fluid transport analysis, as is done in a porohyperelastic
analysis, allows researchers to predict how vessel dimensions and void ratios change
between pressure states, and how these changes translate to changes in the convective
fluid flow.
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When looking at the tissue-DES interactions, there have been some studies
indicating that restenosis is different based on location in the coronary vasculature [72,
170, 171]. One study showed that the rate of restenosis differed between the proximal
left anterior descending coronary (LADC) and right coronary (RC) arteries with rates of
68% and 19% respectively [170]. Prior to the use of stenting, the procedure of
angioplasty used a balloon catheter to forcibly open the vessel, thus introducing vessel
injury and restenosis. This procedure has demonstrated restenosis rates of 37% in
proximal LADC arteries versus 26% in the middle and distal LADC regions [64].
Concerning the RC arteries: the proximal and middle regions exhibited restenosis rates of
28% when compared to the distal region at 19% [64]. It should be noted that these results
were in the absence of a stent. This could potentially be due to differences in transport
thus allowing relatively different amounts of pro-proliferative and atherogenic molecules
into the arterial wall. This is a vessel response (as opposed to the stent-vessel system)
indicating that variations in this response can be a function of vessel location. While the
location is not necessarily causative, the evaluation of the location dependent
porohyperelastic properties can be used to investigate how species transport occurs as a
function of location in the coronary vasculature. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is
to determine the deformationally dependent fluid transport properties of porcine LADC
and RC arteries and how these properties change along the arterial length.
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5.2
5.2.1

Materials and Methods [141]
Transport Theory
The total mass transport through a deformable porous media is governed by the

relative contributions of diffusion and convection; coupled through the Eulerian isotropic
Fick’s law [84]. To determine how convective transport could influence total transport,
the second term on the right hand side of Fick’s law is considered. Fluid transport in a
porous media, as implemented in Abaqus, is governed by Darcy’s law (slow flow through
a porous medium), which is a reduction of Forchheimer’s law (high flow through a
porous medium) [172]. Note that in the testing and data processing used in this chapter,
the permeability is assumed to be isotropic. Also note that the porohyperelastic approach
is in contrast to many previous studies [173-175], where the fluid transport is assumed to
be constant. The porohyperelastic approach, via the use of kff*dpf/dxi instead of a
constant velocity term as in the standard convection-diffusion equation [176], along with
the right hand term of effective stress law, couples the deformation of the porous media
to the observed convective transport.

5.2.2

Sample Preparation
Testing occurred according to approved protocols with the University of Arizona

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Note that this testing occurred on the
same samples that were tested for mechanical properties, ensuring that smooth muscle
cells were still viable after the mechanical test by histology after testing was complete
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(Invitrogen LIVE/DEAD assay). Porcine hearts (n=5) were acquired within 30 minutes
of slaughter from the University of Arizona Meat Sciences Laboratory. Samples were
taken only from barrow pigs weighing approximately 311±41 lbs (live weight) at ages of
5-7 months old. Hearts were measured across their major axes: apex to coronary ostia
(ACO), transverse at the auricles (TAA), and sagittal at the ostial level (SOL) [115, 116].
Hearts with dimensions outside of the mean (ACO=129, TAA=91, SOL=76 mm) by
more than 10% were not used. The weight of each heart was not used to determine which
samples to test due to potential error from the blood in the heart (e.g., ventricles, vessels,
etc.) [115, 116].
The LADC and RC arteries were located and marked at several locations along
the axial length with a cyanoacrylate/ceramic powder mix. Suture lines were placed
along the surface of the arteries on the outside of the heart and cut between marker sets.
The arteries were removed from the heart and suture lines replaced and cut again between
markers. The ratio of the length of the suture lines before and after removing the arteries
provided the in-myocardium prestretch measurements of the artery segments (λZ-pre).
After removal of extraneous tissue (e.g., fat, adventitia) the vessel segments were cut into
thirds (proximal, middle, and distal regions) then prepared for either tubular biaxial
tensile testing or permeability testing [118]. All testing occurred at 37±0.6°C either
through warming the testing bath directly or cycling warm water through the bath. Prior
to mounting the vessels in testing fixtures, the vessels were mechanically deendothelialized by rubbing the intimal surface gently with non-serrated forceps and
confirming with Trypan blue after testing (Figure 5-1).
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Figure 5-1: Example of selective endothelial denuding

This was to ensure convective transport was measured through the arterial wall in a
situation where the endothelium is damaged (e.g., interventional scenarios) [177, 178].

5.2.3

Permeability Testing
Permeability testing was done similar to that previously described by Simon, et al.

[62]. Vessel sections were cannulated noting the locations of branching segments. The
cannulas were placed to ensure no water leaked from the vessel, cannula assembly, or
branching arteries. They were attached with cyanoacrylate at the cannula point, and tied
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with suture. The distance between sutures provided the permeation area. Histology
measurements provided the undeformed cross-sectional geometries of the samples. One
cannula was attached via silicone tubing to a glass capillary (2.419e-7 m2 cross section);
the glass capillary was attached via silicone tubing to a pressure head filled with saline.
Water was cycled through the vessel to flush any air from the system. The fluid exit
cannula was sealed with a plugged silicone tube.
The prepared vessel was stretched to λZ-in situ, glued down to a petri dish in the in
situ stretch configuration, and filled with 37°C PBS to prepare for testing. The pressure
head was raised to 70, 100, or 130 mmHg, and a bubble was inserted into the capillary
tube by disconnecting the tube from the silicone, then lifting it slightly to insert a small
air bubble (~1 microliter). After this, the capillary was reattached to the system, sealing
the bubble in the capillary inline with the cannulated vessel. Pressure was allowed to
equibrilate, and the vessel allowed to consolidate under pressure for 30 minutes. After
this, an image was taken of the bubble at different time-points depending on the velocity
of the bubble. This typically happened every 30 minutes for the coronary artery samples
until the bubble reached the end of the capillary. Bubble movement in the capillary
indicated volumetric flow through the arterial wall. The bubble velocity was used to
optimize for the permeability (discussed in Data Reduction). After testing was complete,
the vessel segments were splayed open in Ca2+-free PBS to look at potential changes in
opening angle based on location. A neighboring section was fixed in 2%
paraformaldehyde, paraffin embedded, stained with H&E to help identify morphology,
and cut normal to the vessel axis to determine the cross section dimensions (Figure 4-19).
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5.2.4

Microstructural Analysis
To determine whether differences in permeability had a relationship to changes in

microstructure, the tubular biaxial testing device was used in conjunction with a
multiphoton microscope, as previously described [117, 118]. Three of the tested vessel
segments and two fresh samples were held at λZ-in situ and imaged at pressures of 0, 70,
and 130 mmHg. Excitation wavelength was 780 nm, and the laser had 36 mW of power
with linear scaling to 51 mW as the focus moved through the thickness. This allowed for
deeper imaging through the vessel wall. Second harmonic generated light from collagen
was collected along with autofluorescent light from elastin. To determine how the void
ratio through the thicknesses changed, the images were analyzed by combining the two
channels and thresholding the images by using the entropy maximizing routine in Matlab.
The dark and light pixels were counted to determine the void ratios (e) (Equation 5-1). In
Equation 5-1, Vvoids is the volume of the voids, and Vsolid the volume of the solid:

e=

5.2.5

Vvoids
.
Vsolid

Equation 5-1

Data Reduction
To determine the permeability, a similar Abaqus-Matlab routine to the mechanical

fitting method was run that couples the porohyperelastic analysis in an unconstrained
nonlinear optimization routine [179]. This was done as opposed to simply fitting the
water flux to the Darcy equation because the mechanical properties can be incorporated.
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The mechanical properties allows for the implementation of the proper geometrical shape
(as induced from mechanical loads) in the simulation. The model is, again, a section of
tube driven by dimensions from the vessel section that was tested (diameter, thickness,
length), and meshed with C3D8RP elements for a porohyperelastic analysis. Note the
use of the compressible form. Boundary conditions were applied by fixing one end,
stretching the other to λZ-in situ, and applying pore fluid and mechanical pressures matching
that of the individual tests that were run. The mechanical properties corresponding to the
individual tested vessel segment was used in the optimization routine. After the analysis
was completed, the relative fluid velocity, vfr, was read into Matlab from the Abaqus
results file. This was compared to a target vfr from the wet-laboratory bubble-velocity.
The target vfr is the volume flux from the experiment, divided by the permeation area
(luminal surface area of the tested section). The kff-γ was altered in a similar optimization
routine as was used for the mechanical properties until the experimental fluid velocity
matched the computational simulation. See Figure 5-2 for an example of the flow
diagram. See Figure 5-3 for an example of the velocity optimizing to the experimental
value. The final reported permeabilities are those from Abaqus (kff- γ) in units of
meters/second.
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Figure 5-2: Matlab-Abaqus optimization sequence

Figure 5-3: Velocity optimization for permeability

5.2.6

Statistical Analysis
ANOVA in one, two, and three way interactions were used to determine if

differences exist in any experimental endpoint as a function of pressure (0, 70, 130
mmHg), arterial section (proximal, middle, distal), artery (LADC, RC), or any
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combination of the three. A Bonferroni adjustment was used to determine any pair-wise
significance. Values of p<0.05 were considered significant. Water flux and permeability
are reported as the overall mean (all pressures and samples from a specific section)
plus/minus the standard deviation. Bar plots are represented as the mean with standard
deviation error bars.

5.3
5.3.1

Results [141]
Permeability
The permeability showed differences based on vessel location, as well.

Generally, an increase in flux meant an increase in permeability of the segment; however,
the differences in flux did not correspond to a direct-ratio change in permeability (i.e., a
doubling in flux did not result in an exact halving of the permeability). This is primarily
due to the vessel deformation during stretching and pressurization. In other words, this is
due to differences in mechanical properties of the individual sections. Permeability was
statistically smaller in the distal region of the LADC compared to the proximal and
middle regions by 198% (Figure 5-4).
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Figure 5-4: Top: Volume flow rate for each vessel section at each test pressure.
Middle: Permeability from the optimization routine for each section. Bottom:
Permeability (averaged for all samples and pressures) for each section. Bars p<0.05.

The RC artery showed a statistically significant decreasing trend, as well, with a decrease
of 46.9% from the proximal to middle region, and 51.7% from the middle to distal
regions. A three-way ANOVA showed statistical differences based on the artery
(p<0.02), section (p<0.01, and the interaction between artery and section (artery*section,
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p<0.01). The pressure, artery*pressure interaction, section*pressure interaction, and
artery*section*pressure interactions were not significant (p>0.6) (Table 5-1).

Table 5-1: Statistical metrics for permeability
Source
Artery
Section
Pressure
Artery*Section
Artery*Pressure
Section*Pressure
Artery*Section*Pressure

5.3.2

p<
0.015
0.001
0.830
0.003
0.840
0.598
0.970

Microstructural Analysis
Microstructural analysis showed that during pressurization, the collagen realigned

and uncrimped without a change in void ratio (Figure 5-5).
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Figure 5-5: Top row: Representative collagen orientation at 40% through the vessel
wall (from the lumen) for a left proximal region. Note the uncrimping from 0 and
70 to 130 mmHg. Middle row: Representative elastin orientation for the same vessel
at the intima. The white arrows are indicative of elastin bundles that exhibited the
majority of the void ratio changes. Note how the image at 0 mmHg has elastin
folding as indicated by the bright and dark bands in the elastin macrobundles.
Bottom row: Thresholding of the elastin images showing the increase in void. Scale
bar is 50 µm.

The elastin however, exhibited realignment and changes to void ratio between pressure
states. This occurred mainly at the intima. Qualitatively, the elastin bands closer to the
intima showed the largest change in void. These larger bands exhibited a smaller degree
of elastin sinuosity as the samples were pressurized with the width of the bands becoming
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smaller. This lateral shrinking of the bands resulted in the exposure of voids. These
larger bands were not seen outside of the intima.
Deeper into the wall past the intima, the elastin was present as thinner fiber
bundles as opposed to bands. The adventitia had a combination of collagen and elastin
without noticeable organization, and smaller voids with pores that did not open
noticeably upon pressurizing the specimens (Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6: Representative MPM demonstration of how fiber architecture changes
as a function of depth. Scale for (A), (B), and (C) are 100 microns. In (D) the scale
is 500 microns. The arrows highlight the bundle widths.

Examining the differences between arteries, the LADC sections all had similar
large bands that underwent changes in void at the intima. This was also seen in the
proximal RC artery regions. The middle and distal regions had far smaller bands, and
therefore smaller voids that opened up.
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Figure 5-7 shows an example of how void ratio changes through the depth along
with the quantified void ratios averaged through the depth, and another panel for just the
intima.

Figure 5-7: Top: Void ratio variation through the vessel thickness of a
representative proximal LADC. Middle: Void ratio of just the intima at each
pressure for the different segments. Bottom: Average void ratio through the entire
thickness for each of the segments.
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The void ratios of the intima, when analyzed via a three-way ANOVA, showed
significance between the artery, section, and pressure (all p<0.02). All other ANOVA
interactions were p>0.1 (Table 5-2).

Table 5-2: Void ratio through thickness statistical interactions
Source
Artery
Section
Pressure
Artery*Section
Artery*Pressure
Section*Pressure
Artery*Section*Pressure

p<
0.016
0.015
0.010
0.257
0.108
0.094
0.390

The void ratios as binned through the entire thickness, when analyzed via three-way
ANOVA showed no significance, presumably because beyond the intima the voids did
not appear to change through the thickness. Between pressures, through the entire
thickness, the p value for void ratio comparisons was the lowest (p<0.09), all other
ANOVA sources and interactions were p>0.2 (Table 5-3).
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Table 5-3: Statistical metrics for void ratio through the entire thickness
Source
Artery
Section
Pressure
Artery*Section
Artery*Pressure
Section*Pressure
Artery*Section*Pressure

5.4

p<
0.207
0.258
0.009
0.580
0.666
0.899
0.999

Discussion [141]
This data showed that down the LADC artery, convective transport trended higher

from the proximal to middle regions, and then dropped by more than half beyond the
middle region. In the RC arteries, the permeability trended downward, decreasing by
more than three-fold from the proximal to distal regions. The void ratios of the intima,
but not the whole thickness, did change significantly between sections, arteries, and
pressures. This shows that a significant contributor to alterations in convective transport
based on different intraluminal pressures could be the elastin in the intima of deendothelialized vessels. Since convective fluid transport through the arterial wall can be
a significant contributor to transport, the variations in the properties between sections
could possibly result in changes to the expected clinical concentrations of
pharmaceuticals in those areas [168]. This can also apply to predictions of the levels of
biological molecules, for example it has been shown that endothelium-derived relaxing
factor can interact differently between proximal versus distal canine coronary arteries
[78].
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While the mechanical properties of arteries have been studied with detail, the
coupled determination of the convective transport properties with the mechanical
properties has not been as thoroughly studied. Values are especially vacant in regard to
porcine coronary artery permeability, although other authors have reported permeability
of other arteries through the use of radiolabeling, fluorescent dye tracking, or bubblevelocity tracking [48, 83, 168, 180, 181]. Other researchers that have investigated the
permeability of coronary artery walls have looked at wall permeability with endothelial
cell permeability playing a major role in determining transport, especially in regard to
LDL accumulation in the artery [182]. This chapter reports values of permeability for
arteries without an endothelium, which is especially relevant in cases of endothelial
disruption, such as coronary percutaneous intervention [183]. Shou, et al. reported
hydraulic conductivity values for rat aortas with and without the endothelial layer [184].
Mathematically, the hydraulic conductivity is represented as fi=Lp*ΔP, where Lp is the
hydraulic conductivity. Their values of Lp for the deendothelialized arteries (3e-7
cm/(s*mmHg)) matches very closely with the distal regions of both arteries reported in
this study (<10% difference). Their study also reported that when including the
endothelium, they saw Lp values approximately five times lower [184]. Knowing how
permeability varies between vessel regions can help clinicians determine how species
transport may vary between targeted therapy regions, especially after an interventional
procedure that denudes the endothelium.
While this study reports on how convective transport varies between arteries and
locations, the study did have several limitations. For instance, residual stresses in the
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circumferential and torsional directions were not incorporated during the finite element
simulations to optimize for the permeability [135, 148]. In addition, the same
assumptions that were deemed weaknesses in the quantification of the mechanical
properties apply here (see previous chapter; Specific Aim 1A). A source of error is also
the geometry used. The average thickness and diameter of the vessel segments were
used, however, the arteries are all slightly nonhomogeneous in these dimensions [131,
146]. Another drawback is the use of animals from a slaughterhouse. While I was
careful to accept only those animals of certain ages and weights with similar
environmental backgrounds and heart sizes, the study could have potentially been more
accurate using a more controlled, bred-for-science, animal source [202, 2,9 3, 30, 4, 250].
In addition, testing vessels in situ after removal from the heart negates any influence of
fat, pericardium, and adventitia. I deemed this necessary because I wanted to test for
microstructure through the entire thickness and any tissue outside of the intima and media
would make that impossible due to the depth limitations of multiphoton microscopy.
Understanding transport based off of the properties reported in this chapter in an
in situ situation would require advanced finite element studies. This is especially
important considering the pulsatile nature of the cardiac cycle. Over the course of the
cycle the vessel will undergo myocardial-influenced deformation and changes in the
deformationally dependent permeability. Modeling the entire tissue with input from noninvasive imaging modalities to capture all surrounding tissue could potentially provide
researchers with information in regard to how pulsatility affects transport in vivo.
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Overall, this chapter showed that the two most frequently stented coronary
arteries exhibit not only differences in permeability, mechanical properties, and void ratio
behavior between the arteries, but also along the arterial length. These changes, when
coupled to analyses where scientists are examining total diffusive and convective mass
transport, could potentially influence total molecule transport, as determined by the
relative influences of the different transport parameters (e.g., Peclet number). This is
discussed in the next chapter. While the location is not directly causative, this chapter
can guide future studies on what factors underlie the differences I reported (e.g.,
microstructure, crosslinking, etc.). Knowing further information on how these properties
change based on location could potentially guide therapy to account for relative
differences in the porohyperelastic and mass transport characteristics.
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6.

SPECIFIC AIM 2A: IDENTIFICATION OF THE MASS TRANSPORT
PROPERTIES OF CORONARY ARTERIES
In this chapter I describe the experimental methods to test and fit for the

diffusive and convective-diffusion properties of porcine coronary arteries based on
location in the vasculature. I will outline the identification of the properties, and postprocessing procedures, to obtain interstitial concentrations of an appropriate drug
surrogate, and using these intensities to fit for the dcc and bcf. These techniques and
results are outlined in the manuscript: Keyes, JT, et al. “Location dependent coronary
artery diffusive and convective mass transport properties of a lipophilic drug surrogate
measured using nonlinear microscopy”. Pharmaceutical Research. 2012.

6.1

Introduction [185]
The approval of drug-eluting stents (DESs) for use in patients by the FDA in 2003

has led to extended research into the drug release, distribution, and reactivity of the stenttissue complex [48, 49, 51, 56, 58, 59, 157, 186, 187]. In addition, due to the severity
and frequency of coronary artery disease, significant research has been performed on the
response of coronary tissues to endocrine and paracrine factors [188, 189].
Understanding how such molecules transport in the arterial wall can help guide research
and therapy. This encompasses, among other factors, understanding how drug release,
binding, diffusive transport, and convective transport occur in the body [51, 187].
Previously, researchers have performed wet-laboratory and computational studies
addressing several of these factors [54, 59]. For instance, molecular binding studies have
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provided researchers with a better understanding of the capability of hydrophobic drugs
to partition heavily, but move slowly, into the vessel wall [54, 59]. In addition, studies
have been previously performed investigating the importance of the relative physiological
forces that determine how transport occurs, and also varies, between molecule types [48,
54].
A relatively cost-effective alternative to determine drug transport without using
the actual pharmaceutical agent is to evaluate the transport of drug-surrogate, or drugcarrying surrogate, molecules. Several different studies have taken this route to better
understand arterial molecular transport [61, 190, 191]. For instance, the use of
fluorescently labeled dextran or albumin can determine how transport occurs with
hydrophilic compounds or drugs bound to similarly sized albumin. Using fluorescently
labeled dextran allows for the study of transport with a large variance in available
commercial sizes (3000-150000 Da). Correspondingly, researchers have used
hydrophobic dyes to see how, for instance, small (<1000 Da) hydrophobic compounds
(like some drugs) move through the arterial wall [61].
Previous attempts into the characterization of transport has involved standard
upright fluorescence microscope on hydrated samples, flash-freezing samples, and x-ray
scintillation. In this chapter I report on how transport in living samples occurs over time
in a non-destructive manner.
The total transport (convective and diffusive) and binding behavior can be used
together to evaluate transport either in laboratory or computational settings [48, 49, 56].
The evaluation of drug transport from stents encompasses a thorough understanding of
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the stent and tissue environment separately in addition to the coupled affects. Several
computational models have looked at these relative influences by either measuring
transport properties on their own or by taking previously published values and simulating
the interactions computationally [56, 59, 62, 192].
One method of simulating transport is to evaluate the porohyperelastic
characteristics (fluid transport, or permeability, and mechanical properties) of the tissue
and use the convective transport solution as an input to the total mass transport analysis
in a sequential fashion [56, 84]. For this type of analysis, experimental input is needed as
driven from the governing material laws. For the porohyperelastic analysis of coronary
arteries, the permeability from Darcy’s law needs to be determined along with the
vessel’s mechanical properties. For the mass transport portion of the analysis, the
diffusivity and convection coupling coefficient need to be determined [84]. Performing
analysis in this fashion allows for the modeling of the deformationally dependent
properties in the deformed configuration of the arteries.
In the previous chapter, the variations in the porohyperelastic properties of deendothelialized porcine coronary arteries based on location in the coronary arterial tree
were reported [193]. While that study did show differences in the porohyperelastic
properties, to understand the total differences in expected species concentration, the
diffusive and convective properties need to be identified for the different arterial regions.
There have been some trends indicating that restenosis after DES implantation is different
based on location in the coronary vasculature [72, 171, 186]. This could be due to
several factors occurring at the different arterial locations such as improper drug delivery,
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enhanced delivery of proliferation and remodeling biomolecules, or high mechanical
stresses that can induce vascular remodeling [194-196]. Therefore, the purpose of this
chapter is to report on variations in the mass transport (diffusivity and convection
coupling coefficient) between arterial locations with the use of a lipophilic drug
surrogate.

6.2
6.2.1

Materials and Methods [185]
Sample Preparation
Testing occurred according to approved protocols with the University of Arizona

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Porcine hearts (n=5) were obtained from
the University of Arizona Food Products and Safety Laboratory within 30 minutes of
sacrifice from barrow pigs weighing roughly 287±34 pounds (live weight) at ages of 5-7
months. Hearts were measured across their major axes: apex to coronary ostia (ACO),
transverse at the auricles (TAA), and sagittal at the ostial level (SOL) [115, 116]. Hearts
with dimensions outside of the mean (ACO=113, TAA=80, SOL=69 mm) by more than
10% were not used. Dimensions were used instead of the weight because residual blood
in the heart chambers and vessels was not consistent between hearts. The LADC and RC
arteries were located and marked at several locations along the length with a
cyanoacrylate/ceramic powder mix. Suture lines were laid on the arteries between
marker sets and cut and measured before and after removal of the arteries from the
myocardium. The ratio of the lengths of the suture lines before and after removing the
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arteries provided the in situ prestretch measurements (λz-in situ). Removed arteries were
cleaned of any extraneous tissue (fat, muscle) and most of the adventitia, and then split
into thirds down the axial length (proximal, middle, and distal; 21.2±3.2 mm). Arteries
were mechanically de-endothelialized by soft rubbing with non-serrated forceps to ensure
transport was measured through the arterial wall in a situation where the endothelium is
damaged (e.g., stenting scenarios) [177, 178]. Denuding was confirmed with trypan blue
after testing. Arteries were placed into 6-well plates, and the entire segments cultured for
24 hours with standard porcine smooth muscle cell media (DMEM with 10% FBS, 1.2%
penicillin/streptomycin, 0.9% l-glutamine, 0.1% fungizone) (Cell Applications, Inc.; San
Diego, CA). After 24 hours, the arteries were removed from the well plates, cannulated
with silicone tubes then mounted in the testing fixtures. Cannulation was done ensuring
the vessel segments did not leak from the cannulation point or any branching vessels.
Testing fixtures were filled with CO2-independent media with the same supplements as
the DMEM (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA). One adjacent section, 1-2 mm in length, was
fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde, and the opposing adjacent section was placed in an SMC
isolation solution (294 U/ml collagenase, 5 U/ml elastase, 2 mg/ml BSA, and 1 mg/ml
soybean trypsin inhibitor) (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA). See the Appendix for the
digestion procedure.

6.2.2

Transport Testing
Figure 6-1 shows the testing fixtures.
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Figure 6-1: Mass transport testing fixture. (A) shows the vessel (E) in the fixture
before filling with cell media. (B) is after filling with media. (C) is a schematic of
the fixture with a cutaway showing the dye in the inlet tube (F), and the microscope
objective (D). (H) and (G) are the dye and media flow connectors, respectively.

The bioreactor is a polycarbonate container with a silicone gasket seal, and holes used for
either cycling cell media or the drug surrogate. The drug surrogate chosen was the
lipophilic indocarbocyanine dye 1,1′-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindocarbocyanine
perchlorate (synonym: DiI) (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA). The spectra and structure may be
seen in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2: DiI structure (top) and spectra (bottom)

This dye was chosen after a study of several cell-binding dyes (see Appendix for other
dyes considered). Like the drugs used on the most frequently used drug-eluting stents
(sirolimus and its derivatives, and paclitaxel) the dye is hydrophobic, soluble in ethanol,
with a similar molecular weight (966 Da for zotarolimus, 854 Da for paclitaxel, 933 Da
for DiI) [180, 197, 198]. The logP values (as averaged from several manuscripts)
indicates DiI partitions more preferentially into octanol than the drugs, although the drugs
do still have logP values greater than 1 (4.7 for zotarolimus, 12.0 for DiI) [199-205].
Concerning solubility, sirolimus maintains solubility roughly 10 mg/ml in DMSO [206],
and DiI solubilizes at 21.9 mg/ml from nonagitated solubilization of experiments
conducted at our laboratory. Solubilization saturation was deemed to occur when powder
was added with particulates left after one hour. In addition to these metrics, the free-
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solution diffusivities are similar in magnitude (3.89e-12 m2/s for sirolimus [207]; 6.89e12 m2/s for the dye as measured in our laboratory). These diffusivities are important
because they give an indication of the Stokes-Einstein radius (r) as calculated with
r=kT/(6πµD), where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, µ is the
viscosity, and D is the free (in-solution) diffusivity [57]. Substituting the free
diffusivities of paclitaxel, sirolimus, and DiI results in Stokes-Einstein radii of similar
magnitude (11.2 nm for paclitaxel, 26 nm for sirolimus, and 58 nm for DiI) [58, 180,
207]. Sirolimus and its derivatives act by binding to FK506-binding protein, forming a
trimeric complex with the mammalian target of rapamycin protein kinase leading to the
arrest of the cell cycle progression [208]. Paclitaxel is a microtubule destabilizer. While
the drug surrogate does not act on the cell to inhibit growth, DiI does still preferentially
bind to the cell. DiI binds to the membrane then diffuses laterally to completely stain the
membrane [197]. Cells labeled with DiI will still maintain viability and can be tracked
over time.
Arteries were mounted inline at their measured in situ axial prestretch with either
a dye injection syringe pump or pressure head, and CO2-independent media was
continuously cycled over the top and inside of the arteries for two hours at 0.1 mm3/s.
After this period, the pumps were turned off and the dye was injected at a concentration
of 0.119 mg/ml. Dye was prepared similar to Li, et al. [209]; however, PBS was replaced
with the CO2-independent cell media. For diffusivity testing the dye was injected at a
slow rate (0.1 µl/hr) to ensure the artery was not pressurized during dye injection into the
lumen. Pressure was monitored with a gage to ensure luminal pressure did not increase
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beyond 5 mmHg. For the convection coefficient test, the dye tube was connected to a
pressure head filled with dye at 100 mmHg, instead of the slow-rate infusion pump. In
vivo, the pressure-driven scenario is most applicable. However, both diffusivity and
convection coefficient were measured in order to provide the constants needed to
computationally model species transport. In addition, this provides an indication as to the
relative amount of convective or diffusive dominance of the artery with the surrogate.
These tests occurred in an incubator prior to transfer to the measurement devices (Figure
6-3).

Figure 6-3: Top: Bioreactor in incubator. Circulation pumps to left; note the dye
injection syringe. For the pressure test this is replaced with a pressure head filled
with dye.

To measure dye transport through the thickness of the vessels at different time
points the bioreactor, and all fluid and pressure components, were placed under an
upright multiphoton microscope. The bioreactor was placed on a heated stage to
maintain a bath temperature of 37°C. A water-dip objective (20X) was placed into 70
percent ethanol for 30 minutes and then dried in a UV hood before insertion through a
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hole in a silicone cover on the bioreactor chamber (Figure 6-1). Plugging the hole in the
silicone sheet allowed the system to maintain sterility during the imaging sequences.
Scans were made through the thickness of the vessel collecting collagen, elastin, and DiI
fluorescence. Imaging was done similar to previous studies to collect extracellular matrix
(ECM) components (collagen and elastin) at 780 nm excitation with 28 mW power with
linear scaling to 39 mW [117]. After this scan was completed, the configuration was
changed to excite at 700 nm with 34 mW power with linear scaling to 61 mW to collect
dye fluorescence. This was performed at times of 4, 8, 12, 26, and 50 hours for the
diffusivity tests, and 4, 8, 12, 16, and 24 hours for the convection coefficient tests. After
each imaging session, the dye was imaged at concentrations of 0.30, 0.10, 0.05, 0.01,
0.005, and 0.001 mg/ml with the same linear scaling of power. This provided a
relationship between power, intensity, and concentration; it also provided an indication of
the uniformity of fluorescence over the field of view (to be corrected later). The
detection limit for the highest power used during testing occurred at 0.2 ppm. This was
deemed as the point where the increase in fluorescent intensity was higher than the
highest value of noise. At the end of the full time-course of the test, the samples were
fully submerged in 0.119 mg/ml DiI solution for 24 hours. A final multiphoton scan of
the saturated sample was then performed. This scan provided an indication of attenuation
of the interstitial intensity through the sample.

6.2.3

Image Processing
Images were processed as shown in Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4: Image processing sequence for mass transport testing

The background was subtracted from the original dye scan and then convoluted with a
Gaussian surface to smooth any noise (Figure 6-5).
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Figure 6-5: Representative smoothed line scans of free dye in solution

The smoothed image was divided by the maximum pixel value and then the reciprocal
taken, resulting in a matrix (the non-uniformity correction matrix: NUCM) that can be
multiplied by the corresponding tissue image at that particular z-depth to shift all pixels
to the maximum to even out the intensity over the field of view. This process corrects
noise, vignetting, and misalignment. Precision as measured by the full width at half
maximum of the corrected image histogram was 3.0±0.1 intensity units. Accuracy in
these images had up to 2.6% variance when comparing intensity to concentration in
solution. To determine the interstitial concentrations, c, the ECM and cells in the dye
image need to be eliminated. This occurs by taking the composite ECM image (collagen
plus elastin) for the slice corresponding to the dye, binarizing it after thresholding with a
maximum entropy routine (where zeros correspond with tissue), and multiplying it by the
corrected dye image. The ECM image also provides an indication of areas with tissue to
evaluate the interstitial space (red outline). This outline was created by examining the
furthest extent of ECM (zero) signal and connecting tissue spots with straight lines. Cells
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were subtracted out by eliminating bright spots through outlier subtraction since cells
appear roughly ten times brighter than any interstitial space. This is an inherent property
of the dye since dye molecules accumulating in the membranes exhibit higher
fluorescence than free-dye. Other SMCs that did not exhibit binding were captured as
bright non-fibrous bands in the autofluorescence channel, as had been shown previously
[210], and were subtracted out.
This process was done for each image slice for all image stacks. After initial
image processing, the images were corrected by an attenuation function. The BeerLambert law describes optical attenuation (Equation 6-1) [211]:

α z = − log ( I / I o ) ,

Equation 6-1

where α is the attenuation coefficient [m-1], z is the coordinate through the radius [m], I is
the current interstitial intensity [unitless], and Io is the interstitial intensity at the material
interface of the bath to tissue [unitless]. The average interstitial intensity (taken from the
pixel average in the interstitial space for a given slice) was corrected by the percent
reduction in intensity for each point through the depth based on the particular attenuation
function corresponding to the individual sample. Figure 6-6A shows a representative
attenuation plot with a fit from Equation 6-1. The attenuation coefficient varied by a
maximum of 3.3% for any given arterial region, an indication of the accuracy of the
correction.
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Figure 6-6: (A) Attenuation correction function determined by scanning a sample
that was allowed to fully saturate in the dye for 24 hours. Interstitial intensity
values from the experiment are corrected by adding the percent attenuation
determined from the fit. (B) Calibration surface to relate laser power, fluorescent
intensity, and concentration

The intensity was related through intensity versus concentration calibration curves
while matching the powers delivered from the laser for specific slices through the artery
wall. Figure 6-6B shows a representative calibration surface. Since calibration was done
for each image stack, the repeatability doubled from the in-solution accuracy
measurements. The ratio of the intensity in the arterial wall to the intensity in solution
provides an indication of the partitioning of the solution to interstitial space. Intensities
in the calibration curve were corrected by the partition coefficients of the particular
vessel segments and the 3-dimensional calibration function relations to result in
concentrations in the units of mol/m3, where m3 the interstitial volume.

6.2.4

Transport Data Fitting
At this step, a series of radius versus average (over the scanned field of view)

concentration points existed for the different arteries at the different time points. To
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relate these to Fick’s law, finite element models were developed for each arterial section
in Abaqus 6.9. The finite element solving scheme has been demonstrated previously and
uses a sequential approach to simulate porohyperelastic mass transport [84].
First, an Eulerian porohyperelastic analysis was run using 1/10 circumferential symmetry
with elements having a cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, z) to apply material and
boundary conditions. Diameters and thicknesses were taken from histology (Table 6-1)
[193], and modeled to be as long axially as it was thick.

Table 6-1: Dimensions of arterial sections for finite element models
LP
LM
LD
RP
RM
RD

Inner radius (mm)
1.97±0.13
1.18±0.14
1.03±0.09
1.97±0.15
1.75±0.36
1.91±0.16

Thickness (mm)
0.26±0.02
0.23±0.03
0.19±0.05
0.29±0.08
0.30±0.05
0.28±0.02

Each model had 10 elements across each direction. Elemental density was determined by
examining mass flux with the transport models until the relative fluid velocity, stress, and
strain was unchanged to 0.1%. The porohyperelastic models were fixed on one end in z,
and the other end stretched to the in situ axial stretch. The circumferential edges were
fixed in θ as a symmetry condition. To determine dcc, the only further boundary
condition was a pore fluid pressure of zero on the entire model. The porohyperelastic
states (deformation gradient tensor-Fij, J=det(Fij), porosity=n, and pf) were used as input
to the mass transport analysis [84]. Abaqus simulates Lagrangian mass transport with
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concentrations in units of mass per total volume (solid plus fluid). The concentrations
from Abaqus can be converted to the molar interstitial concentrations as previously
shown [84]. Since Abaqus solves for the solution variable, activity (concentration
normalized by the solubility of the species in the transporting media), the solubility was
imported in Abaqus as a field variable as shown in the Porohyperelastic Mass Transport
Theory section. After running an analysis and converting the concentrations, the
concentration versus radius curve was compared between the Abaqus results and the
experimental observations. A Matlab-Fortran-Abaqus optimization routine was used to
fit for different values of dcc to match the experimental to computational concentration
profiles [143, 193]. The transfer code may be seen in the Appendix. The resulting
Eulerian dcc was converted to the Lagrangian diffusivity [84]. This was done for each
sample that was tested for diffusivity.
To fit for bcf, a similar Matlab-Fortran-Abaqus routine was utilized. The
porohyperelastic model for fitting for the convection coefficient was fixed in
displacement the same way as was done for diffusivity fitting. A mechanical and pore
fluid pressure condition corresponding to the test pressure was imposed on the inner
surface of the vessel (100 mmHg), and a zero pore fluid pressure condition imposed on
the adventitial surface. This model was stretched then run to consolidation, and the
porohyperelastic characteristics (pore fluid pressure field, pressure stress factor,
permeability, mechanical state) exported to the mass transport model. The same
optimization routine was run, this time using the average dcc for each arterial section, and
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optimizing for different values of bcf until the Abaqus result matched the experimental
data using the sum of the square of the residuals.
To examine the dye-to-drug similarity, the bulk partition was determined by fully
saturating segments with dye. The segments were introduced to sequential elution baths
consisting of trypsin/EDTA (0.25%) for the first two baths, Triton-X and PBS for one
bath, and PBS for all remaining baths until no fluorescence was able to be observed in the
tissue. The concentrations of the eluted volumes indicate the original tissue
concentration [191]. The ratio of the tissue concentration to original cultured dye
concentration indicated the tissue-binding coefficient. A section normal to the segment’s
axis was embedded in freeze media, frozen with liquid nitrogen, and cut and imaged with
epifluorescence microscopy for cell and non-cell intensity through the radius (for
comparison to sirolimus and paclitaxel).

6.2.5

Statistical Methods
All values are reported as means±standard deviations. Comparisons were made

between groups (LADC versus RC; proximal versus middle versus distal) using two-way
ANOVA with a Bonferroni adjustment to determine significance between group-pairs.

6.3

Results [185]
Figure 6-7 shows a representative set of images from diffusion testing.
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Figure 6-7: Representative images through a LADC distal segment. The bottommost image is towards the lumen. The histology section to the right shows an H&E
stain with paraffin embed. Scale on multiphoton images=50 microns. Scale on
histology is 250 microns. In the multiphoton images, red is collagen, green is elastin,
and blue is DiI fluorescence.

The collagen and elastin is shown as red and green, respectively. Dye is shown in blue.
The brighter blue strips are smooth muscle cells. Note that the cells are not visible
towards the adventitia due to lower surrounding concentrations, and therefore lower
potential for binding. A representative set of data points and the fit from the transport
optimization routine are shown in Figure 6-8 for a RC middle section.
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Figure 6-8: Representative datasets (points) and fits (solid lines) from ABAQUS for
RC proximal segments for the diffusion and convection coefficient tests. The
concentration is the molar concentration (mol/m3 interstitial volume) in the
interstitial voids.

The curves have the characteristic trends for both diffusive and convective-diffusive
transport with convection driving the solution to steady-state in a shorter timescale than
diffusion alone.
Diffusivity (Figure 6-9-Top) showed differences between arterial regions (twoway ANOVA p<0.05); however between the LADC and RC there was no statistical
significance. Each vessel had a similar trend down the lengths with middle regions
having higher diffusivity than the neighboring proximal and distal regions (p<0.05). This
comparison between the vessels at the same regions (e.g., comparing proximal to
proximal) showed no statistical difference.
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Figure 6-9: Diffusion and convection coefficient values for the different arterial
segments. Bars indicate pairwise significance (p<0.05).

The Eulerian convection coefficient (Figure 6-9-Bottom) displayed differences
between regions; however it showed different trends than the diffusivity (two-way
ANOVA p<0.05) with a statistical significance between the LADC and RC arteries. The
value for bcf was higher in the distal regions than the proximal and middle regions. The
proximal and middle regions were not statistically different. There was an order of
magnitude difference when moving from the smallest value (LADC proximal), to the
largest (RC distal).
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A cross section of a saturated sample indicated a relatively flat distribution of
both cellular and interstitial dye through the thicknesses (Fig. 8). Cellular concentration
through the thickness had a more evenly distributed intensity than the interstitium.
Moving from the media to adventitia the intensity dropped by 31% in the interstitium.
Total tissue binding coefficients were 55±10 with no statistical differences between
arterial sections.

Figure 6-10: Cross section (normal to vessel axis) intensity of a saturated sample
indicating interstitial and cellular binding distribution.

6.4

Discussion [185]
This chapter shows how mass transport characteristics vary between coronary
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artery regions. This was done through the use of an off-the-shelf lipophilic dye with
similarities to some currently used pharmaceuticals on drug-eluting stents. Observing
concentration en face with nonlinear microscopy allowed for the evaluation of how
concentration changes in saturated samples over time on the same living sample.
Diffusive transport peaked in the middle regions of both the LADC and RC arteries,
whereas convective-diffusive constants increased down the length of each artery.
The study of mass transport is a frequently studied topic due to its broad
physiological relevance. For instance, it has been shown previously that the transport of
hydrophobic drugs is significantly different than that for hydrophilic drugs, with
generally better retention and slower transport velocities when using hydrophobic
compounds [48]. Similar behavior to these previous studies was observed with the drug
surrogate used. However, previous studies have not reported on difference along the
entire length of a coronary artery or between coronary arteries.
An exact analytical check of the fitting was not done due to the reporting of an
Eulerian dcc based on the deformation state and porosities of the material. A confirmation
analytical fitting routine was done in a Lagrangian domain (to preserve length scale) with
the Eulerian form of Fick’s law of diffusion. In this case, jcr was calculated by localizing
interstitial areas for intensity (to determine concentration) and dividing by the area of
diffusion and the rate of change in intensity (for the time scale). Fick’s law was solved
by separation of parts with a boundary condition of c(0)=0.13 mg/ml:

c(x) = 0.13−

Jc
.
D cc

Equation 6-2
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This provides a Dcc (minus the Hij and n influence) on the deformed geometry. When this
was fit analytically, the Dcc values were converted by multiplying by n/Hij. This resulted
in values in the same order of magnitude (x10-14) and trend (peak in middle regions),
however, slight differences (<15%) were expected given that average values of n and Hij
were used instead of the actual elemental value. This is a benefit of the reverse finite
element optimization approach since geometrical and mechanical variations can be
accounted for.
A frequently studied fluorescent surrogate is fluorescein and fluorescein-related
molecules, such as fluorescein isothiacyanate. These molecules transport significantly
faster than what was observed in our study: 2-4 orders of magnitude higher [157]. I
expected these differences because pilot studies in our laboratory showed diffusion of
FITC-dextran into agarose gels (5%) had diffusivities five orders of magnitude higher
than DiI in agarose. In agarose, I believe these differences can be attributed to the
solubilized solution. The dye in the indocarbocyanine-applied solution is in a relatively
stable (low Gibbs free energy) mixture. This solution is specific to maintain solubility,
and therefore initial transport into gel would be more thermodynamically unstable. With
highly water-soluble molecules, the stability is more equivalent between the water in the
gel and the water surrounding the hydrophilic compounds. In the tissue, this effect
influences the slower transport along with the effect of binding since it has been
demonstrated previously that binding lowers the effective diffusivity of the porous
network [54]. Some other transported molecules have slower diffusivities due to these
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effects, along with the added effect of hydrophobic interactions with globular proteins.
These interactions cause increased viscous dissipation of kinetic energy, thereby allowing
higher bulk partition with slower diffusion [58].
The observed diffusion is a function of several microscopic factors. For instance,
if microstructural components (e.g., exposed repulsion sites in microstructure) are
different between regions the solvent shell and dispersion reactions could be influencing
how transport varies between regions [212]. This could be examined in a computational
manner in which charge densities in the ECM are changed and the movement of
molecules observed [212]. Assuming ECM and cellular components are the same
between regions the observations could be a function of the microstructure. Previous
work indicates that the void ratios through the thickness are relatively consistent between
regions. However, the void ratio of the intimal layer changes between regions with the
lowest intimal void ratio occurring at the intimal layer. The effective diffusivity in a
porous medium can be thought of as an interconnected network of pores whose length
scale dictate Knudsen-type diffusion through individual path lengths [213-215]. The
effective diffusivity takes the form of Deff=6aDo/πR, where a is the radius of the
interconnected spheres, R is the radius of the well spheres, and Do is the solution
diffusivity. The smaller voids observed in the middle regions could potentially be
thought of as the well pores therefore increasing the Deff. Regarding the changes in bcf,
this could be a function of the mechanical properties and observations in the void ratio.
The RC arteries were more compliant, therefore more deformable than LADC arteries
given the same pressure. As the materials deform, paths for transport could begin to
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merge as has been shown previously with diffusion of electrons through micropores
[216]. The mean free path lengths for diffusion more separated because it is more Gibbs
free energy favorable to take the shortest interconnected path. Upon compression, the
voids in the transverse direction could be made larger with added connectivity as the
voids in the intima enlarge. Therefore, upon pressurization the more compliant an artery
is (as the RC arteries are), the more the voids will open up therefore increasing
convective transfer [84].
The effective diffusivity of hydrophobic drugs that are currently used on stents
(paclitaxel and sirolimus) was on the same order of magnitude to that of the chosen drug
surrogate [49, 168]. Considering the total tissue partition was higher with the dye [59],
the slower diffusion was expected since binding diminishes effective diffusivities [54].
Additional studies have investigated the effect of the endothelium on transport.
While I removed the endothelium from vessels used in this chapter in order to capture
how transport occurs in situations of percutaneous coronary intervention. In a previous
study there was a 50% increase in diffusivity with the removal of the endothelium [168],
albeit this previous study was performed with the hydrophilic compound, heparin. This
could change dramatically with the use of carbocyanine dyes since the dye would bind to
the endothelial cells causing a far lower effective diffusivity. Given that transport occurs
in stented vessels in local areas of endothelial denudation via injury (the stent strut
locations) [217], culturing smooth muscle cells in a vessel without an endothelium is
most appropriate. A future approach of this work is investigating how the properties I
report here could be modified in a scenario where the endothelial and smooth muscle
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cells are kept alive in co-culture, and then a stent implanted. This would allow
researchers to explain how between-strut endothelial cells could potentially influence
transport.
The observed behavior of the increases in bcf along the arterial length seemed to
counteract the trends observed in permeability [193]. The downward trends in
permeability indicate reduced time-of-flight and therefore reduced binding affinity, which
affects transport properties. These results indicate that distal transport of molecules in the
coronary arterial tree is more heavily influenced by convection.
While the selected dye does transport and bind with similar magnitudes to the
most frequently currently used drugs on drug-eluting stents, the dye has some noticeable
differences. While they both target cellular components, thus mimicking the general area
of binding in the arterial wall, the relative concentrations of the targeted binding proteins
are different, with phospholipid concentrations existing at 4-20 times higher than tubulin
or FKBP12 [218, 219]. This could potentially be responsible for differences seen in the
total tissue partition observed with the dye versus the drugs along with the larger StokesEinstein radius of the molecule [180]. The tissue binding coefficients were roughly 2040% higher for the dye compared to sirolimus and paclitaxel. The radial distribution of
the dye most closely matched that seen with sirolimus (even distribution instead of
adventitial accumulation) [59]. This indicated the dye is a good surrogate in this regard.
In addition, the dye exhibits highly partition into octanol, and solubility into DMSO.
Based off of these observations, and other tests regarding transport of drugs into arteries,
I would expect higher diffusivities in all sections if this study were done with DESs
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drugs, given the binding effects. Assuming that FKBP12 sites are homogenously
distributed through the thickness I would not expect differences in the observed trends in
transport, however, with more free sirolimus in the interstitium.
Reporting the effective diffusivity provides researchers with an indication of how
this particular drug surrogate will move through the different tested vessel regions.
However, this diffusivity is not just how the native molecules would move through the
ECM, but it includes the influence of binding, thereby reducing the diffusivity. An
alternative would be a more advanced study where arteries are decellularized and
retested. This scenario is nonphysiologic; when this data is combined with the
cellularized experimental data and modeled on the microstructural level the true diffusion
of the molecule, and the influence of the arterial ultrastructure, could be better understood
[54, 157].
In addition, I report the differences in transport based on location for control
(healthy) animals. In actuality, the diseased artery undergoes vascular remodeling during
the development of disease and after intervention. Simultaneous, the deposition of lipids
and calcium deposits, can further change properties [220, 221]. This can be especially
relevant because the dye will preferentially bind to lipids in the wall. This data in this
manuscript is motivation to evaluate the properties based on location further, and
provides a control situation to compare to disease animal models.
A further limitation of this study was in the regression of data: a finite element
model was built assuming homogenous dimensions in the circumferential data as
averaged from histological sections. In reality, the vessel is heterogeneous in thickness
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and radius. Past studies have been implemented where non-homogeneity was
investigated; however, experimental input would be required in our study to include this
[48, 157].
The removal of the adventitia could be affecting total transport in our study.
Elimination of the adventitia was unavoidable in our study because of the use of
multiphoton microscopy. Multiphoton microscopy provides a method to determine
concentrations on fully hydrated samples at different time points on the same sample.
And while multiphoton microscopy can obtain greater depths than traditional confocal
microscopy, I was unable to achieve imaging depths greater than 300 microns. Our
typical tissue thickness was 0.26 mm. Given that smooth muscle cells are the primary
target for pharmaceuticals on drug-eluting stents and the advantages of nonlinear
microscopy to track species movement, I felt the removal of the adventitia was valid.
While I show that there are differences in species transport based on arterial region, there
could be alternative underlying causes to restenosis. For instance, the hemodynamic and
mechanical environments have been shown to change based on location [193, 222]. In an
angioplasty scenario, restenosis can be a result of increased vascular stress or growth
factor delivered remodeling (via diffusion or convection). Angioplasty has shown
differences based on location with RC arteries maintaining better clinical success [64,
223]. The enhanced transport of growth molecules has been hypothesized to be partially
responsible for the location differences regardless of the transport of drugs [61, 224].
Regarding drug-eluting stents, RC arteries maintain better clinical success in some
studies [70]. In the results presented in this manuscript the RC arteries had higher
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convection coefficients than the LADC arteries. This could indicate that, given better
clinical success, convective transport could be more important to ensure drugs reach
target areas at the proper times. It addition, it was shown previously that, given constant
transport properties, drug delivery and retention can be changed dramatically by changing
just the elution profile from the stent. Non-optimized elution could also be responsible
for late stage (non-thrombotic) stent restenosis [225]. The location could be an influence
on restenosis with the influence of multiple biochemical and biomechanical effects
working in synergy.
In this study I report how diffusive and convective-diffusive transport varies
between coronary arteries and their arterial length. While location may not be causative,
the awareness of how transport varies could be important in any scenario where
hydrophobic biomolecules are being delivered. This was performed via the use of
nonlinear microscopy with image processing steps to obtain interstitial concentrations.
Demonstration of the viability of a carbocyanine dye as a surrogate for drug-eluting stent
drugs offers an inexpensive and relatively easy to implement alternative for researchers
interested in investigating drug transport.
The transport properties from this study are on similar animal subjects as previous
work from our laboratory [193]. This could be beneficial in the customized design of
drug-elution optimized to the specific region, since any computational study based on the
reported properties relate to a confirmable animal model. Stents could also utilize a
differential coating along the length to best match to the properties reported here.
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In addition, the Peclet number has been shown to be important in drug retention
[48]. Different classes of the sirolimus drug have differences in hydrophobicity, and
therefore potentially different Peclet numbers [203]. By this reasoning, the specific drug
could be chosen based on the Peclet number for the particular location’s transport
properties since the convective and diffusive properties vary based on location. The
diffusivity could be tuned by changing a group on the sirolimus molecule to change the
hydrophobicity. This would decrease the Peclet number. These transport properties
could also be broadly applied in that the growth factor deposition that causes restenosis
could be different based on arterial region. This could guide therapies were a paving
approach is utilized in some locations to prevent biomolecule transport [226].
Combining mass transport and porohyperelastic properties from this dissertation could be
used in parametric finite element models of stent-based drug delivery to determine
efficacy of drug delivery in coronary artery walls. This is reported later in this
dissertation (Specific Aim 3).
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7.

SPECIFIC AIM 2B: CELLULAR BINDING OF THE DRUG-SURROGATE
In this chapter the description of the experimental methods to test and fit for the

cell binding properties are shown. The different testing techniques will be shown as
outlined in the manuscript: Keyes, JT, et al. “Location dependent coronary artery
diffusive and convective mass transport properties of a lipophilic drug surrogate
measured using nonlinear microscopy”. Pharmaceutical Research. 2012.
Briefly, this will show how cell binding changes as a function of concentration, and how
cell binding can be implemented in Abaqus.

7.1

Introduction [185]
While measuring transport can help determine how species will move through the

arterial wall, molecules can often act on localized areas by binding to proteins in the wall.
This localized binding after diffusing to a particular location has a prominent effect on
drug transport modeling because, since drug-eluting stent pharmaceuticals exhibit high
partition into the tissue, binding reduces the observed diffusivity, and provides an area for
localized accumulation [59]. Total tissue partitioning of the drugs occurs through the
selective binding to cellular proteins [59, 180].
The purpose of this section is to report on variations dye-cell binding
characteristics compared to certain drugs and the relative time-scales of binding to
transport in porcine coronary artery smooth muscle cells.
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7.2
7.2.1

Materials and Methods [185]
Sample Preparation
Testing occurred according to approved protocols with the University of Arizona

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. The same hearts were used for this
chapter as the previous chapter. A key difference here, is that a neighboring section was
used for porcine coronary vascular smooth muscle cell (herein referred to as SMCs)
isolation. After total arterial culture, one adjacent section, 1-2 mm in length, was fixed in
2% paraformaldehyde, and the opposing adjacent section was placed in an SMC isolation
solution (294 U/ml collagenase, 5 U/ml elastase, 2 mg/ml BSA, and 1 mg/ml soybean
trypsin inhibitor) (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA) (see the Appendix for the SMC isolation
protocol). The same drug surrogate for the transport testing was chosen for binding tests
(indocarbocyanine dye 1,1′-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindocarbocyanine
perchlorate; synonym: DiI) (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA). Refer to the previous chapter for
details on the dye and comparisons to DES pharmaceuticals. Dye was prepared similar to
Li, et al. [209]; however, PBS was replaced with the CO2-independent cell media.
While transport was examined in the different arterial sections, I assumed that
cells behave similarly between sections, with the only potential variation in total tissue
partition occurring due to cellular density. Potential binding points (due to cellular
density), can influence how transport changes between sections as demonstrated by
Goriely, et al. [54]. Therefore, this information is necessary to properly model tissue
concentrations of species. Histology sections were stained with H&E and counted to
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determine if any density variations exist between arterial regions and through the
thickness (as binned into thirds through the radius).
To determine the temporal characteristics of binding, isolated smooth muscle cells
were seeded, and at fourth passage introduced to the dye/media solutions in Table 2. At
time points of 15, 30, 60, 180, and 1440 minutes the dye was removed and washed five
times with PBS and replaced with media to image the dye intensity in the cells. Media
was replaced with the dye between each imaging state. After the final images were
taken, dye was removed and replaced with media. Trypsin/EDTA (0.25%) was added
and the petri dish gently rocked until all cells were detached. FBS was added, and the
solution aspirated and rinsed five times with PBS. Lysis buffer (1% Triton-X with TRIS
buffer) was added to the solution, and the solution was sonicated five times (60 second
intervals with 30 second pauses). No intact cells were visible after this process.

Figure 7-1: Imaging and dye cycle for binding tests. Inset: Phase contrast image of
monoculture
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This solution was imaged to determine the original cellular intensity (prior to membrane
disruption). The cell concentration was taken as the concentration of this solution
multiplied by the volume of the bath, and then divided by the volume of all the cells. The
volume of the cells was taken as the spread of the adhered cells multiplied by the average
height as measured from a z-scan using multiphoton microscopy. This provided an
indication of the partition of the native dye to the bound concentration in the cell since
the dish was washed of all free dye prior to membrane disruption. Binding was fit in
ABAQUS using the film coefficient in mass transport (Equation 7-1):
jicr = −h(c)(b − bmax ) ,

Equation 7-1

where h(c) is the film coefficient [m/s] (this incorporates cellular area and the
surrounding concentration), bmax is the maximum bound concentration [mol/m3] (from the
lysis step), and jbind is the concentration flux [mol/m2_s]. Fitting was accomplished with
an optimization routine similar to that run to fit for the transport constants. In this model
a planar array of elements was created and a single node selected to represent a cell. The
concentration of all nodes outside of the cell were assigned concentrations corresponding
to the different tests and different h values optimized for until the temporal concentration
at the cell location matched between Abaqus and the experimental result. Higher values
indicate that the cell will reach saturation faster. A table lookup was reported since
higher surrounding concentrations will cause the cell to uptake dye at a faster rate.
Quantitatively, this value, when multiplied by the maximum bound concentration minus
the current bound concentration provides a concentration flux at the local site. This can
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be multiplied by the exposed cellular area to indicate the mass per unit time binding to
the focal region.

7.2.2

Statistical Methods
All values are reported as means±standard deviations.

7.3

Results [185]
The cellular density was unchanged between regions and through the thicknesses

(Figure 7-2).

Figure 7-2: Smooth muscle cell density comparison between arterial sections. Sec 1
is the near-luminal third, Sec 3 is the near-adventitial third.
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Histological sections presented smooth muscle cells as separated bands with bundles of
collagen and elastin separating the layers. When investigating cell binding in
monoculture, the data fit Equation 7-1 with R2>0.95 for all tests (Table 7-1).

Table 7-1: Mean binding coefficients (with standard deviation)
ĉ (kg/m3)
6.0E-05 (4.1e-6)
1.2E-04 (3.0e-6)
2.3E-04 (4.4e-6)
1.5E-03 (1.2e-5)

h (m/s)
1.2E-05 (8.2e-7)
1.9E-05 (4.8e-7)
2.8E-05 (5.4e-7)
5.0E-05 (4.0e-7)

Figure 7-3 shows an example of binding with the representative fit. Binding occurred at
focal points in the cell membrane and then diffused within the membrane while more
binding occurred until a saturation point.
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Figure 7-3: Representative images of the porcine SMCs from monoculture binding
experiments. The scale is 50 microns.

The timescale to cellular saturation was 10 and 4 times quicker than the steady state times
for diffusive and convective transport, respectively.

7.4

Discussion [185]
Cell binding occurred a higher rate than transport with a high partition into the

cell membrane. Expectedly, as surrounding bath concentration increased, the binding
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coefficient increased. Due to the nature of the fitting method, and previous testing
methods, these values are not comparable to existing data. A critical limitation in this
method of quantifying binding is the use of monoculture. There are differences in the
exposed sites in monoculture given the absence of the extracellular matrix, in addition to
the unexposed bottom of the cell at the adhesion surface. However, this data is useful in
modeling reactivity of the tissue system given the location of binding sites. Given that
binding site density is similar between sections, this means that only transport kinetics
could potentially govern differences in observed transport. These binding parameters can
be used with the transport parameters discussed in the previous chapters in combination
with a computational transport model to determine how delivery would occur in a stented
scenario for the vessels tested in this dissertation. This is performed in the next chapter.
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8.

SPECIFIC AIM 3: FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF STENT-BASED
DRUG DELIVERY BASED ON ARTERIAL LOCATION
In this chapter, the experimental methods to computationally model stent

deployment and stent-based drug delivery based on arterial location is described as
outlined in the manuscript: Keyes, JT, et al. “A finite element study on variations in
mass transport in stented porcine coronary arteries based on location in the coronary
arterial tree”. Journal of the Biomechanical Engineering. In Review. 2013. Briefly, this
will show how stent-based deployment and drug delivery are computationally performed
and how these results compare to clinical observations.

8.1

Introduction [227]
Coronary artery disease is a complex disease that encompasses the interactions of

several physiologic factors with the biomechanical environment. For these reasons, and
the severity and frequency of coronary artery disease, the analysis of the coronary artery
vasculature is studied in vivo, ex vivo, in vitro, and in silico with high frequency [48, 49,
58, 59, 175, 186, 191, 228]. One area of interest is the transport through the arterial wall.
The evaluation and simulation of mass transport can be used to study various
physiologic scenarios in coronary arteries such as healthy behavior for the movement of
naturally produced nitric oxide for homeostatic regulation [229], lipid transport in focal
regions during disease development [230], and drug transport in the treatment of disease
[49, 231]. In particular, the study of transport in the drug-eluting stent/tissue system has
become a frequently considered topic since the expansion of coronary intervention to the
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use of drug-eluting stents. To understand drug delivery efficiency, the transport
properties of the arterial wall can be identified and treatment scenarios simulated.
In previous chapters and manuscripts I have reported variations in the measured
fluid and mass transport properties of porcine coronary arteries based on arterial location
[228, 232]. One of these studies indicated differences in the observed porohyperelastic
properties between arterial regions [228]. This study showed how compliance was higher
in right coronary (RC) arteries with permeability decreasing along the arterial length.
While this study showed there were differences in the porohyperelastic transport
properties, the coupling of these properties to reported variations in diffusive transport
based on location can provide a more complete picture of total drug transport if combined
into a porohyperelastic mass transport computational model [232]. These transport
properties were identified using a small molecular weight hydrophobic lipophilic
fluorescent drug surrogate (similar to currently used drug-eluting stent pharmaceuticals).
These particular properties are useful because the properties were determined on the same
type of control (healthy) animal model, therefore preventing the simulation of chimeric
species in silico. In other words, stent-based simulations using these properties would be
for stents implanted in the arteries of an existing animal subject.
Several researchers have previously simulated stent-deployment and transport
[48, 49, 51, 54, 56, 230, 233]. This occurs through the use of several different transport
simulation approaches. For instance, hemodynamic analysis coupled to
convective/diffusive transport analysis provides a direct link between intraluminal pore
fluid pressures, shear stress, and the convective component of transport [234-236].
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Another method is to utilize a coupled porohyperelastic/mass transport approach.
Utilizing the porohyperelastic mass transport approach allows for the coupling of
deformation and transport [84]. As such, interstitial and cell-bound concentrations of
drugs can be determined on deformed geometries with influence from mechanical,
convective, and diffusive components.
The Soft Tissue Biomechanics Laboratory, along with previous work by Dr. Matt
Kauffman, Dr. Paul Rigby, and Dr. Bruce Simon, has developed a porohyperelastic mass
transport analysis simulation approach in which a porohyperelastic analysis result is
sequentially read into a mass transport analysis to simulate the deformationally dependent
mass transport in soft tissues [84]. While there have been reports using a
porohyperelastic mass transport approach for modeling transport of DES drugs [56], there
is no report of how drug distribution is altered as a function of location in the coronary
vasculature when simulating stent based drug delivery. Furthermore, this work is the
first to report, for a single species form experiments within the same research group, how
the differences in overall (diffusive, convective, and coupling) DES drug transport may
be affected in the stented situation after 180 days. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter
was to use a porohyperelastic mass transport approach to quantify variations in drug
concentrations, over the entire time course of elution, between arterial regions in the
porcine coronary artery tree and along the length of stented and nonstented regions.
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8.2
8.2.1

Materials and Methods [185]
Porohyperelastic mass transport theory
Utilizing a porohyperelastic approach allows the prediction of interstitial fluid

velocity as a function of the pore fluid pressure and mechanical properties of the solid
material. To refresh, porohyperelastic analyses are governed by the conservation of
linear momentum, conservation of mass, and the effective stress (see 3
POROHYPERELASTIC MASS TRANSPORT MODELING) [84, 192].
In the finite element analysis suite Abaqus 6.9-1, mass transport is simulated in
the Lagrangian domain, whereas porohyperelastic analyses are simulated in the Eulerian
domain. Abaqus was chosen because of its extensive commercial benchmarking and
documentation. In addition, the design of custom coupled porohyperelastic mass
transport with complicated geometries and contact would be time and cost prohibitive. A
custom code would allow for back-coupling of transport (between the porohyperelastic
and diffusive modules). To couple the two analysis types in a sequential fashion, a
custom, previously demonstrated set of Fortran routines alter the prescribed boundary
conditions and material properties to simulate convective-diffusive transport in a Eulerian
fashion (see Appendix for transfer code) [84, 232]. Simulating via this approach allows
for the coupling of deformation to total transport on the deformed configuration (e.g.,
Eulerian). Simulating in the Abaqus default, Langrangian (undeformed coordinate)
domain, would not allow this.
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8.2.2

Cellular binding
While transport of molecules is governed by porohyperelastic mass transport,

pharmaceuticals often act on localized areas in the vascular walls through binding to
target proteins after transport occurs. The binding is assigned at individual nodes
corresponding to cellular locations. This is an additive flux and is described later in
Boundary Conditions.

8.2.3

Material Properties
Vessel properties of the different sections (LADC, RC; proximal, middle, and

distal regions) are assigned in this model from the previous chapters that report
porohyperelastic mass transport and geometrical properties for a specific type of animal
(barrow porcine subjects of similar weight, size, age). Therefore computational modeling
done in this chapter is for mass transport for that specific animal [228, 232]. The
porohyperelastic mechanical properties are modeled with the compressible form of the
Fung-type orthotropic effective strain energy density. Note that I assume no shear stress
and thin-walled formulations for stress and strain [237]. The transport properties (dcc, kff,
bcf) are modeled in Abaqus 6.9 with isotropy. The transport properties here are expected
to have a degree of anisotropy [48, 49]; however, since transport is expected to primarily
occur in the radial direction materials are modeled with isotropy using the transport
properties in the radial direction. Mass transport properties were determined for a
lipophilic drug surrogate with transport properties similar to those on drug-eluting stents
(e.g., hydrophilicity, lipophilicity, solubility compound, molecular weight, vascular
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retention, cell-bound). In addition, binding is modeled as single-cell activities with
binding coefficients as previously reported for the drug surrogate in monoculture.
The stent was treated as an isotropic F562 CoCr alloy with von Mises yield
criteria with kinematic hardening. The bulk of mechanical influence to the stent was
deemed to be the metallic structure, so the polymeric coating was not modeled. For
instance, the Medtronic Resolute Integrity® coronary system has a 4-6% polymer to strut
percentage [238, 239]. To impose a concentration, the nodes in contact (as exported from
the porohyperelastic analysis) were applied concentration boundary conditions (detailed
in Materials and Methods: Boundary Conditions).

8.2.4

Geometry
Artery dimensions were taken from previously reported values from the same

porcine subjects as the constitutive properties (see Appendix for summation of all
properties from the previous chapters) [228]. Each arterial region from the LADC and
RC arteries was modeled in 1/20 symmetry for the numerical simulations (1/10 symmetry
in circumference and 1/2 in length). Arteries were each 20-24 mm long without
symmetry, and the stented region was 12-16 mm. Arteries were modeled as prismatic
since properties were determined with the vessel in a prismatic form, and the focus of this
paper was how the change in properties with location influence transport and retention.
In addition, splitting the entire vessel into three segments resulted in contour lengths
having less than 10% difference to the extended length. The prismatic form simplifies
the analysis and matches the property quantification, however, introduces a degree of
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nonphysicality. The stent was a generic open-cell design with 20 repeating structures
around the circumference and six along the length. Strut thickness was 100 microns
[238]. Representative geometry may be seen in Figure 8-1.

Figure 8-1: Top: Geometry with representative 1/20 symmetry. Bottom:
Representative mesh with close-up in inset.

Each model was meshed with 8-node brick pore fluid pressure stress or mass
transport elements with 11-16 elements through the thickness and the same nodal
separation used in the other two dimensions. Mesh density was chosen by decreasing the
nodal separation and examining maximum principal stress, maximum principal strain,
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relative fluid velocity, and concentration at every node until there was at most a 0.1%
difference between simulations (Figure 8-2).
vfr

vfr

vfr

Figure 8-2: Representative mesh density study. Contours are vfr [m/s].

Each model contained between ~250,000 to 350,000 nodes based on the individual
arterial section’s (LADC, RC; proximal, middle, distal) mesh geometry and mesh
refinement. Time for solving is shown by Table 8-1. Note that this analysis time is for a
steady state analysis. On average, pulsatile cases took three times longer. This was done
utilizing 8 cores (3.2GHz) and 16 GB RAM.

Table 8-1: Time for analysis (steady state) versus mesh density
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Elements through
thickness
6
10
20
40

Time for steady state
analysis
0.7
1.47
3.822
19.8744

Elements were assigned to local cylindrical coordinate systems in order to apply
orthotropic boundary conditions and material properties. In order to implement
individual smooth muscle cell binding, the smooth muscle cell density taken from
histology (see [228]); the average separation for each layer of nodes was a cell every 22
microns through the radius, 105 microns circumferentially, and 190 microns along the
length [228]. These numbers were determined by splitting histology images along the
circumference and through the thickness equal to the number of elements in the different
directions. Nodal density was finer than this, with non-SMCs being assigned a binding
coefficient of zero. Cell counts were done in these subregions and coordinates and
number of cells determined to calculate the average separations between cells (Figure
8-3). Multiphoton scans (shown previously) were used to determine the separation in z
[232].
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Figure 8-3: Example of cell counting. Program splits the image into sections
through the thickness equivalent to the nodal separation and three circumferential
regions. Dark regions are counted as a cellular location. Number of cells in the
region are averaged for the particular bin through the thickness then assumed a
homogenous distribution in the model for that particular region and thickness.

8.2.5

Boundary Conditions
The first step was to roll the vessel from the opening angle configuration to the

closed, tubular, form. This was done by fixing one circumferential and axial face, and
applying individual nodal displacement to result in a tube section (since modeling was
done with 1/20 symmetry). The stress and strain state was exported from this step to the
porohyperelastic model. In the porohyperelastic model the vessel was fixed on the axial
symmetry end and the other end stretched to the in situ stretch [228]. It was also fixed in
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θ to impose a circumferential symmetry condition. The stent was fixed in z on the axial
symmetry end and θ on the circumferential ends. After stretching to the in situ stretch,
the vessel was pressurized to 100 mmHg. Following pressurization, stent deployment
was performed through an imposed frictionless boundary condition with a pressure
applied on the inner surface of the stent of 10-15 atm [240]. The stent was allowed to
undergo plastic deformation beyond the final deployment position then allowed to recoil.
The distance from the intimal surface in the nonstented region to the inner surface of the
stent was tuned by changing the pressure to allow for a 100 micron final overexpansion.
After this step, the model was run to consolidation by imposing a 100 mmHg pressure
gradient (mean arterial pressure, MAP) from the intimal to the adventitial surfaces. The
pore fluid pressure and deformation gradient fields at the end of the porohyperelastic
analyses were exported from this model and run through a previously demonstrated
Fortran routine to allow for deformationally dependent mass transport simulation in
Abaqus [84]. In addition, the nodes undergoing contact were exported. See Figure 8-5
for flow diagram.
The mass transport simulation’s mesh was exactly the same as the
porohyperelastic analysis. The pressure stress factor, diffusivity, and solubility fields
were read into the mass transport analysis. In addition, the reported pore fluid pressures
from the porohyperelastic analysis were imported. For the mass transport model a zero
concentration boundary condition was applied at the outer surface of the vessel, and then
a time-varying boundary condition applied at the stent and inner nodes of the vessel that
underwent contact. The time-varying concentration was taken from data available from
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previous publications regarding the Endeavor Resolute Integrity®’s release profile
(Figure 8-4) [241].

Figure 8-4: Drug release profile for simulations

This analysis was allowed to run for 180 days (full drug release) [241, 242]. These
results were mapped to the deformed geometry in the Eulerian porohyperelastic analysis
[84]. Concentrations were converted from the molar interstitial concentrations as
described in the Porohyperelastic Mass Transport Theory section.

Figure 8-5: Flow diagram for computational modeling
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To investigate whether transport results changed when considering the vessel to
be at a steady mean arterial pressure, as has been done previously, or when imposing a
pulsatile pressure cycle in the porohyperelastic analysis, a step was added in the
porohyperelastic analysis discussed above. In this situation a pulsatile step was added
after consolidation. The intraluminal pressure trace was taken as averaged from previous
publications (Figure 8-6) [243-245].

Figure 8-6: Pulsatile pressure trace. The grey area indicates the section where the
results were exported to the mass transport analysis.

Likewise, the pore fluid pressure fields at different steps in the analysis were read into the
mass transport analysis after the Fortran transfer routine. These results were investigated
for temporal and spatial concentration variations between arterial sections, and between
pulsatile and steady state conditions. In addition, the concentration variations were
compared between the binding and non-cell binding models.
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To confirm this modeling approach, an unstented tube with exact cell sites
defined as observed from histology and multiphoton was created. In this case, a
concentration and pressure gradient was applied and a virtual en face section was taken
from elements in a 400 x 400 micron square (same as multiphoton field of view). This
can be plotted against a multiphoton scan to ensure the same concentrations and local
binding sites at the nodes. This may be seen in the Appendix. Note the similarities in the
geometrical location of binding areas and similar concentrations.

8.2.6

Data Processing
Relative fluid velocities were solved on an elemental basis, but read in as nodal

values averaged from surrounding elements. Maximum principal stresses and strains
were reported as averages over regions (stent versus non-stent; between arterial sections).
Nodal concentrations were also read from the results files. Values were taken from the
planes and lines of nodes as shown in Figure 8-7.
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Figure 8-7: Geometry planes and lines for evaluation. (A) is the planar cut at the
end of the stent. i is the line of nodes at the mid-radius around the theta direction at
the end of the stent. ii is the line of nodes in mid-theta along the radius at the end of
the stent. (B) is the planar cut in the middle of the stent. iii is the line of nodes at
the mid-radius around the theta direction in the middle of the stent. iv is the line of
nodes in mid-theta along the radius in the middle of the stent. (C) is the planar cut
at mid-theta. v is the line of nodes at mid-radius along the length of the vessel
section. iv is the line of nodes at the inner surface of the artery along the length of
the vessel section.

Values were taken as either line scans or averaged between all nodes in regions, or
averaged in the line scan as displayed in the results. To evaluate total stresses and strains
in the stented and nonstented regions, the results from all elements in these regions were
averaged. To evaluate the relative influences of convection to diffusion, a Peclet-like
number (Pe*) was reported:
Pe* =

Lv fr b cf
,
d cc

Equation 8-1
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where L is the characteristic length scale (the thickness of the wall in the deformed
configuration). The Peclet-like number was used instead of the traditional Peclet number
because vfr only gives an indication of pore fluid flow. When multiplying my bcf, the
numerator becomes an indicator of the pore fluid flow that actually carries drug-surrogate
with it, compared to the purely Brownian-motion driven transport of diffusion.

8.3
8.3.1

Results [185]
Porohyperelastic Results
LADC arteries presented higher stresses than RC sections. In addition, the

difference between the average stresses in the stented versus nonstented regions were not
as pronounced in the LADC versus RC arteries (Figure 8-8).
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Figure 8-8: Mechanical metrics between section. Top is the maximum principal
stress and bottom is the maximum principal strain. Values are averaged over all
elements in either the stented or non-stented regions. Contour plot shows a
representative maximum principal stress contour plot (in Pa) from a RCA proximal
section.

Stresses in LADC sections were on average 340% higher in the stented regions and 80%
higher in the nonstented regions compared to the RC counterparts. These were viewed as
significant because the percent difference between the regions was higher than the
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observed variations in experimental errors in the measurements as reported in our
previous studies (approximately 17%) [246]. Expectedly, stresses in the nonstented
regions had higher standard deviations throughout all the elements since the nonstented
region accounts for the gradient in stress between the native vessel and the deployed
region. Strains showed a different trend with a less pronounced difference between the
stented and nonstented region in addition to a smaller difference between arterial regions
(less than 5% difference).
Relative fluid velocities were, on average, 1.2 times larger in the LADC arteries,
however the standard deviations for the LADCs were also larger than that for the RCs
(Figure 8-9). Given that variations that occurred in experimental measurements were
approximately 20%, this result is not as significant [246]. However, there were
computational trends that existed in all regions.

Figure 8-9: (A-B) vfr at line scan v along the length for the different vessel sections.
The arrows represent the stented sections of the vessels. Lengths along the vessels
are normalized. (C) is the Peclet-like number between arterial sections.
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Peak velocity occurred for all sections at the end of the stented regions. Strut-contact
regions will have a higher degree of radial compressive strain compared to between the
struts. This is especially relevant at the end of the stent. Higher degrees of compressive
strain the radial direction will reduce the characteristic length scale and increase the
relative fluid velocity as governed by Darcy’s law [84, 192]. The middle region of both
right and left arteries displayed a higher gradient in peak fluid velocity at the end of the
stent than either the proximal or distal regions. All relative fluid velocity profiles were
different between regions except between the RC proximal and RC distal regions, with
only an offset along the length. A representative contour plot of vfr can be seen in Figure
8-10.
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Figure 8-10: Representative vfr results (A), and concentration results at times of 18
(B), 36 (C), 72 (D), 126 (E), and 180 days (F). Contour plots are from right middle
sections.

Using the Pe* metric, the RC distal and middle regions were the most convectiondominated regions. The LADC proximal and middle regions were the most diffusiondominated regions (Figure 8-9C). In addition to these observations in the LADC
sections, the RC distal region has the smallest interstitial fluid velocity. Therefore, the
ability of the fluid to transport the drug surrogate was more highly influenced by the
pressure driven molecule transport in this region.

8.3.2

Mass Transport Results
Representative concentration contour plots may be seen in Figure 8-10B-F

showing concentration over 180 days of elution. Transport was observed along with
retention at focal (cellular) areas (spikes in the concentration profiles). Drug-surrogate
was observed to move from the strut locations with more-luminal nodes increasing in
concentration rapidly, presumably due to seeing higher concentrations of species eliciting
a binding response. Eventually, concentration saturated through the thickness at strut
locations within 60 days with complete spread between struts occurring at upwards of
180 days. While more-luminal nodes retained concentrations earlier in the analysis,
species distribution was more homogenous at the end of the analysis. Between all
regions, the iii regions had higher concentrations with a larger lateral spread of
concentration (Figure 8-11). Final concentrations for all arterial sections were on average
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2.12 higher in the iii than the i regions. These differences were deemed relevant given
that experimental variation as measured previously [247] in any given group were
approximately 18%.

Figure 8-11 Representative concentration values for the i, and iii regions over time
for a right proximal section.
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Between arterial sections at earlier times (<9 days), RC regions had higher
concentrations with the RC middle region having the highest concentration, and the
LADC proximal region having the lowest (Figure 8-12).

Figure 8-12: Average values over the ii and iv scans over times of 9, 30, and 180
days for (A), (B), and (C), respectively.

Differences became more prevalent at times after 30 days. At 30 days the RC middle
section still had the highest concentrations, with the LADC distal region having the
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lowest concentrations. RC regions having higher concentrations than LADC regions
continued until about 90 days of elution. At 180 days, final concentrations in the LADC
distal regions had the highest concentrations compared to the RC distal region with the
lowest. The difference between mid-stent and end-stent concentrations at 180 days was
most substantial in the LADC middle region, with a 2.1 kg/m3 difference (the next
highest was the RC middle regions with a 0.6 kg/m3 difference).
When investigating the reach of stress and concentration out of the stented region,
a common trend between all regions was that the stress transition zone between the
homeostatic level of stress and the stented level of stress was larger than the longitudinal
spread of species away from the stent (Figure 8-13).

Figure 8-13: Stress transition versus species delivery transition for representative
RC proximal region.
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When factoring in pulsatility, no differences were observed in concentration down
to 1x10-9 kg/m3 for all time points. When eliminating binding sites, the concentration
profiles showed an average difference of 31.2±5.4-fold in the spread of molecules and a
more than two-fold difference in final retained concentrations, with the binding-included
model having higher retained concentrations (Figure 8-14).

Figure 8-14: Representative concentration (kg/m3) contour plots for right middle
sections for a no-cell-binding model (A), and a cell-binding model (B).

8.4

Discussion [185]
I showed in this chapter that variations exist in the mass transport of drug-
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surrogates between coronary arteries and along their length. This was done through the
use of the porohyperelastic mass transport approach incorporating properties for LADC
and RC proximal, middle, and distal sections from one specific type of animal (barrow
pigs of specific sizes and ages). In addition, I investigated the use or non-use of the
pulsatile and binding conditions on final distributions of pharmaceutical drug-surrogates.
The use of pulsatility in simulating transport had results that were not different in
concentration when compared to the steady state concentration profile at all time points.
This has been supported in previous literature for several biological scenarios [248, 249].
This conclusion may not hold true if deformationally dependent properties are used, as
previous work has shown changes in microstructure as a function of the pressure-state.
As expected, incorporating cellular binding resulted in a significant difference in the
retained concentration in the vascular wall. Differences in fluid transport through the
porous artery varied between all sections except between the RC proximal and distal
sections with the middle LADC section having the highest vfr. When factoring this into
Peclet calculations, the RC sections had higher convective influences due to the relative
differences in the observed bcf values. For all sections, the middle of the stented region
had higher average concentrations than the ends when examining circumferential
distribution. Over the first half of the time course of elution, the RC regions had higher
concentrations of species, whereas near the end of elution, the LADC regions (in
particular, the distal LADC) had the highest retained concentrations.
Concerning Peclet number, the choice of a drug or drug-surrogate needs to be
chosen specific to the transport parameters of the vessel. For instance, the LADC
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proximal region has the smallest Peclet number, with the RC distal region having the
largest. Molecules like the drug surrogate, with a low Gibbs free energy in solution and a
hydrophobic nature, require a relatively large energy jump in order to pass into the
vascular wall. On the counter-side, a hydrophilic (soluble in water) molecule would
require significantly less energy to pass into the interstitium. In the case of the
hydrophobic, stable-in-solvent solution, Brownian motion would be relatively slow
because of the energy gap. In this case, the influence of convective transport is higher
since the additive energy is higher. In the case of a hydrophilic molecule, the molecule
prefers a dispersed energy state in the water the molecule is solubilized in, and the
molecule will undergo free (low-energy) transport into the interstitium. Therefore, the
pressure influence is a smaller percentage of the total energy. This can be confirmed with
tests of the dye in agarose. In this test, four agarose tubes were made and hydrophobic
and hydrophilic dyes inserted into the lumen with either a pressure gradient or none. In
this case, the no-pressure case with the hydrophobic DiI took four days to penetrate to a
typical Fick’s law steady state profile (a straight line). With pressure, the dye penetrated
further, and taking eight hours to reach steady-state. With the hydrophilic molecule
(trypan blue), the pressure and no-pressure cases reached the same profile in less than one
hour. This has relevance to the data in this chapter because, given the low Peclet number
of the LADC proximal region there is a smaller ability of pressure-driven transport to
contribute to the total energy since the region is more diffusion dominated. Therefore, in
this scenario I would propose a molecule with a smaller logP. The potential trade-off here
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would be that of cellular retention, since the more hydrophilic a molecule, the less likely
to be retained in the cellular wall [58, 59].
The study of coronary artery mass transport is a frequently reviewed topic due to
its physiological severity and relevance. In particular, these studies are frequently
focused on the biomechanical evaluation of the treatment of coronary artery disease. In
evaluating the treatment of coronary artery disease, several researchers have used
computational simulations to better understand the treatment environment (vessel, drug
stent, balloon, etc.) [48, 51, 54, 56, 58, 157, 187, 234, 250]. The use of a sequential
porohyperelastic mass transport approach has been used previously, for instance, in
studies by Feenstra, et al [56]. The approach used in this chapter is different from [56] in
several ways: for instance properties were taken from one species on tests run by our
research group, properties were built around previous in-laboratory software
benchmarking [84], and the use of a coupling convection term in the transport of the
molecule which has not been previously considered [232]. However, Feenstra et al. did
include orthotropic effects as well as inclusion of the adventitia, which I was unable to
include due to my experimental approach (the use of multiphoton in wet-laboratory
testing).
The use of a reactivity term is a common method to implement drug retention as
has been previously demonstrated in animal experimentation and computational
modeling [51, 175]. I chose to implement binding on a local scale as opposed to using a
bulk partition implementation scheme because previous results using nonlinear
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microscopy (imaging of interstitial and cellular concentrations) were able to show
localized areas for species accumulation [54].
Critical limitations of this study include the geometry of the sections, material
properties, and drug-elution characteristics. Regarding the vessel geometry, prismatic
tubes were modeled since the mechanical and transport properties were quantified on
relatively prismatic vessels. The coronary vasculature is non-prismatic down the lengths
of each vessel. Further studies into variations in geometrical homogeneity have been
done previously, especially in regard to coronary hemodynamics studies [236, 245].
These same techniques could be applied to our drug transport analyses.
While I did use properties that change along the lengths I made three assumptions
that could change final in vivo observed concentrations: isotropy, homogeneity, and
property gradients down the length. Since the previous chapters reported properties that
were isotropic for transport and orthotropic for solid mechanics, the isotropy assumption
in transport was necessary, although other studies have reported variations in properties
based on direction in the vascular wall [48, 175]. Measuring properties along the length
or circumferentially given techniques that were previously employed (nonlinear
microscopy to measure interstitial fluorescent intensities) could be done in the future. In
addition, the use of the properties of a drug-surrogate, although similar to the
pharmaceutical in many manners, could introduce error since transport properties were
not exactly that of drug-eluting stent pharmaceuticals. For similarities and differences
between the chosen drug surrogate and drug-eluting stent pharmaceuticals, see [232].
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The properties that were taken from my previous studies relied on averaging in
each section (proximal, middle, or distal) to assume homogeneity [227, 2, 19, 40, 35, 276,
32]. Previous work has shown that drug delivery in the vasculature can occur in a
heterogeneous manner, circumferentially [48]. Implementation of back-fitting methods
to determine how these variations exist based on arterial location could better elucidate
troublesome areas concerning cardiovascular complications to pharmaceutical therapies.
In this chapter, I simulated regions as if the properties were homogeneous within a
region, however it is likely that the properties will change gradually along the arterial
length [228]. Future wet-laboratory experimentation could be done on smaller sections
or geometrical shifting of the tested areas could better elucidate how the properties
change as a function of length. This could provide researchers with even more detailed
information regarding troublesome areas for cardiovascular pharmaceutical deployment.
In addition, the length of the stent in the models was chosen to fit within the experimental
sample window (i.e., no stent spanned multiple regions as split into three bins along the
length of the coronary artery). In actuality, stents are frequently deployed that span
multiple regions, although some clinical success has been suggested to occur with shorter
stents [71].
Differences in these results to clinical observations in patient success could be
attributed to several factors. For instance, I used a model of properties from a healthy pig
with relatively narrow demographic. In reality, plaque accumulation and disease-related
remodeling can change properties. In addition, procedural characteristics like lesioncoverage, stent malposition, and balloon over-deployment have been shown to be
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partially responsible for restenosis [250]. The location may just be part of the variations
that can exist in late-term lumen narrowing.
The mechanical environment has been suggested to have a role in vascular
remodeling and therefore restenosis [251-253]. As expected, results indicated that peak
stresses and strains occurred in the stented versus nonstented regions. However, the
difference between the stented and nonstented areas was different based on arterial
region. RC regions had a generally larger difference in stress between the stented and
nonstented areas (average of 2.5 times higher in the RC versus LADC arteries). The
LADC regions were 2.0 times higher in stress than the RC regions without as large a
difference between the stented and non-stented areas. The differences were far less
pronounced in strain with relatively smaller variations between vessel sections. If the
vascular remodeling response is thought to be related to the mechanical state, the
similarities in the strain profiles could account for a few previous clinical studies that
have not reported location dependent restenosis in bare metal stent implantations [254,
255].
Higher strains than the native vessel exist 3.6 mm outside of the stented region
indicating that restenosis can occur outside of the stented region as it has been previously
described that the 5 mm region distal to the stent can experience restenosis [71, 72].
With regard to drug transport in these regions: at earlier time points drugs are distributed
in silico with low (<0.1 pg/ml) concentrations outside of the stented region. At 180 days,
nanogram concentrations are not observable past 2.6 mm away from the stent. This
indicates that restenosis outside of the stented region can be likely since higher-than-
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homeostatic stress levels exist 0.9 mm away from deepest penetration of drug-surrogates.
In addition, this chapter showed lower species concentrations at the end of the stent
compared to the center. These lower concentrations at the ends coupled with the level
stress field could work synergistically to increase end-stent restenosis.
Between the different regions, previous work in angioplasty has shown that
proximal sections will restenose more so than the middle and distal sections [64, 171].
This more closely matches the stress profiles my model predicted. In addition, LADC
regions have experienced higher restenosis than the RC counterparts after angioplasty
[64, 256, 257]. This also is consistent with what was observed in stress profiles with
LADC segments experiencing higher stresses than the RC. However, this comparison is
not as applicable due to the absence of the stent system (a critical difference being the
inflammatory response). It could be argued that the stresses are similar due to a similar
level of deployment.
When coupling the biomechanical results to observations in drug delivery,
different deductions can be made regarding treatment. While mechanical states and
concentrations profiles were different, the in-stent concentrations were relatively high
even at 180 days compared to in vitro viable levels [258]. When looking at
concentrations relative to the amounts of stress, LADC sections maintained roughly
equivalent values of stress between regions, with RC sections having lower stresses down
the length. Given that stresses were lower and concentrations were higher at all times up
to 90 days in RC regions, stent-based drug delivery may be more efficient in this region
as compared to LADC vessels. In particular, this could be relevant in the distal regions,
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as has been shown previously [70]. When examining long-term results further, at 180
days LADC regions retained a higher concentration of drugs, however, given that
previous studies have shown that peak smooth muscle cell proliferation occurs at 40 days,
the higher concentrations at relatively earlier time points (as exists in RC sections) could
be deemed as more critical to clinical success [35, 36]. In this case, the earlier higher
concentrations combined with the lower vascular wall stress could be making RC arteries
more clinically successful [186]. In particular, the RC middle section appears to have the
best combination of lower vascular stress and higher earlier (<60 days) concentrations
than the surrounding sections. These results indicate that it may be beneficial to have 1.
Concentrations that vary along the length, and 2. Different concentrations or elution
characteristics based on the lesion location. In addition, drug delivery could be tuned to
utilize different levels of hydrophobicity to tune the denominator (diffusion) of the
Peclet-like number for the specific arterial section, since it has been shown that different
DES pharmaceuticals display different levels of hydrophobicity [203].
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9.

9.1

DISCUSSION

Summary of results
Coronary artery is a deadly disease with relations to hereditary factors, lifestyle,

and diet. Patients exhibit symptoms ranging from mild chest pain to sudden cardiac
death. This occurs through excess extracellular matrix remodeling, and lipid and calcium
deposition. This problem is the number one killer of Americans and costs the United
States billions of dollars each year. A potential treatment option is the use of a metallic
mesh-like structure called a stent. The stent is deployed percutaneously and the material
yielded to reopen the lumen of the vessel. One potential complication is late-stage
restenosis. Late-stage restenosis is a vascular remodeling response whereby smooth
muscle cells migrate and proliferate towards the lumen of the opened vessel, forming a
new extracellular matrix, the neo-intima (presented as neo-intimal hyperplasia). This
problem can be prevented via the use of an eluted drug from the surface of the stent
(called a drug-eluting stent). Given that restenosis still occurs in some patients, this
dissertation described the investigation of the potential that drug transport properties vary
based on arterial location (LADC v RC; proximal, middle, distal regions). Novel data
was reported in regard to the location dependence of the porohyperelastic mass transport
properties for a specific animal model, and with novel nondestructive techniques on
living specimens.
The focus of Specific Aim 1 was to evaluate the porohyperelastic material
properties of coronary arteries based on location in the coronary vasculature.
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Specifically, these properties were the permeability (fluid transport), and mechanical
(stress and strain) properties. Left anterior descending and right coronary arteries were
taken from specific pigs with control over the demographics (weight, feed, heart size,
castration, etc.). Left anterior descending coronary arteries were stiffer than right
coronary arteries, indicating higher observed stresses in the LADC sections. In addition,
proximal regions were generally more stiff than the downstream regions. Fluid transport
trended downward along the length of each artery without a statistical significance
between the whole LADC and RC artery. This aim has clinical implications in the
amount of stress that a given artery will undergo. Given that stress can be related to the
amount of remodeling, this result indicates that LADC regions could potentially undergo
more late-stage remodeling. In addition, the permeability result has clinical relevance as
related to the drug time-of-flight. This is important because molecules need slower
transport (as has been seen with more distal segments) or more long-term retention in
order to have the time for a cell to capture the drug in order to impart a pharmaceutical
reaction.
In Specific Aim 2, I evaluated the mass transport and cell binding properties of a
drug-surrogate between arterial regions. Samples were chosen as similar to Specific Aim
1. The LADC and RC arteries indicated no statistical differences in diffusivity.
However, they were statically different in the coupling coefficient. For diffusivity, the
middle region peaked for each artery. The coupling coefficient trended upward down the
length of each artery with the RC artery displaying generally higher coupling
coefficients. Binding occurred significantly faster than transport indicating the high
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reactivity between the drug-surrogate and the cells. These results are important because
they show how in the different regions the drug can be tuned to obtain better transport or
retention. For instance, LADC proximal regions are more diffusion dominated,
indicating that tuning the logP of the drug will have more influence on drug retention
than it would in the RC distal regions (given the higher convection dominance).
The focus of Specific Aim 3 was the computational modeling of stent-based drug
delivery based on arterial location. The porohyperelastic mass transport approach was
used given properties from the previous aims. A single type of animal model was used to
ensure simulations were performed in silico on a non-chimeric species. This model
included cellular retention, and also compared pulsatile and steady state transport
boundary conditions given elution properties of a currently FDA approved drug-eluting
stent. Results indicated that circumferential drug distribution in the middle of the stent
was higher than at the end of the stent. In addition, the region outside of the stent has a
deeper penetration of stress outside of the strut than the penetration of the drug. The
most important result of this study was that retained concentrations in the wall were
higher in the RC than LADC regions for the first half of the analysis (90 days). For the
second half of elution, LADC regions had higher concentrations than the RC arteries.
This is important because the key time to prevent smooth muscle cell migration and
proliferation is 20-60 days. This means that, while LADC arteries are getting higher
concentrations than RC arteries later on, they have the higher concentrations at the wrong
times. Elution could be modified for stents in these arteries to improve earlier retention
of drugs. This could be especially relevant in the LADC arteries by tuning either the
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elution or the chemical properties of the drugs to increase drug concentrations at critical
times (20-60 days). Stents that deliver pharmaceuticals in the stress transition zone
without imparting a mechanical load could also improve outcomes for out-of-stent
restenosis.

9.2

Future work
The work presented in this dissertation was a pilot study into the variations that

could exist in the transport properties between coronary artery locations. Given the pilotstudy nature of this work, there is room for more advanced future work. This final
section proposes future work that can be performed based on the observations from the
presented work in this dissertation.
One critical limitation to this work was the use of healthy animals. While studies
on control animals are necessary to any study, a next critical step would be the use of
animal models for disease. A jump to a porcine animal model of disease would be a
costly study given that there is no indication of variations in transport properties when the
system has atherosclerotic plaque. In this case, the plaque could be the governing
component of transport thereby negating any influence of the ECM components that I
measured. I propose an initial study on a mouse model of atherosclerotic and restenotic
disease, for instance, the Apo-E microstent model as presented by Rodriguez-Menocal,
et al. [259]. In this model, they showed higher expression of matrix metalloproteinase
levels in conjunction with noticeable histological restenosis. I propose utilizing the
microstent in this paper in conjunction with a PLLA(or PCL)/DiI coating implanted
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exactly as in the paper and visualizing species concentration via the use of photoacoustic
ultrasound [260, 261]. In mouse models it has been shown that the properties vary based
on location along the length [74]. If variations in transport also exist in the proposed
study, the photoacoustic absorption will not be proportional to the vessel ECM and
plaque dimensions. Should these differences in properties exist, a more expensive animal
model should be used. For instance, a porcine model could be used. In this case, a highfat animal feed used in conjunction with localized catheter injury could create localized
occlusions. Simultaneous to this, a stent could be implanted with a heated catheter to
induce restenosis [262]. This would produce localized occlusions and restenosis to
investigate location dependence, utilizing the methods outlined in this dissertation.
From here, the first thing to do is to coat stents with a polymeric/drug
combination to evaluate difference in transport and efficacy based on location. In this
situation, the polymer for coating would need to be tuned to most closely match
commercially patented release profiles. After this, a fluorescently tagged sirolimus could
be loaded into the polymer. This has been previously demonstrated by Jhunjhunwala, et
al [263]. Again, photoacoustics could be utilized to visualize drug retention. However,
phtoacoustic ultrasound does have depth limits because of laser penetration. A future
directive of this work could be to develop a laser-based catheter with absorption
visualized by an ultrasound cardiac probe. Different sections could be induced into
disease and restenosis, then treated with the generic custom stent and visualized over time
(weeks) to determine if any variations with location exist. In this case, the transport
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properties of the vessels could be identified in order to perform computational
optimization of stent design.
Should these studies indicate differences based on location future studies on stent
design could be performed. For instance, as I indicated earlier in this document,
hydrophobicity could be tuned to obtain different transport and retention characteristics.
For instance, dendrimers have been used to conjugate additional hydrophobic or
hydrophilic groups to existing pharmaceutical agents [264]. This could be tuned for the
specific region. In addition, the stent design could be changed to reduce stresses in
higher stress regions, and the coating could be tuned to provide for the optimal drug
transport and retention for a given region. These studies could be performed
computationally or experimentally.
Another future aspect for study are the underlying causes for the observations in
transport property variation. For instance, the microstructure was shown in this
dissertation to vary based on location. This has several potentially important influences.
For instance, differences in transport could be happening because tortuosity of the
regions. In addition, the interaction of the cell to the ECM could have a direct correlation
to the observed transport. For instance, a cell in the wall with a high density of integrinRGD binding sites will have a smaller exposed area for drugs or drug-surrogates to bind
to the cells. This could be investigated by interstitial reconstruction using snakes-type
programs to determine tortuosity using a spherical packing model [265]. To determine if
binding density is the governor of the difference in transport a test similar to the
diffusivity test I performed could be done with fluorescence of cells at a given radial
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location tracked, however, nucleus staining should be done in cryohistology to find cells
and fluorescent imaging used to determine membrane fluorescence. Cells at a given
radial location should be surrounded by the same interstitial concentration via Fick’s law.
If cellular intensity is different given the same surrounding interstitial concentration, then
the potential sites for binding are different and binding variations could be deemed a
major influential factor to transport difference between locations.
A cumulative dataset of a particular animal’s porohyperelastic mass transport
properties had not been previously reported in literature. This dissertation outlined the
methods to measure these properties in living samples in a nondestructive manner, and
reported these properties and the implementation of said properties into a parametric in
silico study. In addition, the use of a hydrophobic drug-surrogate has provided a viable
transport comparison to pharmaceuticals, which can be implemented in a cost-efficient
manner. Overall, the techniques in this dissertation provides a novel starting point to
potentially more customized therapy techniques, either through a personalized
generalized approach (where groups of patients are treated similarly), or a true
personalized approach (where each patient is treated uniquely). Future implementation of
this work can provide the research community with a better understanding of the disease
and the treatment options.
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10. APPENDIX A
Fortran Transfer Code
js.f file
SUBROUTINE ABQMAIN
C
C Save pore pressure to hydrostatic pressure (equivalent pressure stress)
C

and calculate Solubility using J,N,MW, and GAMMA

C
INCLUDE 'aba_param.inc'
CHARACTER*80 FNAME
DOUBLE PRECISION MW,GAMMA,N,DCC,BCF,KFF
DIMENSION U(3),SMALLX(3),BIGX(3)
DIMENSION ARRAY(513),JRRAY(NPRECD,513),LRUNIT(2,1),F(3,3),FINV(3,3)
DIMENSION FTRAN(3,3),H(3,3),ARRFV(99999)
EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY(1),JRRAY(1,1))
C
C File initialization
C
FNAME='s'
NRU=1
LRUNIT(1,1)=8
LRUNIT(2,1)=1
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LOUTF=1
CALL INITPF(FNAME,NRU,LRUNIT,LOUTF)
JUNIT=8
CALL DBRNU(JUNIT)
C Set Initial Variables
N=0.523
MW=933
GAMMA=7840.3
DCC=4.503e-14
BCF=1
KFF=1.36928e-14
C
C Loop on all records in results file
C
DO 100 K1=1,999999999
C
CALL DBFILE(0,ARRAY,JRCD)
IF(JRCD.NE.0)GO TO 110
KEY=JRRAY(1,2)
C
C IF(KEY.EQ.18) THEN
C Store Pore pressure data in temp variable
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C

PPOR=ARRAY(3)

C

LWRITE=0

C

JOE ADD BELOW
IF(KEY.EQ.108) THEN
PPOR=ARRAY(4)
LWRITE=0

C

JOE ADD ABOVE

C WRITE TOTAL TIME OUT FOR JN DATA
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.2000) THEN
WRITE(6,150) ARRAY(3)
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.12) THEN
C Write Pore Pressure to hydrostatic pressure (aka equivalent pressure stress)
ARRAY(5)=0
ARRAY(5)=PPOR
LWRITE=1
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.6) THEN
C Calculate Porosity from Voids, don't write then to file
LWRITE=0
VOIDR=ARRAY(3)
N=VOIDR/(1+VOIDR)
C Reset counter to one for element (0) and node (1) based output
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.1911) THEN
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IF (JRRAY(1,3).EQ.0) THEN
I=1
ELSE IF(JRRAY(1,3).EQ.1) THEN
I=1
ENDIF
C Set the nodal temp to calculated S or Field Variable #1 (use temp to transfer FV to
new file)
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.201) THEN
ARRAY(4)=ARRFV(I)
I=I+1
LWRITE=1
C STORE u AND x
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.101) THEN
U(1)=ARRAY(4)
U(2)=ARRAY(5)
U(3)=ARRAY(6)
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.107) THEN
SMALLX(1)=ARRAY(4)
SMALLX(2)=ARRAY(5)
SMALLX(3)=ARRAY(6)
BIGX(1)=SMALLX(1)-U(1)
BIGX(2)=SMALLX(2)-U(2)
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BIGX(3)=SMALLX(3)-U(3)
C DONE STORING u AND x
C ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.89) THEN
F(1,1)=SMALLX(1)/BIGX(1)
F(2,2)=SMALLX(2)/BIGX(2)
F(3,3)=SMALLX(3)/BIGX(3)
F(1,2)=SMALLX(1)/BIGX(2)
F(1,3)=SMALLX(1)/BIGX(3)
F(2,3)=SMALLX(2)/BIGX(3)
F(2,1)=SMALLX(2)/BIGX(1)
F(3,1)=SMALLX(3)/BIGX(1)
F(3,2)=SMALLX(3)/BIGX(2)
C Find J from DG
DETF=F(1,1)*(F(2,2)*F(3,3)-F(2,3)*F(3,2))1

F(2,1)*(F(1,2)*F(3,3)-F(1,3)*F(3,2))+

2

F(3,1)*(F(1,2)*F(2,3)-F(1,3)*F(2,2))

C Write J and N to screen
WRITE(6,160) DETF, N
C Find the Matrix Inversion to F
FINV(1,1)= (1/DETF)*(F(2,2)*F(3,3)-F(2,3)*F(3,2))
FINV(1,2)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,3)*F(3,2)-F(1,2)*F(3,3))
FINV(1,3)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,2)*F(2,3)-F(1,3)*F(2,2))
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FINV(2,1)= (1/DETF)*(F(2,3)*F(3,1)-F(2,1)*F(3,3))
FINV(2,2)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,1)*F(3,3)-F(1,3)*F(3,1))
FINV(2,3)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,3)*F(2,1)-F(1,1)*F(2,3))
FINV(3,1)= (1/DETF)*(F(2,1)*F(3,2)-F(2,2)*F(3,1))
FINV(3,2)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,2)*F(3,1)-F(1,1)*F(3,2))
FINV(3,3)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,1)*F(2,2)-F(1,2)*F(2,1))
C Transpose the FINV matrix
FTRAN(1,1)= FINV(1,1)
FTRAN(2,2)= FINV(2,2)
FTRAN(3,3)= FINV(3,3)
FTRAN(1,2)= FINV(2,1)
FTRAN(1,3)= FINV(3,1)
FTRAN(2,1)= FINV(1,2)
FTRAN(2,3)= FINV(3,2)
FTRAN(3,1)= FINV(1,3)
FTRAN(3,2)= FINV(2,3)
C Calculate the H matrix
H(1,1)= FINV(1,1)*FTRAN(1,1)+FINV(1,2)*FTRAN(2,1)+FINV(1,3)*FTRAN(3,1)
H(1,2)= FINV(1,1)*FTRAN(1,2)+FINV(1,2)*FTRAN(2,2)+FINV(1,3)*FTRAN(3,2)
H(1,3)= FINV(1,1)*FTRAN(1,3)+FINV(1,2)*FTRAN(2,3)+FINV(1,3)*FTRAN(3,3)
H(2,1)= FINV(2,1)*FTRAN(1,1)+FINV(2,2)*FTRAN(2,1)+FINV(2,3)*FTRAN(3,1)
H(2,2)= FINV(2,1)*FTRAN(1,2)+FINV(2,2)*FTRAN(2,2)+FINV(2,3)*FTRAN(3,2)
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H(2,3)= FINV(2,1)*FTRAN(1,3)+FINV(2,2)*FTRAN(2,3)+FINV(2,3)*FTRAN(3,3)
H(3,1)= FINV(3,1)*FTRAN(1,1)+FINV(3,2)*FTRAN(2,1)+FINV(3,3)*FTRAN(3,1)
H(3,2)= FINV(3,1)*FTRAN(1,2)+FINV(3,2)*FTRAN(2,2)+FINV(3,3)*FTRAN(3,2)
H(3,3)= FINV(3,1)*FTRAN(1,3)+FINV(3,2)*FTRAN(2,3)+FINV(3,3)*FTRAN(3,3)
C Store FV in temp arrow while reading element data
C Make FV#1 be S
ARRFV(I)=(DETF*N*MW)/GAMMA
I=I+1
150 FORMAT(5X,'TIME = ',1PG12.3,'N=',1PG12.3)
160 FORMAT(5X,'J=',1PG12.3,'N=',1PG12.3)
ENDIF
C
C
IF(LWRITE .EQ. 1) THEN
CALL DBFILW(1,ARRAY,JRCD)
IF (JRCD .NE. 0) THEN
CLOSE (JUNIT)
GOTO 110
ENDIF
ENDIF
LWRITE=1
100 CONTINUE
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110 CONTINUE
STOP
END

jd11.f file
SUBROUTINE ABQMAIN
C
C

Calculate the diffusivity and save it to another FV

C
INCLUDE 'aba_param.inc'
CHARACTER*80 FNAME
DOUBLE PRECISION MW,GAMMA,N,DCC,BCF,KFF
DIMENSION U(3),SMALLX(3),BIGX(3)
DIMENSION ARRAY(513),JRRAY(NPRECD,513),LRUNIT(2,1),F(3,3),FINV(3,3)
DIMENSION FTRAN(3,3),H(3,3),ARRFV(99999)
EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY(1),JRRAY(1,1))
C
C

File initialization

C
FNAME='d11'
NRU=1
LRUNIT(1,1)=8
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LRUNIT(2,1)=1
LOUTF=1
CALL INITPF(FNAME,NRU,LRUNIT,LOUTF)
JUNIT=8
CALL DBRNU(JUNIT)
C

Set Initial Variables
N=.523
MW=933
GAMMA=7840.3
DCC=4.503e-14
BCF=1
KFF=1.36928e-14

C
C

Loop on all records in results file

C
DO 100 K1=1,999999999
CALL DBFILE(0,ARRAY,JRCD)
IF(JRCD.NE.0)GO TO 110
KEY=JRRAY(1,2)
C
C Calculate Porosity from Voids, don't write then to file
IF (KEY.EQ.6) THEN
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LWRITE=0
VOIDR=ARRAY(3)
N=VOIDR/(1+VOIDR)
C Reset counter
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.1911) THEN
IF (JRRAY(1,3).EQ.0) THEN
I=1
ELSE IF(JRRAY(1,3).EQ.1) THEN
I=1
ENDIF
C Set the NT to calculated D11 or Field Variable #1
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.201) THEN
ARRAY(4)=ARRFV(I)
I=I+1
LWRITE=1
C

STORE u AND x
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.101) THEN
U(1)=ARRAY(4)
U(2)=ARRAY(5)
U(3)=ARRAY(6)
ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.107) THEN
SMALLX(1)=ARRAY(4)
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SMALLX(2)=ARRAY(5)
SMALLX(3)=ARRAY(6)
BIGX(1)=SMALLX(1)-U(1)
BIGX(2)=SMALLX(2)-U(2)
BIGX(3)=SMALLX(3)-U(3)
C

DONE STORING u AND x

C

ELSE IF (KEY.EQ.89) THEN
F(1,1)=SMALLX(1)/BIGX(1)
F(2,2)=SMALLX(2)/BIGX(2)
F(3,3)=SMALLX(3)/BIGX(3)
F(1,2)=SMALLX(1)/BIGX(2)
F(1,3)=SMALLX(1)/BIGX(3)
F(2,3)=SMALLX(2)/BIGX(3)
F(2,1)=SMALLX(2)/BIGX(1)
F(3,1)=SMALLX(3)/BIGX(1)
F(3,2)=SMALLX(3)/BIGX(2)

C

Find J from DG
DETF=F(1,1)*(F(2,2)*F(3,3)-F(2,3)*F(3,2))-

C

1

F(2,1)*(F(1,2)*F(3,3)-F(1,3)*F(3,2))+

2

F(3,1)*(F(1,2)*F(2,3)-F(1,3)*F(2,2))
Find the Matrix Inversion to F
FINV(1,1)= (1/DETF)*(F(2,2)*F(3,3)-F(2,3)*F(3,2))
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FINV(1,2)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,3)*F(3,2)-F(1,2)*F(3,3))
FINV(1,3)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,2)*F(2,3)-F(1,3)*F(2,2))
FINV(2,1)= (1/DETF)*(F(2,3)*F(3,1)-F(2,1)*F(3,3))
FINV(2,2)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,1)*F(3,3)-F(1,3)*F(3,1))
FINV(2,3)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,3)*F(2,1)-F(1,1)*F(2,3))
FINV(3,1)= (1/DETF)*(F(2,1)*F(3,2)-F(2,2)*F(3,1))
FINV(3,2)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,2)*F(3,1)-F(1,1)*F(3,2))
FINV(3,3)= (1/DETF)*(F(1,1)*F(2,2)-F(1,2)*F(2,1))
C

Transpose the FINV matrix
FTRAN(1,1)= FINV(1,1)
FTRAN(2,2)= FINV(2,2)
FTRAN(3,3)= FINV(3,3)
FTRAN(1,2)= FINV(2,1)
FTRAN(1,3)= FINV(3,1)
FTRAN(2,1)= FINV(1,2)
FTRAN(2,3)= FINV(3,2)
FTRAN(3,1)= FINV(1,3)
FTRAN(3,2)= FINV(2,3)

C

Calculate the H matrix
H(1,1)=

FINV(1,1)*FTRAN(1,1)+FINV(1,2)*FTRAN(2,1)+FINV(1,3)*FTRAN(3,1)
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H(1,2)=
FINV(1,1)*FTRAN(1,2)+FINV(1,2)*FTRAN(2,2)+FINV(1,3)*FTRAN(3,2)
H(1,3)=
FINV(1,1)*FTRAN(1,3)+FINV(1,2)*FTRAN(2,3)+FINV(1,3)*FTRAN(3,3)
H(2,1)=
FINV(2,1)*FTRAN(1,1)+FINV(2,2)*FTRAN(2,1)+FINV(2,3)*FTRAN(3,1)
H(2,2)=
FINV(2,1)*FTRAN(1,2)+FINV(2,2)*FTRAN(2,2)+FINV(2,3)*FTRAN(3,2)
H(2,3)=
FINV(2,1)*FTRAN(1,3)+FINV(2,2)*FTRAN(2,3)+FINV(2,3)*FTRAN(3,3)
H(3,1)=
FINV(3,1)*FTRAN(1,1)+FINV(3,2)*FTRAN(2,1)+FINV(3,3)*FTRAN(3,1)
H(3,2)=
FINV(3,1)*FTRAN(1,2)+FINV(3,2)*FTRAN(2,2)+FINV(3,3)*FTRAN(3,2)
H(3,3)=
FINV(3,1)*FTRAN(1,3)+FINV(3,2)*FTRAN(2,3)+FINV(3,3)*FTRAN(3,3)
C

Store FV in temp arrow while reading element data

C

Make FV#1 be D11
ARRFV(I)=(DCC*H(1,1))/(N)
I=I+1
ENDIF

C
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IF(LWRITE .EQ. 1) THEN
CALL DBFILW(1,ARRAY,JRCD)
IF (JRCD .NE. 0) THEN
CLOSE (JUNIT)
GOTO 110
ENDIF
ENDIF
LWRITE=1
100 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE
STOP
END

Osmosis Assumption Test and Calculation
A method by which to test for the influence of osmotic transport is to test for the
degree of transport as drugs or drug-surrogates are transported into the vascular wall
without an induced pressure gradient (in certain instances, inducing a swell in the wall).
In this experiment, I cannulated a vessel as though I were running a bcf test. The
difference to this was that the system was not brought to pressure; however, a bubble was
still inserted inline with the vessel in a glass capillary. If an excessive amount of
molecules are transported via osmotic swelling, a bubble movement would be observed
as if there were a pressure on the vessel. This test was allowed to run for two days in an
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incubator and less than a microliter of equivalent movement was observed via the bubble,
indicating an equivalent pressure of 3 mmHg. The negation of the osmotic swelling
assumption can be confirmed by calculating the relative influence of the pressure gradient
( ∂p f / ∂r ≈ 7e7Pa / m ) to the osmotic influence ( Rθ (φ c − b cf )∂c / ∂r = 1e5Pa / m ). Note
the multiple orders of magnitude higher pressure than osmotic influence.

SigmaStat Code
Nonlinear Regression Monday, May 17, 2010, 8:29:04 PM
Data source: SAMPLE 24 in FUNG.SNB
[Parameters]
C1=1E6
C2=1
C3=1
C4=1
[Variables]
Dir=col(1)
S=col(2)
E11=col(3)
E22=col(4)
[Equation]
Stress=if(Dir=1,eqn1(E11,E22),eqn2(E11,E22))
eqn1(E11,E22)=C1*(C2*E11+C4*E22)*exp(C2*E11^2+C3*E22^2+2*C4*E11*E22)
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eqn2(E11,E22)=C1*(C3*E22+C4*E11)*exp(C2*E11^2+C3*E22^2+2*C4*E11*E22)
Fit Stress to S
[Constraints]
C1>0
C2>0
C3>0
C4>0
[Options]

MTM Code
% % Begin test data
% E=linspace(0,0.19,40);
% noise=3*rand(40,1)';
% for k=1:length(noise)
%

if noise(k)<0.8

%
%

noise(k)=1;
end

% end
% Stemp=1e5*E.^2;
% S=noise.*Stemp;
% % End test data
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% Begin interpolation
Efit=linspace(0,max(E),10);
Sfit=interp1(E,S,Efit);
% End Interpolation

% Begin TM and MTM calcs
TM=zeros(1,length(Efit));
for k=1:length(Efit)-1
if ~isempty(TM(k))
for i=1:length(Efit)-1
MaxTM(1,i)=(Sfit(i+1)-Sfit(i))/(Efit(i+1)-Efit(i));
end
end
end
MaxTM=max(MaxTM);
MaxTM=MaxTM/1e6;
% End TM and MTM calcs

% Begin Figure comparing data to interp
figure
scatter(E,S)
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hold on
plot(Efit,Sfit)
% End Figure comparing data to interp

% Print MTM%
name = 'MTM of your sample is ';
[name, num2str(MaxTM), ' MPa']

Optimization Code
startfminsearchbnd.m
clear all;
clc;
format long
global flvelcomp expflux expflvel compflvel avecompflvel iterat;
global abaquscount;
abaquscount=2;
prompt0={'Experimental bubble velocity (m/s)'};
% Xarea of capillary=0.24 mm^2
inputparameters0=inputdlg(prompt0);
inputparameters0=char(inputparameters0);
inputparameters0=str2num(inputparameters0);
expflux=inputparameters0*(0.24/(1000*1000));
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expflvel=expflux/(2*3.14158*(750e-6)*.004/4);
iterat=0;
lower=0;
upper=Inf;
lb=[lower];ub=[upper];
prompt1={'K1'};
% inputparameters=inputdlg(prompt1);
% inputparameters=char(inputparameters);
% inputparameters=str2num(inputparameters);
% [strainexp stressexp newstrain,noelementsexp]=writeinputexp(inputparameters);
% prompt2={'A1','B1','C1','A2','B2','C2','A3','B3','C3'};
inputparameters=inputdlg(prompt1);
inputparameters=char(inputparameters);
inputparameters=str2num(inputparameters);
options=optimset('TolX',1e-11,'TolFun',1e-11,'Display','iter');
[x1,fval,iterations]=fminsearchbnd(@fun,inputparameters,lb,ub,options,flvelcomp)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%x1=fminunc(@fun,[inputparameters(1),inputparameters(2)],options)
%x1=fminbnd(@fun,lb,ub,options);
% x1=fmincon(@fun,inputparameters(1),lb,ub)
%[x1,fval]=fminsearch(@fun,inputparameters(1),options,strainexp,stressexp)
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
writeinputcomp.m
function [compflvel]=writeinputcomp(inputparameters)
global flvelcomp expflux expflvel compflvel avecompflvel iterat;
%% Writing the input file
% Names the input file
name='j2';
file=strcat(name,'.inp'); % adding '.inp' extension to the filename.
input_file=fopen(file,'w'); % opening the file to write the content.
% Insert heading lines into input file
fprintf(input_file,'*Heading\n');
ADD SERIES OF FPRINTF COMMANDS TO CREATE FILE
fprintf(input_file,'*End Assembly\n');
% Define material
A1=inputparameters(1);
% A2= screw inputparameters(2);
% A3=inputparameters(3);
% A4=inputparameters(4);
% A5=inputparameters(5);
A=[A1];% A2 A3 A4 A5];
% A=[1e-11 2e-11 3e-11 4e-11 5e-11];
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B=[1];
figure(3)
plot(B,A,'bo');
hold on
xlabel('e');ylabel('k');
axis tight
K=[A' B'];
fprintf(input_file,'*Material, name=artery\n');
fprintf(input_file,'*anisotropic hyperelastic, fung-orthotropic\n');
fprintf(input_file,'0,0,2.764,0,5.49e-1,5.178,1e-2,1e-2,\n');
fprintf(input_file,'1e-2,1.617e5,0\n');
fprintf(input_file,'*Permeability, specific=9800\n');
% for k=1:length(K)
%

fprintf(input_file,'%d,%d\n',K(k,1), K(k,2));

fprintf(input_file,'%d,%d\n',K(1,1),K(1,2));
% end
fprintf(input_file,'*Boundary\n');
ADD BOUNDARIES AND STEPS
fprintf(input_file,'*End Step\n');
fclose(input_file);
% file
% BIGCOUNT2=countFSSR1
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pause(10);
runabaquscomp(file);
end
runabaquscomp.m
function [compflvel]=runabaquscomp(file)
% Created by Siddharth Vad Oct 13,2009.
%This function returns values of strain, stress calculated based on values
%inputed by user.
%for other instructions refer same file name in holzapfel.
% Area=3.147004e-5 m^2
% Elements 609-640, nodes 661 and 693
global flvelcomp expflux expflvel compflvel avecompflvel iterat;
% cd('c:\PHEminiMatlabAbaqus-Linux');
name=file;
job=['job' '=' name];
s=['abaqus' ' ' job ' ' 'interactive']
istatus=unix(s);
name1=name(1,1:end-3);
name2='dat';
name3=strcat(name1,name2);%stores the name of the .dat file with extension.
a=textread(name3,'%s','delimiter',','); % this reads the .dat textfile.
a=char(a); %converts the read textfile to character type of data
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K=[];
%Read in the fluid velocities only
b=textread(name3,'%s','delimiter',' ');
K=open curly brackets;
% for i=12014:20:12574
k=b(105174);
%

K=[K k];

K=k;
% end
b=cellfun(@str2num,K);
compflvel=b;
% avecompflvel=mean(compflvel);
iterat=iterat+1;
%finish Read in the flvel nodes only
for i=1:length(a) % this loop finds if the job has been successfully completed
k=findstr(a((i),:),'THE ANALYSIS HAS BEEN COMPLETED');%searches through 'a'
% which is a character array for the key words.
K=[K k];
end
if isempty(K)==1
open(name3);% if the above key words are not found, that means job was not
successfully executed
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end
inputfile='great';
end
fun.m
function f=fun(parameters,x,y)
%created by Siddharth Vad, Oct13,2009
% for instruction refer file with same name in Holzapfel folder
global flvelcomp expflux expflvel compflvel avecompflvel iterat;
[compflvel]=writeinputcomp(parameters);
expflvel=expflvel;
avecompflvel=avecompflvel;
% S11comp=stresscomp(:,3);S22comp=stresscomp(:,4);S33comp=stresscomp(:,5);
f=sum(abs(expflvel-compflvel)^2);
%
% f1=sum(S11comp-S11exp).^2;
% f2=sum(S22comp-S22exp).^2;
% f3=sum(S33comp-S33exp).^2;
%
% f=f1+f2+f3;
figure(2)
scatter(iterat,compflvel,'bo');
hold on
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plot(iterat,expflvel,'r');
xlabel('Iteration');ylabel('Velocity (m/s)');
axis tight
end

Input files for Abaqus 6.9
*Heading
** Job name: RPxptSS Model name: Model-1
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO
*Part, name=RP-1
*End Part
**
*Part, name=RP-2
*End Part
**
**
** ASSEMBLY
**
*Assembly, name=Assembly
**
*Instance, name=RP-1-1, part=RP-1
*Node
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NODES GO HERE
*Element, type=DC3D8
ELEMENTS GO HERE
NSETS AND ELSETS
** Section: Section-1
*Solid Section, elset=_PickedSet5, material=Material-1
,
*End Instance
**
MORE ELSETS AND NSETS
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=_PickedSurf10, internal
__PickedSurf10_S1, S1
*Elset, elset=__PickedSurf11_S1, internal, instance=RP-2-1, generate
1, 1050,

1

*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=_PickedSurf11, internal
__PickedSurf11_S1, S1
*Elset, elset=__PickedSurf12_S1, internal, instance=RP-1-1, generate
60589, 67320,

1

*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=_PickedSurf12, internal
__PickedSurf12_S1, S1
*Nset, nset=_T-RP-1-1-CylinderMaterial, internal
_PickedSet25,
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_PickedSet37,
_PickedSet39,
_PickedSet36,
_PickedSet50,
*Transform, nset=_T-RP-1-1-CylinderMaterial, type=C
-0.00402409673010052,

0., 0.000985017838634082, 0.995975903260074,

3.56084373595573e-14, 0.000980584885015349
*Nset, nset=innernodes_PP_, internal, instance=RP-2-1, generate
1, 5400,

1

*Nset, nset=innernodes_PP_, internal, instance=RP-1-1, generate
69651, 76615,

1

*Nset, nset=_PickedSet26_PP_, internal, instance=RP-1-1, generate
1, 6965,

1

*Elset, elset=__Int-1_msm_1_S1, internal, instance=RP-1-1, generate
60589, 67320,

1

*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=_Int-1_msm_1, internal
__Int-1_msm_1_S1, S1
*Elset, elset=__Int-1_ssm_1_S1, internal, instance=RP-2-1, generate
1, 1050,

1

*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=_Int-1_ssm_1, internal
__Int-1_ssm_1_S1, S1
*End Assembly
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**
** ELEMENT CONTROLS
**
*Section Controls, name=EC-1, hourglass=STIFFNESS
1., 1., 1.
**
** MATERIALS
**
*Material, name=RP
MATERIALS
**
** INTERACTION PROPERTIES
**
*Surface Interaction, name=IntProp-1
1.,
*Friction
0.,
*Surface Behavior, no separation, pressure-overclosure=HARD
**
** CONTACT INITIALIZATION DATA
**
*Contact initialization data, name=CInit-1
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*Surface Smoothing, name=Int-1
, _Int-1_msm_1, CIRCUMFERENTIAL, 0., 0., 0.000985, 1., 0., 0.000980567
_Int-1_ssm_1, , CIRCUMFERENTIAL, 5.65885e-09, 0., 0.000985, 1., 6.12036e-22,
0.000980567
**
*FILE FORMAT, ZERO INCREMENT,ASCII
*INITIAL CONDITIONS,TYPE=RATIO
allnodes, 1.00
*INITIAL CONDITIONS,TYPE=TEMP
allnodes,0.5
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
** Name: FixEnds Type: Displacement/Rotation
*Boundary
_PickedSet37, 2, 2
** Name: FixEnds2 Type: Displacement/Rotation
*Boundary
_PickedSet39, 3, 3
**
** INTERACTIONS
**
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** Interaction: Int-1
*Contact Pair, interaction=IntProp-1, type=SURFACE TO SURFACE, tracking=STATE,
geometric correction=Int-1
_PickedSurf11, _PickedSurf10
** ---------------------------------------------------------------**
** STEP: Stretch
**
*Step, name=Stretch, nlgeom=YES, inc=999999
*Static
0.01, 1., 1e-05, 0.1
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
** Name: InnerPP Type: Pore pressure
*Boundary
innernodes_PP_, 8, 8, 13332.
** Name: Stretch Type: Displacement/Rotation
*Boundary
_PickedSet36, 3, 3, -0.00206625
**
** INTERACTIONS
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**
** Interaction: Int-1
*Model Change, type=CONTACT PAIR, remove
_PickedSurf11, _PickedSurf10
**
** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
*Restart, write, frequency=0
**
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1
**
*Output, field
*Node Output
U,
*Element Output, directions=YES
LE, S
*Contact Output
CSTATUS, CSTRESS
**
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1
**
*Output, history
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*Contact Output
CSTRESS,
*End Step
** ---------------------------------------------------------------**
** STEP: Pressure
**
*Step, name=Pressure, nlgeom=YES, inc=99999
*Static
0.01, 1., 1e-05, 0.1
**
** LOADS
**
** Name: Pressure Type: Pressure
*Dsload
_PickedSurf12, P, 13332.
**
** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
*Restart, write, frequency=0
**
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1
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**
*Output, field
*Node Output
U,
*Element Output, directions=YES
LE, S
*Contact Output
CSTATUS, CSTRESS
**
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1
**
*Output, history
*Contact Output
CSTRESS,
*End Step
** ---------------------------------------------------------------**
** STEP: Deploy
**
*Step, name=Deploy, nlgeom=YES, inc=99999
*Static
0.001, 1., 1e-12, 0.05
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**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
PROVIDE DEPLOYMENT PRESSURE
** Name: LowPP Type: Pore pressure
*Boundary
_PickedSet26_PP_, 8, 8
**
** INTERACTIONS
**
** Interaction: Int-1
*Model Change, type=CONTACT PAIR, add
_PickedSurf11, _PickedSurf10
**
** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
*Restart, write, frequency=0
**
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1
**
*Output, field
*Node Output
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U,
*Element Output, directions=YES
LE, S
*Contact Output
CSTATUS, CSTRESS
**
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1
**
*Output, history
*Contact Output
CSTRESS,
*End Step
** ---------------------------------------------------------------**
** STEP: recoil
**
*Step, name=recoil, nlgeom=YES, inc=99999
*Static
0.001, 1., 1e-08, 0.1
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
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** Name: Deploy Type: Displacement/Rotation
*Boundary, op=NEW
** Name: FixEnds Type: Displacement/Rotation
*Boundary, op=NEW
_PickedSet37, 2, 2
** Name: FixEnds2 Type: Displacement/Rotation
*Boundary, op=NEW
_PickedSet39, 3, 3
** Name: InnerPP Type: Pore pressure
*Boundary, op=NEW
innernodes_PP_, 8, 8, 13332.
** Name: LowPP Type: Pore pressure
*Boundary, op=NEW
_PickedSet26_PP_, 8, 8
BCS
**
** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
*Restart, write, frequency=0
**
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1
**
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*Output, field
*Node Output
U,
*Element Output, directions=YES
LE, S
*Contact Output
CSTATUS, CSTRESS
**
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1
**
*Output, history
*Contact Output
CSTRESS,
*End Step
** ---------------------------------------------------------------**
** STEP: Consolidation
**
*Step, name=Consolidation, nlgeom=YES, inc=99999
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD
100., 1000., , ,
**
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** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
**
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1
**
*Output, field
*Node Output
POR, U
*Element Output, directions=YES
FLVEL, LE, S, VOIDR
*Contact Output
CSTATUS, CSTRESS
**
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1
**
*Output, history
*Contact Output
CSTRESS,
**************************************************
** this section writes to the .fil file (used by transform program)
**************************************************
*OUTPUT, FIELD
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*EL FILE, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES
VOIDR,POR,SINV,LE
*NODE FILE
NT
*End Step
*Heading
** Job name: RPxptSS Model name: Model-1
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO
*Part, name=RP-1
*End Part
**
*Part, name=RP-2
*End Part
**
**
** ASSEMBLY
**
*Assembly, name=Assembly
**
*Instance, name=RP-1-1, part=RP-1
*Node
ADD NODES, ELEMENTS, NSETS, AND ELSETS
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*End Assembly
*Amplitude, name=Amp-1, time=TOTAL TIME, definition=SMOOTH STEP
0.,

0.,

1209600.,

777600.,

1.,

864000.,

0.83,

950400.,

0.74

0.63,

1641600.,

0.53,

2937600.,

0.33,

4233600.,

0.165,

7257600.,

0.09,

9417600.,

0.055,

13737600.,

0.215
5097600.,
0.02
**
** MATERIALS
**
*Material, name=Material-1
*Diffusivity, dependencies=2, law=FICK
0.,0., ,0.,0.
1.,0., ,0.,1.
*Kappa, dependencies=1, type=PRESS
0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 58.31250
0.00885, 145.78125, 0.00000, 58.31250
0.01770, 291.56250, 0.00000, 58.31250
0.03540, 583.12500, 0.00000, 58.31250
0.05310, 874.68750, 0.00000, 58.31250
0.06195, 1020.46875, 0.00000, 58.31250
0.35401, 5831.25000, 0.00000, 58.31250
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0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 145.78125
0.00354, 145.78125, 0.00000, 145.78125
0.00708, 291.56250, 0.00000, 145.78125
0.01416, 583.12500, 0.00000, 145.78125
0.02124, 874.68750, 0.00000, 145.78125
0.02478, 1020.46875, 0.00000, 145.78125
0.14160, 5831.25000, 0.00000, 145.78125
0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 291.56250
0.00177, 145.78125, 0.00000, 291.56250
0.00354, 291.56250, 0.00000, 291.56250
0.00708, 583.12500, 0.00000, 291.56250
0.01062, 874.68750, 0.00000, 291.56250
0.01239, 1020.46875, 0.00000, 291.56250
0.07080, 5831.25000, 0.00000, 291.56250
0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 583.12500
0.00089, 145.78125, 0.00000, 583.12500
0.00177, 291.56250, 0.00000, 583.12500
0.00354, 583.12500, 0.00000, 583.12500
0.00531, 874.68750, 0.00000, 583.12500
0.00620, 1020.46875, 0.00000, 583.12500
0.03540, 5831.25000, 0.00000, 583.12500
0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 874.68750
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0.00059, 145.78125, 0.00000, 874.68750
0.00118, 291.56250, 0.00000, 874.68750
0.00236, 583.12500, 0.00000, 874.68750
0.00354, 874.68750, 0.00000, 874.68750
0.00413, 1020.46875, 0.00000, 874.68750
0.02360, 5831.25000, 0.00000, 874.68750
0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 1020.46875
0.00051, 145.78125, 0.00000, 1020.46875
0.00101, 291.56250, 0.00000, 1020.46875
0.00202, 583.12500, 0.00000, 1020.46875
0.00303, 874.68750, 0.00000, 1020.46875
0.00354, 1020.46875, 0.00000, 1020.46875
0.02023, 5831.25000, 0.00000, 1020.46875
0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 5831.25000
0.00009, 145.78125, 0.00000, 5831.25000
0.00018, 291.56250, 0.00000, 5831.25000
0.00035, 583.12500, 0.00000, 5831.25000
0.00053, 874.68750, 0.00000, 5831.25000
0.00062, 1020.46875, 0.00000, 5831.25000
0.00354, 5831.25000, 0.00000, 5831.25000
*Solubility, dependencies=1
1e-20, ,1e-20
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1000., ,1000.
*Physical Constants, absolute zero=-273.16, stefan boltzmann=1.3807e-23
*Initial Conditions, type=TEMPERATURE
all, 273.16
*Initial Conditions, type=CONC
all,0.0001
*Initial Conditions, type=FIELD,VARIABLE=1, FILE=s, STEP=5, INC=10
*Initial Conditions, type=FIELD,VARIABLE=2, FILE=d11, STEP=5, INC=10
*Initial Conditions, type=PRESSURE STRESS
all,0
*Film Property, name=IntProp-1
0,

0

0.000012,

.00006

0.000019,

.00012

2.80E-05,

.00023

5.01e-5,

.00153

** ---------------------------------------------------------------**
** STEP: apply
**
*Step, name=apply, inc=999999
*Mass Diffusion, end=PERIOD
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777600., 1.5552e+07, , ,
*FIELD, VARIABLE=1, FILE=s, BSTEP=5, BINC=10, ESTEP=5
*FIELD, VARIABLE=2, FILE=d11, BSTEP=5, BINC=10, ESTEP=5
*PRESSURE STRESS, FILE=s,BSTEP=5,BINC=10,ESTEP=5
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
** Name: insi Type: Mass concentration
*Boundary, amplitude=Amp-1
insi, 11, 11, 1.
** Name: outs Type: Mass concentration
*Boundary
outsi, 11, 11, 1e-06
**
*cfilm
cells,2e-10,.00155,IntProp-1
**
*Temperature
all, 273.16
*Restart, write, frequency=1
*Output, field
*Node Output
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NNC, RFL
*Element Output
CONC, FV, MFL
*node print, nset=all
nnc
*End Step

Table of drug surrogates
Name:
DiD
Molecular Formula:
C67H103ClN2O3S
Molecular Weight:
1052.0753
Cost:
$100/1ml
Ex (nm):
649
Em (nm):
665
Structure:
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Name:
DiI (1,1′-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate)
Molecular Formula:
C59H97ClN2O4
Molecular Weight:
933.87
Cost:
$136/100mg
Ex (nm):
549
Em (nm):

Structure:
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Name:
3,3′-Dipropylthiadicarbocyanine iodide
Molecular Formula:
C25H27IN2S2
Molecular Weight:
546.43
Cost:
$257/100mg
Ex (nm):
500
Em (nm):
705
Structure:

Name:
7-(Diethylamino)coumarin-3-carboxylic acid
Molecular Formula:
C14H15NO4
Molecular Weight:
261.27
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Cost:
$94.50/100mg
Ex (nm):
409
Em (nm):
473
Structure:

Name:
7-(Diethylamino)coumarin-3-carboxylic acid N-succinimidyl ester
Molecular Formula:
C18H18N2O6
Molecular Weight:
358.35
Cost:
$405/100mg
Ex (nm):
445
Em (nm):
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482
Structure:

Name:
3-Morpholinobenzanthrone
Molecular Formula:
C21H17NO2
Molecular Weight:
315.37
Cost:
$67.50/1mg
Ex (nm):
439
Em (nm):
632
Structure:
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Name:
6-Dodecanoyl-N,N-dimethyl-2-naphthylamine
Molecular Formula:
C24H35NO
Molecular Weight:
353.54
Cost:
$301/100mg
Ex (nm):
366
Em (nm):
497
Structure:

Name:
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7-Amino-1,3-naphthalenedisulfonic acid monopotassium salt monohydrate
Molecular Formula:
C10H8KNO6S2 · H2O
Molecular Weight:
359.42
Cost:
$55.30/1000mg
Ex (nm):
310
Em (nm):
450
Structure:

Name:
8-Aminonaphthalene-1,3,6-Trisulfonic Acid, Disodium Salt
Molecular Formula:
C10H7NNa2O9S3
Molecular Weight:
427.33
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Cost:
$145.73/1000mg
Ex (nm):
356
Em (nm):
572
Structure:

Name:
9-(2,2-Dicyanovinyl)julolidine
Molecular Formula:
C16H15N3
Molecular Weight:
249.31
Cost:
$39/5mg
Ex (nm):
433
Em (nm):
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500
Structure:

Name:
Tetramethylrhodamine ethyl ester perchlorate
Molecular Formula:
C26H27ClN2O7
Molecular Weight:
514.95
Cost:
$101/25mg
Ex (nm):
540
Em (nm):
595
Structure:
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Name:
5(6)-Carboxyfluorescein N-hydroxysuccinimide ester
Molecular Formula:
C25H15NO9
Molecular Weight:
473.39
Cost:
$42.30/25mg
Ex (nm):
492
Em (nm):
517
Structure:
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Name:
8-Hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid trisodium salt
Molecular Formula:
C16H7Na3O10S3
Molecular Weight:
524.39
Cost:
$81/25mg
Ex (nm):
420
Em (nm):
500
Structure:

Name:
1,1′-Diethyl-2,2′-dicarbocyanine iodide
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Molecular Formula:
C27H27IN2
Molecular Weight:
506.42
Cost:
$62/250mg
Ex (nm):
548
Em (nm):
559
Structure:

Name:
Rhodamine B octadecyl ester perchlorate
Molecular Formula:
C46H67ClN2O7
Molecular Weight:
795.49
Cost:
$121.50/10mg
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Ex (nm):
559
Em (nm):
575
Structure:

Name:
Rhodamine B octadecyl ester perchlorate
Molecular Formula:
C46H67ClN2O7
Molecular Weight:
795.49
Cost:
$121.50/10mg
Ex (nm):
559
Em (nm):
575
Structure:
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Porcine coronary vascular SMC isolation protocol
Joe’s isolation and culture of porcine coronary artery smooth muscle cells:
(ALL ASPECTS NEED TO TAKE PLACE IN A STERILE HOOD WITH STERILE
EQUIPMENT)

1. Obtain a whole heart from the Meat Lab within 2 hours of slaughter
2. Transport on ice and begin dissection of the LAD and RC arteries by locating the
coronary ostias and cutting the vessel away from the myocardium (1 hour)
3. Place each segment in HBSS or CO2-ind media and begin removing fat/adventitia
with curved microdissection scissors
4. Split each artery into thirds and culture in low-Ca2+ cell media (DMEM with
1.2% P/S, 0.9% l-glut, 0.1% fungizone, 10% FBS) for 12-24 hours in a 6-well
dish
5. Remove the segments and split each into 3-5 mm strips and place the segments
into a 12-well
6. Place CO2-ind culture media with 294 U/ml collagenase (crude), 5 U/ml elastase
(crude), 2 mg/ml bovine serum albumin, 1 mg/ml soybean trypsin inhibitor, and
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0.4 mg/ml DNAse. Thicker sections have needed elastase and DNAase, however,
this isn’t always necessary. The BSA and STI can be substituted in most cases
with an FBS solution.
7. Enzymatic dispersion can be done by shaking the water bath at 37C for 1 hour
8. After 1 hour you should begin to see some endothelial cells. Remove this
solution and the cells and resuspend the segments in the digestion solution. After
another 30-60 minutes you should see more cells, including some bound cells
(comfirm with morphology). Remove these cells and centrifuge the solution to
isolate the SMCs.
9. Seed into a flask then add fresh media
10. After 24 hours change the media, then change at 80% confluency for each
passage. Some of the cells can be banked here, and some can be used for
experiments

Cell lysis protocol
This is taken from rathmell@unc.edu at the University of North Carolina.
1.

The most standard way of performing cell lysis is lysis in NET with 0.5% Triton

X100
NET: 20 mM Tris
100 mM NaCl
1 mM EDTA
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Lysis buffer: 10% Triton X100 stock solution in water and dilute to 0.5% in NET
Protease inhibitors: from BD-Pharmingen 50x in ethanol stored @ -20oC.
Phosphatase inhibitors: from BD-Pharmingen, add each at 50x.

After making lysis buffer, keep everything on ice at all times!!!
2.

Spin cells to be lysed down in 15 or 50 mL centrifuge tubes. Aspirate off media,

leaving around 1 mL. Transfer that 1 mL to a microcentrifuge tube and pulse spin the
cells to pellet (spin for 5-10 seconds at max speed in the microcentrifuge).
3.

Resuspend cells in lysis buffer. Usually for cell lines add around 20 mL of lysis

buffer per million cells. For primary lymphocytes, add 10 mL lysis buffer per million
cells.
4.

Let cells sit in lysis buffer on ice for 10-15 minutes to ensure complete lysis.

5.

While cells are lysing on ice, make sure the refrigerated microcentrifuge is set to

2-4oC.
6.

Spin cells at max speed for 10 minutes at 2-4oC to pellet nuclei.

7.

The previous step does not have to be done, if complete add solution to ultrasonic

bath

Summation of properties for finite element model
Mechanical property values are listed as c, A1, A2, A3, D. *The unit is Pa for c, Pa-1 for D,
and unitless for A1, A2, A3.
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Artery Section
Ezz-pre
Outer Radius (mm) Thickness (mm)
Prox
0.348 (0.011)
1.965 (0.134)
0.260 (0.021)
LAD
Mid 0.248 (0.0343)
1.183 (0.142)
0.229 (0.024)
Dist 0.258 (0.0384)
1.032 (0.092)
0.192 (0.050)
Prox
0.208 (0.031)
1.973 (0.148)
0.388 (0.076)
RC
Mid
0.262 (0.042)
1.748 (0.363)
0.319 (0.053)
Dist
0.121 (0.049)
1.910 (0.164)
0.335 (0.021)

Model

Artery
LADC

Porohyperelastic

RC

LADC

RC

LADC

RC

LADC

Mass transport

RC

Metal

Section
Prox
Mid
Dist
Prox
Mid
Dist
Prox
Mid
Dist
Prox
Mid
Dist
Prox
Mid
Dist
Prox
Mid
Dist
Prox
Mid
Dist
Prox
Mid
Dist

Property

Mechanical [222]

kff [222]

dcc [226]

bcf [226]

All

Binding (h(c)) [226]

All

Elastic modulus [247]
Poisson's ratio [247]
Plastic modulus [247]
Plasticity strain transition
[247]

OA (degrees)
140.09 (10.28)
126.96 (14.65)
144.84 (2.89)
137.07 (10.19)
149.01 (5.10)
152.33 (15.28)

Value
445e3, 1.4, 0.99, 0.47, 2.2e-8
160e3, 5.3, 1.6, 1.49, 6.9e-9
162e3, 2.79, 5.19, 0.55, 7.0e-9
439e3, 0.99, 1.33, 0.32, 7.8e-7
61e3, 4.51, 5.50, 2.61, 8.1e-7
61e3, 0.96, 13.1, 1.72, 9.0e-7
1.333E-10
1.797E-10
5.237E-11
2.870E-10
1.521E-10
7.335E-11
2.873E-14
4.535E-14
1.472E-14
2.447E-14
3.985E-14
1.463E-14
4.000E-04
5.500E-04
2.850E-03
2.967E-03
3.450E-03
8.367E-03
1.2e-5(6.0e-5)
1.9e-5(1.4e-4)
2.8e-5(2.3e-4)
5.0e-5(1.5e-3)
21
0.31
1.5
0.007

Unit

*

m/s

m2/s

unitless

m/s
GPa
GPa
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Example image of model confirmation
Below (left) is from a virtual en face image (from finite element analysis). This field of
view corresponds with the multiphoton image (right). The red in the left image is 0.10
mg/ml, and blue is 0.008 mg/ml (linear scale). The grey in the right image is 0.10 mg/ml,
the dark blue is 0.008 mg/ml (linear scale). Total images are 400 x 400 microns.
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